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1. 
IRornJcTIoN. 
It is only conparcitively recently, since the advent of 
thods for preparing synchronous cultures, that coil biologists 
have been able to explore biochemical changes in cells that occur 
with tics as the cell traverses its cycle. Uith the widespread 
application of the various sothods now available for producing 
synchrony a large body of data has accrued and this data n-ay be 
broadly described as descriptive; the cajor fact to amerge has 
been that rnany of the cells' activities are periodic. Hence the 
cell has taken on a nev copleity, a complexity in time. 
As yet the phonoonon of periodic synthesis of cell 
constituents remains almost totally unexplained and without a much 
more comprehensive knotlodge of the elements of molecular control 
mechanisms it is difficult to construct testable hypotheses. Ttio 
such hypotheses have been fortiarded and tiill be discussed in 
outline belou but it is quite certain that the study of periodic 
syntheses trill occupy an iriportant position in the field of cell 
biology for some time to cone. 
Ttro major cell constituents have been found to be synthe-
sized in a periodic manner, namely DA and some enzymes, uhilst 
other enzymes have been shown to be continuously synthesized but 
to display periodic increases in the rate of synthesis. Periodicity 
of nuclear DNA synthesis has been found to be a universal feature 
of higher cells and their cell cycle is quite comonly subdivided 
Into phases determined by the amount of DA in the nucleus. 
The periodic synthesis of enzymes has also proved to be 
a universal phenomenon and this field has recently been reviewed 
by 1.2itchison ( 1 69a) tyho has described the tt7o major hypotheses 
2. 
current in the field. 
The first of those hypotheses Witchison has called 
oscillatory repression and it tias first put fortrird by Nasters an 
Donachie and expanded by (Icodtjin. Briefly the theory postulates 
that the periodic rises in enzyme activity observed in synchronous 
cultures represents the free or possibly entrained oscillation of 
a control system which incorporated a negative feedback loop. The 
entrainment idea arose as a necessity of explaining the fact that 
the oscillations usre of a once per cycle nature and the suggestion 
is that the entraining event is the doubling of the relevant gene 
tihich changes the parameters of the system. The theory ume pro-
pounded to account for results obtained from the study of 
synchronous cultures of bacteria and is an extension of the theory 
of enzyme synthesis control put forizard by Jacob and Honod but there 
is no inherent objection to the extension of the theory to higher 
cells. 
The other theory was proposed by H lvorsnn and his group 
to account for their observations of periodic fluctuations of 
enzyme synthesis in synchronous cultures of budding yeast and has 
been called by Mitchison the linear reading theory. This theory 
sioply asserts that the enzyme 'steps' are due to a wave of trans-
cription along each chromosome in such a say that each chromosome 
is completely transcribed once per cycle. The theory suggests that 
reading of the chromosome is from one end and passes through the 
centromere to the other end of the chromosome. 
At the present both of these theories suffer from the 
drawback that they are both rather difficult to test. They are 
Important,, however, because they represent some of the first fruits 
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of an approach to the investigation of the cell cycle which is 
experimental as well as being descriptive. 
Recently Mitchison has framed a general approach to the 
study of periodicity in the cell cycle which is both experimental 
and descriptive which he calls 'marker analysis' (Mitchison 069b). 
In short this method entails mapping the cell cycle in terms of 
periodic events at all levels using morphological criteria as well 
as biochemical ones and then comparing the map sequence of cell 
cycles measured under a range of different experimental con-
ditions. The purpose of making such comparisons is to try to 
divine relationships between periodic events and to establish 
'causal sequences' of inter-related processes. Clearly the 
success of this method depends both upon the investigation in 
depth of a few convenient types of cell and upon the development 
of methods of modifying the normal Cell cycle. It was to try to 
develop a finely controllable method for distorting the cell cycle 
of S.pombe that this work was initiated. 
The cell of interest in this study is the fission yeast 
Schizosaccaromycos pombe which has been the subject of interest 
in this laboratory and has been studied for many years both by the 
observation of single coils and, with the development of the 
density gradient technique for producing synchronous cultures 
(!4itchison and Vincent), by biochemical methods. Uhen this 
project was begun all of the major cell constituents had been 
investigated to some extent and DNA and several enzymes had been 
found to be synthesized periodically in the cell cycle (Bostock 
et a].). 
At the outset it was decided that the most profound way in 
k. 
which the cycle could be distorted ums to specifically inhibit 
the division of the cells tiith acme agent or treatment tihich would 
produce as little Inhibition of the groth of the cell as possible. 
It ties lmcr= that this effect could in fact be produced since the 
oceuirce of giant cells t-ith a noracil rate of Grouth but an 
Incapacity to divide had already been noted by two workers. Gill 
had produced this effect by exposing the cells to low doses of UV 
Irradiation, a aotbod tihich does not lend itself to biochemical 
Investigation since it is very difficult to treat coils in bulk 
In this uny, and Schofer had produced giant cells by chemical 
inhibition tith an analogue of inositol. 
The initial probles was thus the choice of agents to 
test although some inforaation was already available as a result of 
a previous project (A. Herring). Brie:ay v three clanses of 
division inhibitor were knot,n at that time and were considered 
for use these are the elkylctting agents, the standard inhibitors 
of DA synthesis and those substances tihich attack the mitotic 
apparatus, the colchioine gOup. Since the last of these was not 
thought to have an effect upon yeasts the choice ties limited to 
the first two groupa 
Ttio findings suggested that certain of the alkylating 
agents sight be of use. 'iratly, NitovWcin C (henceforth c) had 
been shotin by Uillim3wn end Scopes ('62a) to be capable of 
inhibiting the division of S. clerovisias tiith no measurable effect 
on grotith and this finding had been etendod to S0pocba (Herring). 
Secondly, the production of giant cells of Z. posbe by §phopfer 
referred to above ties suspected to be due to the action of the 
inhibitor used as an elkylating agent. This effect was found 
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during an investigation of the effects of inostol analogues upon 
the metabolism of S.pombe and more recent work has confirmed 
that the inositol zm1ogue in question, ruethylenepentahydrozycyclo.. 
heiane oxide, does in fact behave as an elkylating agent ( 
Deshusses et al). 
There were, howover, difficulties attached to the use of 
alkylating agents. The inositol analogue was not commercially 
available neither was it easily synthesized, !4itomycin C was 
available but the levels of drug needed to affect the division of 
yeasts was some hundred times as high as those levels normally 
used for bacteria or mammalian cells, and this made experiments 
of the scale needed for biochemical assays prohibitively expensive 
if the drug was to be used by simple addition to a growing culture. 
Preliminary experiments upon two other alkylating agents, 
nitrogen mustard and ethyl methaneaulphonate, did not give giant 
cells and it is probable that both these agents affect growth as 
well as division. 
Thus attention was also directed towards those inhibi-
tors which specifically block DM synthesis and affect 'division 
by arresting the cycle in the G1 phase. The following substances 
were tested in preliminary experiments in which division and 
growth were measured in the presence of the drug: hydroxyurea (1W), 
2 1 deoxyadenocine (AdR), nalidixic acid, 5 1fluorodeoxyuridine 
(lrtTdR) and cytosino arabinoside. All of these drugs were found 
to bavo some effect on the division or growth of S.pombe with the 
exception of cytosine arabinoside. They will henceforward be 
referred to by the abreviationa shown in brackets. 
The most interesting of this group of inhibitors turned 
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out to be 1W and AdR and gi7 preliminary experiments were con-
tinued by Nitchison and Croanor at the ease time as the work 
described in this project. I shall return to thip subject. later 
as some of the anperimonts in this project were performed with 
these drugs. The results of the preliminary experiments are 
not presented as, for all the inhibitors in the list above, ty 
has been superseded by 11itchison and crecnoij!7) and 
many of their findings havo since been published. 
At this point the discovery ties mado which led to the 
experiments described in the following pages. NC was by far the 
best specific inhibitor of division which I had found in ny pro-
liminery tests, with no measurable affect on growth as judged by 
simple criteria. It was found that it was not necessary to use 
the drug continuously and that a short exposure to PC produced a 
dramatic division delay. This discovery meant that the cost of 
4C experiments became reaaonable and the exploitation of this 
technique soon showed that the relationship between induced delay 
and the age of the treated coil was quite complex. If NC was to 
be a useful probe for the investigation of the cell cycle ob-
viously its action had to be well understood and thus the experi-
monte tthich are described below tiero inaugurated. 
When this project was begun there ties only one experiment 
performed which had utilised an inhibitory treatment to investi-
gate periodic synthesis in a synchronous culture. This was an 
experiment performed by t-2asters and Donachie using a synchronous 
culture of Bacillus subtilise They inhibited DIIA synthesis with 
1"UdB and were able to show that periodic steps occurred in the 
activity of the enzyme oraithine transcarbamylese for two cycles 
7.. 
in the absence of DNA synthesis and cell division. This clearly 
demonstrated that steps in enzyme activity could not be accounted 
for by a gene dosage effect. 
Ho-ciever, since this project was started there have been 
several reports of periodicity being maintained after normal 
progression through the cycle has been blocked in some vay. 
Eckstein Paduch and Nils used synchronous cultures of 
Sacchsromyces cerevisiae and follot7ed the changes in the activity 
of DNA polymorase; they found that this enzyme follows the 'peak' 
pattern in the cell cycle with the maximum of enzyme activity 
occuring just before DNA synthesis. X.-irradiation of their 
synchronous cultures caused a long delay in DNA synthesis but the 
peaks of polymerase activity continued to appear and were quite 
unaffected by the irradiation. 
Still more recently the same approach has been extended 
by Hartwell and Culottie  who have isolated temperature sensitive 
mutants of S.eerevisiae which are unable to perform either DNA 
synthesis or nuclear division at the restrictive temperature. 
One of these mutants which is blocked in DNA synthesis has proved 
particularly interesting, as growing this mutant at the restrictive 
temperature does not prevent bud initiation and the result is a 
many budded chimera. This mutant clearly demonstrates that 
initiation of DNA synthesis end bud initiation are independent 
and form what NitchIgon has culled a 'non-causal fixed sequence' 
in the norma]. cycle. Hotsever, another mutant shows that the 
relationship between DNA synthesis and bud initiation must be 
complex since this mutant, which can initiate but not maintain . DNA 
synthesis at the restrictive temperature, does not display con 
tinned bud initiation. 
• See both Hartwell and Culotti and Hartwell 
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To account for these results Rerttiell has proposed that 
the cell possesses a 	 clock' which controls periodic 
events in the cycle, in this case bud initiation. &lvorson's 
iodel predicts that this 'clock' is the process of sequential 
transcription but the results outlined above impose a now con-
dition, that the transcription process must be able to re-
initiate itself in tho absence of the tholo process of chromosoo 
replication. The majority of Rarttell's mutants do not show 
continued bud initiation and presumably have stopped the • clock', 
but there is little evidence in yeasts that either DNA synthesis 
or nuclear division have an effect upon transcription. Possibly 
this system might provide a partial teat of the sequential 
transcription hypothesis. 
I have discussed the work above to try to illustrate the 
usefulness of inhibitors or treatments which distort the cell 
cycle, as the original aim of this project was to develop a tool 
for the dissection of the S.pombe cell cycle. At the present 
time three such inhibitors are available, NC, AdR, and 1W, and 
of these three, AC1R and 1W act in a tiey t,hich is fairly simple 
and relatively tell understood. PlC, hotiever, is an inhibitor 
tsith a more complex mode of action which resembles the action of 
UV irradiation and most of this thesis is concerned with the 
investigation of the effects produced by PlC. 
9. 
ATERIALS AND -2H0DS. 
The organima used for the whole of this study was the 
fission yeast Schi osacchsrcrcee pcmbe. It is as well to mention 
at this point that a coiiprehenaive review of the methods used to 
study S.pobe has recently been uritten by J.1itchioon (7) 
and thus I shall restrict myself to a brief description of the 
basic techniques and will comment at length only when the pro-
cedures used were not described in the article mentioned above. 
Four strains of S.pombo have been used, those being .C.LC. 
a 
132 and three other strains designated 972h7 , 975h
+  and uvsl 1 
(derived from 972h). The majority of the work was performed 
uith strain 132 and it may be assumed that this strain usa used 
unless it is specifically stated to the contrary. The cells were 
gram for all the experiments in Edinburgh Ninimal Wedium number 
11 9 the composition for which is given in Appendix I, except for 
a small number of experiments which specifically required the 
original medium E I which differs only in the Phosphate con-
centration being 30 times lower (also Appendix 1). 
Stock cultures of the above strains were maintained in 
10 mis of medium in Universe], bottles and subcultured at intervals 
not exceeding 14 days. The temperature of growth was aluays 32° , 
and at this temperature the generation time was typically 150 sins 
10 sins. 
Synchronous cultures were made by the method of 4itchiaon 
and Vincent which separates young cello from a logarithmic phase 
population by rate monal centrifugation followed by the selection 
of clotiest sedisenting cells from the gradient. A sucrose or 
glucose gradient was employed. 
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Gouth of the large subcultures used for raking the 
synchronous culturbs was Elonitore by following the optical density 
at 595 aJi which provides a convenient and quick measure of culture 
grotith. Cultures wore harvested at optical densities which 
indicated cell concentrations of between i.0 to 4.0 u 10
6  Cells/E14 
The, voluacs of the fractions re9oved froa an 80 al 10-4c sucrose 
gradient to cake the culture varied from 095 ala to 6.0 ala 
according to the size of culture required and the appearance of 
the gradient. 
After inoculation of the selected cells culture growth was 
eat iated by optical density aeaauroaente and cell division was 
measured by two separate methods. The direct raethod of measuring 
coil nuabar increase was to use a Model B Coulter Counter fitted 
tiith a 70 JI orifice tube as desc'ibed by Nitchison (7). Houever, 
the method most cozrinonly oaployod t-,aa to calculate the cell plate 
index (hencefortzard ci'i) which is an estimate of the percentage of 
- 	cells in the culture which are undergoing division and thus possess 
a cell plate0 The CPX is the direct equivalent of the mitotic index 
In higher cells. 
The cPI was estimated either from slides prepared from 
samples taken from the cultures at intervals and stained with 
crystal violet as described in Nitchison ('12), or by direct ob-
servation of the live cells using dark ground illumination with a 
total magnification of about X1100, The latter aethod is by far 
the best, as it is very quick and it is possible to tell without 
doubt tthother a cell has a cell plate, which is not always possible 
in stained preparations. coat of the data presented in this thesis 
were collected by direct observation. Estimates of the CPI are 
based on counts of 2004OO cells. Figure 1e shows the typical 
fluctuation in CPI with time for a synchronous. culture. there is a 
ll. 
peak at about 2 hi's thich is followed by a second posk at about 4 
bra. It is these peaks in the CPI that have been used to calculate 
een generation tüe of the cells and the seen cycle position at 
any given time,and the length of induced delays. A convention has 
been adopted to pin-point the so called 'cell plate peak' (hence-
foruard 	it is defined as the time at half the breadth of the 
peak of the CPI measured 'at half its heighte 
iheu this value was calculated (using both uy on data 
and that of Nitchicon and Creanor) for nine synchronous cultures 
on uhich both (WI and Coulter Counter measurements had been made 
the CPP was found, on average, to precede the mid-point of doubling 
of cell numbers by 15 minutes. Hence, using the fission to fission 
convention to define the cell cycle, the cycle use held to begin, 
for the purposes of calculation, 15 minutes after the CPP. 
The mean generation time of a culture is thus the time 
from the first CPP to the second CPP and other cycle positions were 
calculated from this data. The length of the let cycle was con-
sidered to be the same as the 2nd and the cycle positions of events 
before the first ccll plate peak were calculated backwards from the 
estimated end of the first cycle. thero only one CPP was measured 
an average value for the mean generation time of 150 minutes use 
assumed; this value use derived from an average of 12 mean gener-
ation tines. 
Since great reliance has been placed upon measurements 
of delays calculated from the displacement in time of the CPP by 
various treatments, I shall briefly consider the errors affecting 
the cstnato of the CPP. Figure 1 shous some typical data from a 
fairly good synchronous culture the vertical bars represent the 
TV confidence intervals for each estimate of the CI'! (calculated 
FIGURE I  - An oxpeHent to investigate the errors involved  
In the estiation. of the tio of the let cell 
plate peek of a synchronous culture. 
The open circles represent the raw data, whilst the bare 
are 95% confidence intervals (pee tent). The dotted and dashed 
peaks were constructed to arrive at the earliest and latest 
estimates of the cell plate peak using the extremes of the 95 
confidence limits*' The two arrota above the abscissa represent 
the mid-point of their extreme estitatoe whilst the arrou below 
the abscissa represents the mid-point as measured fro the raw 
data. 
The ordinate is the percentage of cells showing cell'plates; 
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according to the for1a given in M12y for weaSUremonto follow-
ing a binomial distrbution). The dotted lines are drawn through 
the extremes of the intervals so as to give the eztre2e early and 
late ectinatee of the CPP. These estimates are separated by only 
13 minutes; oroovor, they represent very extreme estimates because 
they are calculated by combining already extreme events. As 13 
tiiuutes represents only 0.085 of a cycle I conclude that counting 
error clone is unlikely to. give vise to large inaccuracies. This 
view is further supported by the data in Figure 2; since it is,  
unlikely that the treatment of the three pulsed cultures affected 
the division of the coils at all these data riay be treated as 
replicate estimates and as such they are quite consistent, all the 
CPP's falling within an interval of 5 minutes.- 
Unfortunately although random counting error is thus 
quite ceall in its effect on the estimation of any one CPP, this 
error will affect the calculation of the mean cycle position of 
the cells three tines, twice in the calculation of the mean genera-
tion time and once in the calculation of the end of the cycle. 
Thus when a cycle position is given to two places of decimals 
the second place of decimals is only relevant when conparing cycle 
positions within the same experiment where the time between two 
events, for ezenpie pulse treatments, is accurately known. 
An alternative way of producing rather poor synchronous 
cultures was to use the roinoculation system described by Bostcck,( '68). 
This system has only a low degree of synchrony but its advantages 
are that the cells are in a different phase of their growth cycle, 
the lag phase, and that there is a sharp burst of DNL synthesis 
which occurs just after inoculation* 
Harvesting of the cells was by filtration exactly as 
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described by Nitchison ('70). Precautions were taken then harvest-
ing the cells for transfer into or out of medium containing in-
hibitor. (boid membrane filters wore used exclusively for this 
purpose and care was taken to see that not all the medium was x's- 
oved from above the cello during the last stages of filtration: 
the cells wore never allowed to dry on the filters. The use of 
Ozoid filters is important since other filters nay affect the 
oith of colic (iitchioon and Crenor, personal ccl2niiunication). 
2.1 ciii. filter wac used for volumes of culture up to 80 olae 
and above this volune a 6 cs* filter was used. 
Xuhibitors were added to the cultures dissolved in a 
ssall volume of aediun to give the desired concentration, and in 
most experiments were. recavod again by the above procedure to 
effect a pulse treatment* However, this procedure could not be 
adopted in the case of t7itonycin C due to the fact that high con-
centrations of the drug are needed to affect S.iombe and the price 
of 4itoaycin C is such that it would be quite uneconomic to treat 
the cells in this way. Thum the 1itcrcin was prepared at required 
concentration in a small volume of medium at 3?-'C and the cello 
were resuspended in this reduced volume. I!ornaUy the cells wore 
concentrated no core than x 10 by this procedure, but in some 
experiments the coils wore concentrated eightyfold in order to 
treat with the drug. 'osts with Glucostat for exhaustion of the 
medium during this concentration showed that the cello did not ox-
Iaust the glucose in the medium during the period of concentration 
(details of the Glucoetat test will be given later) and it is 
glucose that limits Grouth in MM XI (_ohioan, personal comsuni-
cation) • It is notable that this concentration of the cells is 
'far less severe than they normally suffer during the normal procedure 
FIGURE 2... . Four tatei of the cell plate peak 
oae 	 ci1tiae teate 
by the co 	tati 
YaQQ tho o011 	th 
Top 	 open circles controlt closedi circles 
cltu'e concettod for 15 minutes 
begimaIns at em estimated cycle pitoii 
of O.13 
ottc2 	ap1uab opekiI trimwgloo ancl cloGod circle 
clte treated at cycle position  
0,33 and 0.53 OesPectivelY. 













for producing the synchronous culture although it usually lasts 
a little longer. Before synchronisation the cells are concentrated 
to a thin paste (an eight hundredfold concentration) for some five 
minutes- the noiwi duration of the pulse treatment ban fifteen 
rAnntes, Finally as ahotin in Figure a, control eperimenta in 
which the cells usre concentrated without the drug showed that the 
aanipnlation and concentration of the cells had no detectable 
effect on division. More the duration of the pulse tas longer 
than fifteen minutes cells were concentrated by factors smaller 
than z 10.. 
The inhibitors were removed as is described above and at 
this point the cells tiers washed free of the inhibitor by thorough 
trashing u'ith fresh tiara tnodiun; the volume of the wash was usually 
approximately equal to the volume in which the cells had formally 
been suspended,and in the case of cultures that had been concen-
trated for itoiycin C pulse treatments considerably greater. 
The inhibitors used in this study were .r41toycin C (KC), 
Eydroyurea (WJ), 2' Deoxyadenosine (AdR) and Cyciohexiatdo (CHX). 
The sources of supply and a note regarding obtaining I1itoaycin C 
are in Appendix IV. Solutions of the drugs were usde up iaaediate-
ly prior to the experixzents except in the case of HIC which ties 
dissolved in medium as soon as possible before use. The latter 
precaution was taken since the medium has a pH of 5.2 which is 
outside the stable range of W and thus 1C cannot be considered to 
be stable for long periods in MI. and indeed there is a clear 
change in the aboorbance spectrum of KC left ovoi'night in aM 
(D.Sutherland, personal cosunication). !4C is also subject to 
degradation by visible light (taka1d et al). Hoiever, the time-
cam-so of this degradation is slow and it is not expected that 
15. 
this would contribute greatly to breakdown of the drug during the 
experimental period; some small precaution was taken by simply 
keeping the solutions out of direct light and strong sunlight. 
Nuclear division was estimated in synchronous cultures 
by observing the proportion of binucleate cells found in fined 
and stained cells taken from the culture at intervals. The method 
used to stain the cells was slightly different from the procedure 
for Giemsa staining given in the Appendix by C.F. Robinson to 
itchison's review ( 070), but it has been found to be very satis-
factory when it is simply desired to display a nucleus (or nuclei) 
in every cell. Samples were taken at intervals from the cultures 
and dried down on to pro-warmed slides. Afterwards the slides 
were uashed free of medium in tap water and redried, and the cells 
fixed with Carnoy's fixative (absolute alcohol, chloroform, and 
glacial acetic acid in the proportions 6/34) for 15 minutes, 
and trashed thoroughly in distilled water. They were then extracted 
with ribonuclease A (Sigma crystalline pancreatic RI\!ase) at a 
concentration of 100 Pg/ml in phosphate buffer pH 7.0 for some 
three hours at a temperature of 30-400C. The enzyme solution was 
heated to 1000C for 10 minutes before use to denature any DNase 
present. The slides were then trashed for exactly 10 minutes with 
running tap water and stained in 	Giemsa solution (Gurr's R66) 
made up in phosphate buffer pH 7.0 for 14 hours thereupon they 
were removed for inspection. If they were adequately stained 
they were then mounted in stain highly diluted with the seine pH 7.0 
buffer, most of the liquid was removed from underneath the cover-
slip and the coverelip was then pressed down firmly to compress 
the cells. The rdounts were then sealed with clear nail varnish. 
Nuclear structure was not revealed by this method but the nucleus 
16. 
is atron1y stained and clearly visible and it was easy to dis-
tinguish cells with tto nuclei.. Proportions of binucloato cells 
tiere el3tiaatecL by scoring not less than 400 cells. 
Cell lengths t,ei'e measured by awainins slides of cells 
stained tiith crystal violet and negatively stained with an Indian 
Ink solution (ace NitChIsOn IM with a micro.-cope fitted with a 
graticule eyepiece. At least 50 cells were measured and scoring 
ties usually restricted to those cells iiith can plates. Compari-
son of the lengths of treated cells tiitb those of the control 
culture ties asde by using Student's 't teat as modified by Bailey 
for use in cases where the variances are unequal. 
The method used to eatisate DNA was that developed by 
C.J. &atock ('68) and involves the DNA eztraction of Schneider 
as modified by Nutchipon and Inroe and the standard Darton 
dip enylesine assay or the modified Burton assay described by 
Giles and Myers. Samples of at least 80 n 10  cells were removed 
from the culture and harvested by collection on Millipore filters; 
In some early ecperisents Ozold membrane filters tiers used but 
these were found to give rather variable results compared to 
Nilliporo filters. The filters tiers placed in disposable polysty-
rene tubes and stored in the deep freeze over night. next day the 
samples were rernpended in 0.50 DI pe?Lchloric acid (PCi) at 0 °C., 
and the filters were removed from the tubes. After 30 sinutea the 
cells tiers spun dotin and the supernatant removed with a pasteur 
pipette redrawn to give a very fins tip using a filter puap adjusted 
to give a lot, suction. The cells were then tiashad in 0.50 t PCA 
and once aere the supernatant ties disparded. Gieat care ties taken 
to remove all the PCA tiith as acall a loss of cells as possible. 
0.25 nis of 0.50 DI use added to each tube and the tubes were 
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atcered and placed in a 709C tater bath and incubated for 20 
minutes with agitation by vortei rrthrer every 5 minutes. The tubes 
were then cooled to 0°C and the cells spun down, 0.2 sla of the 
cupsrnatent tjas removed fro each tube using a capillary pipette 
and assayed for pirine bound deo'riboso by the diphezy1iiine 
ElGthOd. 
The diphenyleaiine (DPA) reagent used tw either that of 
Balm (Z DPA, 1.5$ concentrated Analar H2SO4,  and 0.15 aqueous 
acetaldehyde (na1ar ne up at 16 wg/inl) in Analar glacial acetic 
aciO or in later eaperieents that of Giles and er3 ; ( k.0 DPA 
in glacial acetic acid t-iith 0.13) aqueous acetaldebydel 0.4 ole 
of reagent uas added to each tube which liY&S then stoppered and in-
cubated for 16 to 20 hours at 32C after ubich the samples rere 
spun to remove any turbidity that had developed and then the 
absorbance at 595 rnJl and at 700 tnjL was measured' in a flitashi 
Perkin Eloor sectrophotaneter. Deanyadeno3ine in 0*5M PCA was 
used as a standard end calibration curves were linear up to con 
centratious of 20 Thg/a1 separate calibration curves were made for 
each assay. The FX!A content of the samples was calculated by sub-
tracting the OGI)700 from the 0.D 5 and comparing this value with 
the calibration curve (0.1)595 0.D plotted against concentration 
of decmtyadenoeine•) and assuming that if in DNA the purine to pyri-
aidine ratio is one then one unit weight of deaayadeno4ne will 
produce the same aborbtion as 2.60 units weight of DNA. Controls 
to check that this procedure does in fact measure only DNA were 
performed by C.J. X3ostock ( 468) who found that all the dipheny-
lemma positive material was sensitive to deoxyribonuc lease. 
Protein estimations were by the method of Yowry et al. 
Coils were first fractionated by a slightly modified Scbmj4- 
18. 
Tannhaueer fractionation (acribed N.Stebbing, '69 a21) the 
procecre tas as foUo-e. Swiples of between 10 and 'o z 106 coIls 
iere taken and harvested on Uhataan OPA glass fibre filters and 
unshed with at least 100 ala of distilled water. Both the choice 
of filter and the thorough washing are important since GFA filters 
Give a very low bac?ound absorbtion in controls and the aediue 
gives a Lotry positive reaction. The filters were placed in dis-
posable polystyrene tubes and 1.5 ml of I.ON N0H was added to each 
of the tubes including a control containing only a filter. The PCA 
pool extraction was avoided. The tubes were then incubated for 3 
hours at 320C after which the digest was agitated to di2rupt the 
filter and a 1.0 ml aliquot was removed from each tube to another 
10 ml Zterilin tube containing 1,0 al of I.M7 PGA at 00C. The tubes 
were kept in an ice bath for a few minutes to ensure the complete 
precipitation of protein and then the tubes were spun and the super-
natant was removed and retained for the estimation of RNA.,. The 
precipitate was then raised in 1.Oml of 0.2J4 WACH containing 
deoxycholate and loft overnight at a temperature of 3200  to re-
dissolve coriipletely. The addition of detycho1ate is the modifi-
cation of N. Stebbirig ('69). It was found by }thn to aid the dissolu-
tion of the protein precipitate and to reduce the standard error of 
the estimations However, he also found that it effected the stabil-
ity of the colour developed in the assay.. The colour was found to 
reach a maximum after 8 minutes and to decline after 30 minutes after 
the addition of the reagent, thus the samples were always read in 
the spectrophotometer before 30 minutes had elapsed. The protein 
estimation was made, using the following reagents. 
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0.10 I2 sodium hydroxide 
45 sodium carbonate 
0 sodiuu potasaiuzr tartrate 
1 copoer sulphate 
1'o1in-tioca1teu reagent (obtained froi Hopkin and 
Ui11iais Ltd.. Folin-Ciocalten for phoaphataso, 
diluted threefold before use). 
The copper alkali solution was prepared by aixing 100 ale of A. 
uith 1.00 ale of B. and adding 2 ala of C. and 2 ala of D. in that 
order, and 5 ale of this solution was added to each 1.0 al sample 
With an Arnold florwoil outoiatic pipette to ensure good mixing. 
After 10 ainutes 0.5 ala of Yolin-Ciocalteu reagent was added to 
the tubes whilst they were being mined with a vortex mixer to 
ensure that the reagent was dispersed isiediate1y. The tubes wore 
then set aside and read as mentioned above betticen 8 and 30 ainutes 
after the addition of the reagent. The absorbance at ?0 tJI use 
read in a Hitashi Perkin Jer spec trophotoinetor against a filter 
and reagent blank. The standards used to calibrate the results 
vere Bovine serum czlbunin solutions eado up freshly in 0.2 14 NaOH 
containing 	deycho1ate at concentrations of 100, 200 9 300 and 
1+00 Pg/al BA which were read against a reagent blank. The 
calibration curve is not quite linear as noted in 9J.Loury et al. 
IUU was ostistod by measuring the absorbance of the 
supernatant left after the precipitation of protein by cold PCA. - 
from the 1.0 N NaOH digest at 260 41 and assuming that the absor-
bance readings ware directly proportional to the amount of RA 
present. This assumption is reasonable since DNA in S.ponbe repre-
sents only about ]3- of the total nucleic acid (Atchison and Lark 
.j'stock 11 69) and the pool of nucleotides during the exponen-
tial phase of grouth may be stpected to contribute only 2 of the 
absorbance (LStebbing '69). 
20. 
Thc scrase derepreesion o=parimnts were perfomod in 
the manner described by J.14.14itchison and J.Crsanor ('69). 21 ml 
aliquots were takm at intervals froo synchronous cultures and 
diluted z 20 with fresh wars = IX se up without glucose. Pros 
these deropressedsub-culturos 3 or + 10 al satp1ea wore taken at 
intervals and the cells wero harvested on Willipore filters and 
given eight washes of distilled water to reiove all trace of glu-
COSO; the filters wore then renovod to disposable polystyrene 
tubes (Lucithans,LP3). 
To assay the sueraso activity in the samples the cells 
were resuspended in 1.0 ol of 5 sucrose sized with two volumes of 
0.067M Soronsens phosphate buffer, pH 6.8 containing 0.014 
ethylonodiaminetetra-acetate (sodium salt) and incubated, leaving 
the filter in the tube for about two hours. At the end of this 
incubation the filters are removed and 0.5 as of Glucoatat 
special reagent (Jorthington) was added to each tube at intervals 
of 10 seconds in order. Men sufficient colour had developed as 
judged by eye the reaction was stopped by the addition of 1 ml, of 
0.25 BC]. in the sase order as the reagent at 10 second intervals 
to ensure a constant incubation tine with the reagent. The cells 
were then spun to the bottom of the tube and the supernatant was 
measured for absorbanco at 400 1* nVinot filter and a reagent 
blank in a Hitashi Perkin 1 1ser aectrophotoeter. 
Another technique used to investigate both the division. 
and the growth of the coils was time lapse photography of single 
cells growing on a small pad of agar- this technique was develop-. 
ed by Swann and has been described by his. The apparatus is a 
Carl Zeiss Photosicroscope enclosed in a perapex enclosure kept at 
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constant toperature with an electrical fan assisted heating unit. 
The photomicroseope camera is controlled by a tfre switch uhich 
ey be adjusted to control both the interval at which ezposurea 
are taken and the duration of the epoauro. The aar mount is 
prepared by placing a Cow drops of molten agar (1.5 Cbcoid lonagar 
rtTo.l in 	Ii) on a clean elide such that it spreads to give a 
sa11 flat pool about 1 r-M deep. When this has set it is trimmed 
to give a scan pad roughly 1 cm square. A ample of about 5  ala 
is recoved from the culture and is concentrated by centrifizgetion 
roughly ten times using a bench centrifuge at full speed for three 
minutes. Cello frorn this concentrated culture are then placed on 
to the pad using a sterile loop, several loopfuls are necessary, 
and the pad is covered with a clean coverolip. The elide is then 
placed on the etage of an old microscope the objective of tihich has 
been replaced wjiaa special tool. This tool is merely a solid cy-
linder of brass about the same size as a normal objective which 
has been threaded at one end to eliot, it to be sersued into the 
nose of the eicroscope the other end of tikiich is quite flat. The 
microscope is renked doun until this flat end is in contact with 
the coverelip and then, using the fine focus, the block of agar is 
very slightly ccipresced and the coverslip is fined in position 
uith four drops of hard ua. This procedure ensures that the 
coverelip lies in a parallel plane to the slide so that all the 
cells under the coveralip can be accommodated in the plane of focus 
of the objective which mill later be used to observe them. £ext a 
small capillary tube, dratn down to about 250-500 microns, into 
which a small drop of liquid paraffin has been dratm is placed on 
the slide uith one and under the coveralip and near the agar pad. 
The edges of the coverelip are then sealed with soft w= so that 
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the agar pad lies in a sealed chamber. The purpose of the capill-
ary tube is to allou the pressure within this chanber to equili-
brate with the outside vhen the preparation is transferred to the 
constant temperature enclosure. 
The preparation m2st be closely inspected for any air 
loalm as these can load to dessication end shrin!me of the agar. 
The agar mount can be bade in a very snail space of tine, soe to 
minutes being eaple. The preparation is then observed under the 
photoicroscope and a suitable field of cello is chosen for obser-
vation in a typical cparieont doaiied to observe only division 
this tsauld constitute a s,slo of about 150 coils, and the photo-
microscope is adjusted to begin taking exposures at the desired 
tine lapse. Thereafter it is only necessary to check that the 
nieroccopo stays in focus as there is a tendency during the first 
tto hours of the experiment for the focus to slip, probably due to 
teaperature equilibration of the sount. The growth temperature in 
all experiments in this study was 32°C. Dark ground iflusinetion 
as used and the camera was loaded with Kodak Psuatosic x 35 
film. Illumination usa the maximum obtainable and the exposure 
time was 40 secon&3. 
The resulting negatives ucre not printed but were analysed 
by projection using a Robot 35 m file projector; this is a very 
convenient device uhich throws an image on to a semi-opaque screen 
uhich can then be narked tith a uater soluble earkor (Pentol, 
Sign-pen) making it easy to follotr the dove1opiont of individual 
cells. 
23. 
The action of lsss of Iitoycin C on synchronous cultures. 
As I have previously oentioned in the introduction it 
was moin from the outset of this work that the division of 
S.osmbe could be inhibite1 by high concentrations of MC (1400 Jig/ii) 
and that, since there was little effect on growth,. giant coils 
wore produced. Houover, no satisfactory experiments had been 
perforrmed to test the reversibility of this inhibition and thus 
the effect of limited emposure to the drug was unknown* 
The result of such a treatment (henceforward referred to 
simply as a pulse of the drug in question) may be seen in Figure 
3 and in Plate l Figure 3. shows two preliminary experiments in 
which asynchronoue cultures were used. After a pulse of the drug 
division continues for about 140  minutes, ceases for a period and 
then resumes in a 'parasynclLronoual.wave of division. These 
results immediately suggested two points, that there was a 
transition point at the end of the cycle s.ftor which the coils 
were resistant to delay and that for the majority of the cycle the 
pulse treatment caused a division delay which probably varied 
with cycle position. This last inference was made becauoe if a 
constant delay had been induced then one would not expect division 
to restart in this partially synchronous manner. 
Plates 1 and 2 simply illustrate the production of giant 
coils by a pulse treatment with ICC, 
This. indication of differential delay through the cell 
cycle suggested the use of synchronous cultures and at this point 
a standard pulse of 500 Jg for 15 minutes was decided upon as a 
dose that was likely, judging frora preliminary results, to produce 
PLATE 
An copchmamr. aulftm some hcurs afteuD  
tiith 500 fljjjol  Fl:JtOZ~yCla C 
Ow 15 almutoo g shoulaghighly o1©ate 
(In bti PIELtOO X aird X, thO oiflcatioi 
is the se), 
PLATE X 	F-] 

FIGURE . 	'ko eperieuta to show the effect of a 
pulse Cl? -1C on the division of an 
jnchronous culture. 
Graph A 	The effect of a pulse of 500 gg/l Vie 
frog 015 minutes upon division Beasurea 
by the effect on the Cpl. 
Open circles control CI'!, closed circles - 
treated culture CI'!. 
Graph B 	The effect of a pulse of 400 Jsl I1C of 
30 minutes duration (ending at 0 minutes) 
upon division measured by the direct 
cell counts. 
Closed circles - cell density in the 
control culture. 
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a torkble delay. Since -2C has been found in later experiments to 
be a fast acting inhibitor inasmuch as short pulses will cause del ays, 
all pulse positions in the cell cycle are calculated from the 
beginning of the pulse. 
Figures 4s 5 and 6. show the results of three ezperi-
cents in which synchronous cultures were pulsed at different 
points in the coil cycle. Figure 11  ehous the results of pulses 
that fall in the first part of the cycle; the fortheoz]ing division 
is delayed in these cells and as the position of the pulse is 
moved later in the cell cycle the delay is seen to increase. The 
tto latest pulses shot that a soall number of cells are not 
delayed and that there are two snail 'escape' poalw in the CPI. 
These escape peaks can be seen even core clearly in Figure 5 
which shows a series of pulses placed in the beginning and around 
the middle of the cycle of a culture of 972h. 
This failure of the coils to be delayed if they are 
treated after a certain point in the cycle is a feature of many 
inhibitory treatrnents and till be referred to as a transition 
point. Several ezperiento showed that this transition point 
occurred regularly in synchronous cultures at the same point in 
the cycle. 
Figure 6 shoxs the result of treating the cells at the 
end of their cycle after they have passed their transition point. 
In both cases the first division is completed normally but the 
subsequent division foils to occur and is subject to a very long 
Inhibition ihich for many coils etceeds the duration of this 
etperiment. Thus the cells, thilst they are completely insensitive 
to first division delay, are entrenely sensitive to second division 
delay. 
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CELL CYCLE POSITION 
a. 
Figure 7 shots that around fission the cells undergo 
another transition and revert to the seas low level of sensitivity 
found in the early part of the cycle. 
Figure 8 suiasrises the results of several ecporinents of 
the type described above, perforsed both upon strain 132 and upon 
strains 972h7 and 975h' All the results are quite consistent 
with the following pattern of sensitivity through the cell cycle. 
At the beginning of the cycle the cells are at their most resistant 
to induced delay but as they pass through their cycle they becoe 
pro'esaive1y core sensitive to first division delay, This rise in 
sensitivity is roughly linear but the data is not good enough to 
allow this to be stated definitely0 
Just after aid-cycle the cells suddenly becoos completely 
resistant to KC induced delay; they pass through a transition 
point that I shall term the first transition point (TP.1). If 
treated in this phase the cells divide normally but they suffer a 
very severe delay in their second division. 
At around fission the cells once more return to their 
original resistant condition and there is thus a second transition 
point (TP2). 
Uhen this fairly complex pattern of sensitivity had 
emerged it tas iszodiate1y recognised as being almost identical 
to that found by Gill in his investigation of the sensitivity of 
S.pobe to division delay induced by 1ø-i doses of ultra violet 
Irradiation. These results thus furnish another exasple of the 1111 
radiooisetic effect of 4C which have been noted by a number of 
workers, a point to tshich I shall return in the discussion. 
This similarity to Gill's data will be discussed below; 
saant-ihile I shall adopt one of tho term used by Gill. That part of 
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the cycle between ¶?P-1 and 'i!P-2 during which the cells are very 
sensitive will be referred to as the major period of sensitivity 
or simply the major period and that part of the cycle between 
P-2 and ¶L'P.-1 during which the cells are relatively resistant 
will be termed, by extension of Gi1Th nomenclature, the minor 
period. 
Delaya produced in the minor period were relatively easy 
to qnanti27 as such delays may be measured simply by the die-. 
placement of the OP?. Figure 8 contains the results of 11 
àperiments on strain 132 and the rising pattern of delay is quite 
clearly shown( as mentioned above the linearity of the rise is only 
tent&tivl where core than one pulse was placed in the minor 
period In a single experiment the results were always consistent 
with a rising pattern of delay, 
Figure 8 also shows that the other two strains examined 
showed the same overall pattern of sensitivity (with possibly a 
slightly earlier TP-2). this result was encouraging as it shows 
that this complex pattern is sore likely to reflect complex 
changes in the cells and is not sorely an i iozincraay of our strain. 
It is also noteworthy that the rising pattern of delay 
during the minor period explains the 'paraeynchronous' wave of 
division Caused by a pulse upon an asynchronous culture as this 
effect will tend to align the division of cells treated in this 
period. 
eaaurement of delays caused by the standard pulse 
(500 JIg/mi for 15 mInutes) during the major period poses a more 
formidable problem since the delays are both long and rather 
variable. Figure 5 shows that the delays are much too long for 
the CPP displacement method to be of any use. The method of choice 
MGgw 9. 	The effect of to 	ndad'° p1ees upà: the 
divisica of a synchronous c1the 	 by 
photieo@opy 
Oloom c1O3 	 ateatot1 on2.to,  
The lot pulse was at 0.96. The closed circioe reprosont the ee 
in number produced by the let 421vision of obsorved ceUe o&.y 
(i.e. the 2nd synchronous division) -,hilet the top plot (. open 
circles) ekicsa the total nwbor of celle in the field, The 
estiated "Bean' delay was 23.' Dinutes, 
The 2iac1 plee tiae at 0.22 (. open eqa2ee). The ectited ea 
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Mwaz other experiments o1wilar to that presented above save 
the :?011ouing results 
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'as thus direct cell observation by tine lapse photography, the serie 
technique that was used by Gill for his study of UV induced delay 
tiith the etceptioa that synchronous cultures were • used. 
The use of synchronous cultures for these c=perlments 'ias 
necessitated by the fact that tith a chemical inhibition observation 
of the cells , before the pulse treatment is not possible without the 
use of a perfusion ehaibsr of the type used by Fhad in his study 
of cell growth. The use of a perfusion chamber brings its own 
attendant probleme of regulating drug dosage. Thus if asynchronous 
cultures are used the position of each cell in its cycle must be 
decided by the criterion of length alonG. The errors attached to 
this method have been thoroughly discussed by Gill and he showed 
that it iea specially inaccurate for cells in the last half of the 
cycle. Since the major period covers this part of the cycle it was 
decided to use synchronous cultures end to assume that the 100 to 
150 cells selected for observation were representative of the whole 
culture. 
The criterion used for measuring the length of the division 
delay was the time taken for half the cells observed to undergo the 
affected division and the time at which the control coils underwent 
that division was calculated from the position of the CPP in the 
control culture. 
Figure 9 shows the result of an eperiment performed by 
observation of a synchronous culture. The culture was treated at 
an estimated cycle position of 0.94 and a small sample of cells 
removed to an agar pad as described in the materials and methods 
section. A field was selected which at time 2 hours and 30 minutes 
contained 344 00113, most of the cells having undergone their first 
division before removal to the pad. As may be seen the division of 
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these cells uas apectly retarded and it was not until 214 minutes 
after the control culture had divided that this culture had 
achieved a half doabUzg of coil nubore due to the E3000nd 
synchronous division. 
It mist be noted that the total number of cells in the 
observed field rises steeply after 6 hours but coat of this 
increase is due to the division of cells which did not suffer a 
long delay in all probability these coils tiero those cells which 
tiers not in their major period at the time of troatsent. 
D'ortunately the cethod allows the fate of every individual coil 
to be foUoied and thus the increase due to just the second 
synchronous division (which is the first observed division of the 
cells on the pad) may be plotted. However, it is not possible to 
follow the fate of cells for such more than 8 or 9 hours since the 
progeny of divided cells rapidly overcrowd the field. It taas 
certain that ecie of the celia did not undergo their second 
division at all but it is not knoun if this use due to TC damage 
or to lack of nutrients: also a very feu coils became refractile 
and died. 
At best this iaethod can only give a rough estimate of 
the true division delay. Apart from the difficulties mentioned 
above the method of calculating the average position of the pulse 
from the parent culture and applying this to a small sample of 
cells is liable to sampling error.. Also the measurement of delay 
is subject to ttco serious errors. Firstly that it is based on an 
observation of only half the cells, the fate of the other half of 
the population being unknoun, and secondly a mall but unknoun 
proportion of the cells uifl not have been in their sajor period 
t'hen treated due to the fact that synchrony in the parent culture 
FIGURE 10. 	The division dolay Produced by 
62 	'i? V 	 at 	ioao 
N.B. This data is reproduced by Ydnd pomission o2 Bo O11 2,L 
The stage in the cell cycle tss calculatoI accordima  
to the cell plate convention 02 Ssienn. 
The solid mo peente lot dision delay s the 
dottod line, 2nd division deley. 




STAGE IN THE CYCLE 
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use not perfect. 
Ieverthe1ess, the results of four wzpariments carried out 
by this method are reasonably consistent and indicate a delay of 
betteen 200 and 250  eiinutea for strain 132 and rather a longer delay 
for strain 975h4  where only 344  of the coils were seen to have 
divided 240 minutes after the second division of the parent culture. 
It is concluded that if IM induced delays are to be accurately 
eaaured in this highly sensitive yphzice of. the cell cycle a lower 
dose of drag inzt be used. 
!ou that the basic pattern of sensitivity has been des-
cribed I shell return to the comparison of IC induced delay with 
that produced by UV irradiation; to assist this comparison Gill's 
findings are reproduced in Figium 10 in the fom of a simplified 
graph of delay against cell age at irradiation. The dose of UV 
used by Gill use 62 erge/uii2 and the wavelength use 265 mU. The 
cell cycle indicated in Figure 10 is calculated using the convention 
of Stmnn which regards the end of the cycle as the appearance of 
the cell plate and to convert this to the fission convention it is 
necessary to ubtraot 0.09 from the estimate of can ago. 
The broad similarity between the results obtained uith UV 
and W is immediately obvious although for W the minor period is 
shorter and shots less of a range of delay. Mother similarity is 
that Gill notes that there is lees variability of delay in the minor 
period uhich is certainly true with 14C as synchrony is maintained 
after a pulse however this may be a function of the length of 
delay or be explained by the syncbronieing effect of a rising delay 
uith cell ago. 
Good agreement is also found in the position of the 
transition points for UV and VIC. The data used to' calculate the two 
FIGURE 11, 	The e22ct of four 1C pulsoc U902% a Oinglo 
synchgcaous Culture to astimate tho position 
of tho 
Graph a 	- control. 
Graph b 	 Pulse at 0,3 
Graph o 	 u10 at 0,50 
Graph a Pulse at 0057 
Graph e 	 Pulse at 0.6 
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transition points is shoun in Figures 12 and 7; the method used to 
make this calculation tas to estimate the mean cycle position at 
tyhich a pulse treated half the cells in the minor period and half 
In the major and thus resulted in only a 505 rise in coil number. 
Increase in coil number was measured either directly with a Coulter 
Counter or by the numerical integration method devised by N.Stebbing, 
details of uhich may be found in Appendix 2. This latter method 
is not a precise estimate but gives good agreement with data ob-
tained from direct moasurewenta. 	S 
The first TP (Figure U) use estimated by direct measure-
ment to b at 0.57 of a cycle and the second TP (Figure 7) use 
estimated by numerical integration to be at 0.03 of a cycle. 
Comparison of these estimates with the results of eight other 
experiments which located the transition points with less 
accuracy showed all the results to be in complete agreement. 
(These experiments provided the data for Figure 8.). 
tIhen expressed using the fission convention Gill's 
transition points are at 0.53 and 0.11 and thus the greatest 
difference is in the second TP and is only 0.08 of a cycle. 
Considering that completely different methods were used by Gill 
and myself to calculate those results and that stocks of strain 
132 were different, the disparities in the T.P's are very small 
and of doubtful significance. That different stocks of the same 
strain can vary has been shoun by measurements of DNA synthesis 
upon ttio stocks of strain 132  by Nitchison and Creanor ('7w). 
t'Jhon this pattern of changes of sensitivity had been die-
covered in strain 132  and the correlation uith UV sensitivity 
noticed two questions arose immediately, was the pattern the same 
for other strains of S.pobo and could the pattern be altered by 
mutation? The results which provide the ansuor to the first of 
!RE 12. 	800 AIj1 15 fninute NC pulQos rnade at 
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these questions have already been presented strains 972h7 and 
975h both aho-i the same basic pattern of sensitivity as may be 
seen in Figures 5 and 8, with the one proviso that TP-2 may be a 
little earlier in these tio strains. 
Consideration was then given to the selection of a flC 
sensitive mutant but in vieti of the high levels needed to affect 
S. ponbe and the observation made by Swann and Sutherland (personal 
communication) that still higher levels were needed if solid medium 
was used, this would have been a rather costly procedure. Houever, 
during the course of this investigation a UV sensitive mutant was 
kindly made available to me by Dr. B. Kilby. This mutant is 
designated uvel 1 and is derived from strain 972h; it was 
selected by its sensitivity to the lethal effects of UV by Dr. . 
Schuphach. 
Figure 12 shows the result of pulsing a synchronous 
culture of strain uva]. 1 at four different positions in the cell 
cycle and this result and the results of two further experiments 
are summarised in the legend. One point is isnediately clear from 
this result which is that uvel 1 is strikingly resistant to 14C 
induced delay. The concentration used in the pulse treatments had 
to be raised to 800 JIg/mi to obtain any measurable effect at all 
and even at this concentration the maximum delay produced was only 
in the region of 30 minutes. Unfortunately not enough results 
were collected to reveal the pattern of sensitivity through the 
cycle and make a comparison with those obtained for strain 972h, 
but one feature does emerge fros the results presented which is 
that there appears to be a transition from first to second 
division delay at around mid-cycle but no period of high 
sensitivity is found. 
32. 
Since the criterion by tihicb uvsl 1 in deemed sensitive 
is its susceptibility to bV induced killing and not division de1 
one preliminary erperiuent was performed to test thothor uvsl 1 was 
more sensitive to killing by a pulse of 94C. Asynchronous cultures 
of 972h7 and uval 1 were treated tith a 500 J19/01  MC pulse of' 15 
ninutea, unshed and observed b7 tice lapse photography for 13 
hours follouing treatment. Tto classes of cell tere scored: 
those that were refractile and obviously dead and those uhiob 
simply did not divide in the period of obrvation, In the control 
3 of the observed cells died or gave rise to progeny of thich 
one died and a further V failed to divide, in the uvel 1 sample 
there use 24 lethality and no cells failed to divide. 
These results suggest that in spite of the absence of an 
effect on division MC might have an effect upon viability. Roueve, 
after the experiment as performed it uas learned that strain 
urel I has a reduced viability in normal cultures (I3.Schupbach, 
personal communication) some 60 of the cells being dead at the end 
of logarithmic growth* Thus the experiment described above use 
not adequately controlled. Nevertheless,, the idea that delay and 
lethality may be negatively correlated has been proposed by other 
workers notably by Sinclair uho suggests that the inverse 
dependance of delay and survival may be explained by the fact that 
a long delay sbus time for the completion of repair processes. 
Unhappily, time did not sllou this particular approach to 
the problem of MC induced delay to be carried any further, but 
the results above suggest that a feu more experiments could be 
very profitable. The construction of survival, curves for MC killing 
Of uvel 1 and 972h7 vould alloy some idea of uhether the resistance 
to IC in&ieed delay is due to reduced permeability or to a more 
33. 
Oundamental effect. It would also be interesting to sea if the 
pattern of tflT induced delay is codified in any tray in the sensitive 
strain. Fina1ly it uould be revealing to mate uvel 1 uith a 
normal strain and analyse the spore progeny for resistance to tfll 
killing and to VC induced division delay to see if the respective 
sensitivity and resistance to these too treatments remain linkedw 
One last point must be made to conclude this eetion 
In demonstrating any periodic event in the cell cycle by the use 
of synchronous cultwes it is highly desirable to show that event 
occurring in more than one eycla,as the first cycle may be dis-
torted by the synchronisation procedure. Mmperimonts in t,hicb the 
second cycle of a nabronous culture ws treated tith DIC pulses 
shoed that the same pattern repeated itself in this cycle as trell. 
This may also be seen in Figure ? ihsro after TIP-2 the cells showed 
the sane sensitivity as those uhich had just been removed from 
the gradient as in Figures 4 and 5 
The folloW.ng points summarise the findings of this 
•cba:pter. 
L. A pulse treatment of IC is able to cause a delay in division 
at all points in the cell cycle. 
2. There is a periodic change in the sensitivity to 9W induced 
division delay and the cycle may be divided into too periods the 
major period and the minor period the cell undergoing bio sharp 
transitions from one period to the next per cycle.. 
3o, The minor period in strain 132 extends from 0.03 to 057. 
During tho amex' period sensitivity to first division delay rises 
hut falls abruptly to zero at the transition point. 
k. During the txajor period uhich extends from 0.57 to 0.03 the 
colls do not suffer a first division delay but divide normally. 
34. 
oever, the uot division is highly delsyod. The delay obtained 
with a standard pulse being of the orer of 250  sinutee. 
This pattern of sensitivity through the cycle is very similar 
to that found by .GiU for iPJ induced division delay for loi doses 
which did not affect c'ath. 
Four strains of S.pcbe have been investigated, these being. 
132, 972h, 975h' and uval 1 derived froc 9721i. The first three 
of these strains shou the pattern of sensitivity described in 
1-4 above whilst uval 1 is highly resistant to delay.. uvel 1 does 
thou a transition from first to second division delay around mid—
cycle but it lacks the period of high sensitivity completely. 
35. 
CHAPI!ER 2. 
The 	 onshiipf induced delay to the dose of 14C used. 
The experiments in the preceding section all used the 
standard rather arbitrarily selected dose of 501) JIg/mi for fifteen 
minutes. The results of this section describe the relationship 
between the dosage of VIC administered and the resulting delay. 
Clearly the dosage, may be varied in ttso waya, by changing the pulse 
strength and by changing the pulse length. The effects of both of 
these changes were investigated. 
Figures 13. and 14. show the results of increasing the dose 
by increasing the pulse strength. Figure 13. shows quite clearly 
that delays may be elicited by doses which are relatively low 
compared with the 500 Mg/ml used in the previous experiments. A 
particularly interesting point about this data is that the height 
of the 'escape peak' in the CPI is greatest in the cultures treated 
with a lower dose, a result which immediately suggests that the 
transition point may vary with dose. 
Transition points in general have been recently discussed 
by itchison ('71) who has identified two types which he has called 
event and delay transition points. An event transition point is 
one which is due to a change in the state of the cell which renders 
it basically insensitive to the action of the inhibitor whilst a 
delay transition is due to a delay in the action of the inhibitor 
which allows the cell to complete its cycle before the inhibition 
takes effect. Typically this delay may be due to slow penetration 
of the inhibitor or to the fact that the cell possesses an appreciable 
pool of the substance upon which the inhibitor acts or just to the 
reaction of the inhibitor being slow. Since an event transition 
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point is due to a change in the cell one would not expect variation 
with dose. However, a delay in the action of an inhibitor may 
reasonably be expected to vary tdth dose and thus a dose variable 
transition point suggests a delay transition point, especially if 
the transition point is earlier at lower doses. 
That the first TP in fact appears to be earlier in the 
results shown in Figure 13. in those cultures treated with lover 
doses thus suggests that the transition point may be of the delay 
type, However, there is good evidence which tiill be presented 
later in this work that the second transition point at least is an 
event transition point and it seems unlikely that the first 
transition point which is only just after mid-cycle is of the 
delay type. In addition the similarity of the patterns of sensi-
tivity to delay induced by NC and UV irradiation also argues 
strongly for the transition points being of the event type as the 
action of UV irradiation is very unlikely to be of a delayed nature. 
The answer to these apparently conflicting findings most 
probably lies in the observation that very high levels of 14C are 
required to have an effect on yeast cells; in E.coli for example 
a dose of 0.1 Jg/ml is quite sufficient to produce a bacteriostatie 
effect and 5 JIg/al is decidedly lethal (uki and Kilgore). 
ammelian cells are also sensitive at these re1ativelyjoii levels. 
It thus seems quite likely that at lower concentrations of EX 
there is a delay in penetration of the drug due to the low 
parzieabiity of the thick cell wall. P delay in penetration may 
thus mean that a pulse of drug at a lover concentration is 
effectively a later pulse than a pulse of high concentration 
administered for the same time. This effect would be especially 
marked if there is also a critical concentration of drug which 
1IGUREi 0 	The effect of increasing the length of a 
500 .LI,/01 NC pulse upon the division in 
a synchromous culture.  
These data were collected by observing a sple of treated 
synchronous cells by time lapse photography. The pulses were , 
boom at 20 minutes after inoculation. Each graph represents 
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iaist be reached inside the cell, to cause enough damage to produce 
a aeasurvtbie delay. 
Figure 14. shows the dosage delay relationship for a pulse 
of MC positioned about halfway through the minor period. There 
is an initial, steep response fofloued by a roughly linear section 
and at very high doses there appears to be a saturation effect. 
Interpretation of this data-is difficult since the paracator 
measured, division delay, is dependent on the interaction of at 
least tuo separate procoosea namely the process of damaging the 
call and the process of repairing that damago,snd both of these 
are unknotin and probably complex. Certainly this data might be 
more easily interpreted if a more direct method could be used to 
measure the uptake and binding of the drug caused by pulses of 
different concentrations since this would be much more likely to 
be proportional to 'damage' than pulse concentration. Radioactive 
drug can be prepared and this would be of great use in such a 
study. I shall return to this point in the discussion.. The con-
clusions from these experiments are thus limited to one simple 
finding, that delay increases with increasing dose up to a point 
where some form of saturation effect begins to manifest itself. 
The effect of increasing the dose by increasing the pulse 
length use measured by the time lapse photography method and some 
typical data may be seen in Figure 15. This method was , chosen 
because it was anticipated that very long delays would be founde 
However, the use of this method introduces an additional error 
since each result was obtained with a different synchronous 
culture and a parallel control culture could not be observed. In 
each experiment the treatment eras started 20 minutes after inocu- 
lation which corresponds to 0.23 in an 'average' synchronous culture 
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and the delay s calculated by comparison with the results from 
a separate untreated control culture. Once again the concen-
tration of the pulse time 500 Ig/a1.. 
Figure 16. shotic the collected results from five such 
experiments measured in this tiny there appears to be a linear 
relationship between dosage and delay but once again the result 
at the highest dosage suggests a saturation effect may be operat-
ing. Using the slope of this line and that of the linear portion 
of Figure 1k • an estimate may be made of the 'effectiveness' of 
KC in terms of minutes delay per Pg/ml MD per minute exposure. 
This gives values of 0.307 and 0.293 minutes per Jig/mi per minute 
exposure respectively; thus effectiveness of TIC in producing delay 
appears to be independent of 	rate' over a limited range. 
This result and the linearity of the dose delay relationship 
shov,n in Figure 16. suggests that there may be a simple relation-
ship bottseen dose and the amount of damage produced and between 
damage and the length of delay produced. 
Figure 16. also shows another relationship which was 
revealed by the analysis of the time lapse photographs used to 
estimate the division delay, this being the effect of pulse length 
upon the length of the cycle iiaed1ately after the delayed division. 
A rough estimate time made of this generation time by measuring the 
interval from the first delayed division scored to the first second 
division scoredw uite clearly as the pulse length and hence the 
delay increase there is a definite contraction in the time taken 
to complete the subsequent cycle. The same phenomenon is illus-
trated in Figure 17.; here the length of cycle after the delayed 
cycle is plotted against the length of the cell at the end of the 
delayed cycle. The data is presented both as a scatter diagram 
39. 
and as a simple graph constructed by averaging the cycle times 
within various cell length classes,. Again the data 'shows that 
there is a shortening of the second cycle in the larger cells. 
Clearly the cells are able to regulate their size by 
shortening the duration of the cycle which follows the artificially 
long delayed cycle. Thtactly the se effect was found by Gill 
for cells that bad become highly elongated due to a ThY irradiation 
induced division delay. He recorded a condensed second cycle as 
short as 60 minutes and suggested that there the length at division 
of the delayed cell was equivalent to twice the length of the cell 
at the beginning of its cycle, the length of the shortened cycle 
may represent the minimum time in which the eell can prepare it-
self for another division. That is the time for that synthesis 
and organisation which is obligatory for division. Certainly this 
condensed cycle might well repay more careful investigation either 
by single cell techniques or perhaps by the use of carefully NC 
treated synchronous cultures. One interesting question is for 
example, does nuclear division preserve the temporal  relationship 
with the fission process in this shortened cycle or does the end 
cycle become condensed? 
Having dealt with the dosage delay relationship for pulses 
in the minor period of sensitivity the question remains, what is 
the situation for pulses in the major period? Sadly only one ex-
perinent was performed to answer this question and the result may 
be seen in Figure 18. The data do not really permit any conclus-
ions as to the division delay caused by these treatments but one 
feature of the results is immediately apparent g that the escape 
peak of cells which do not suffer a long second division delay 
becomes larger with decreasing dose. Thus once more there is the 
yaso &wing tho major o1oaD 
mitureo 
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suggestion that the transition point is dose variable. that is 
alarming about this result is that the transition point appears to 
move by a very considerable fraction of a cell cycle. There is 
every reason to consider that this transition point is of the event 
type as later results will I hope eho, and thus it appears that 
the action of VC pulses at loti concentration may be highly delayed. 
One attraction of this idea is that it may explain the high delays 
at low doses seen in Figure 14. since the rising pattern of delay 
in this part of the cycle would seen that a delay in action tould 
lead to the drug acting in a gore sensitive pert of the cycle. 
Txo types of experiments could be performed to try and resolve this 
difficulty. Firstly the whole cell cycle pattern of sensitivity 
should be determined for another lower dose and, assuming that the 
pattern resembles that for 500 Jig/mi, the position of the tran-
sition points calculated. Secondly, the delay caused by varying 
dosages should be measured upon synchronous cultures treated with 
deoxyadenosine which causes the G1 period of the cycle to be ex-
tended and thus avoids the difficulty caused by lack of complete 
synchrony in the G1 phase in normal synchronous cultures.. 
The major findings of this section may be suznarisod thus. 
Delay in the minor period rises as the dose of MC administered 
rises whether the dose is increased by raising the length or 
concentration of the pulse. 
When, for a dose of 500 Jmi, the dose is increased by ex-
tending the pulse duration the dose delay relationship is roughly 
linear; increasing pulse concentration leads to an initial high 
response followed by a linear rise. In both cases the results 
suggest a saturation effect at high doses. 
kl. 
3. The results suget that for both major and minor periods 
the transition points are dose variable becoming earlier with 
lover doses. 
k. After the cells have suffered a delay they are elongated by 
the consequent period of unbalanced growth but cell size appears 
to be regulated by a foreshortening of the foUoing cycle. 
2 . 
The contents of this section describe eizperimenta thich 
attempt to answer questions tthieh arise naturally froa the results 
reported in section 1. 
The first obvious question which was raised by the find 
ing that pulses of NC could produce sizable division delays ties, 
is the effect upon nuclear division or upon cytokinesia? In the 
yeasts the division of the nucleus and the cytokinotic event, in 
this ceo the formation of the cell plate, are not alueys as 
closely associated as they are in most ncmimalian and plant cells. 
In S. pombe the division of the nucleus is separated from cell 
plate formation by approinately a quarter of a cell cycle. Hence 
the fact that the first TP was found to be at 0.57 (for strain 132) 
and that division delay 1a'as calculated by the observation of the 
cytokinetic event made it possible for either event to be sensitive. 
At the time that this work iaa performed there had been 
the estimates made of the timing of nuclear division in the cell 
cycle of S.pobe, both NitchiPon ( 170) using time lapse phase 
contrast microscopy ,  and Bostack ('68) who based his estimate upon 
the proportion of binucleate cells in an aaynóhronous culture, 
concluded that nuclear division took place at 0.75 of & cycle. 
However, since neither of these estimates was made on the stock 
of 132 used at the time of this uork and neither of these estimates 
was made upon synchronous cultures, it wzw decided to make another 
estimate of nuclear division based on the observation of synchro-
nous cultures. 
The method by which the position of nuclear division usa 
PLATE TIX 	Calls of a synchronous culture o? S.b 
stained with Mama stain. The plate shows 
three binucleato cells which were the class 
of cells scored on a percentage of the 
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FIGURE 19. 	The ciculation of the mid-point of nuclear 
division in a synchronous culture. 
Top graph :- Left hand ordinate: closed squares CPX. 
open squares, dotted line - corrected CPI. 
Right hand ordinate: closed circles - percentage 
of cells having undergone fission. Open 
circles percentage of coils having entered 
(or passed through) the cell plate stage. 
Bottom graph:.' Left hand ordinate: closed squares 	!DI9 
open squares and dotted line - corrected I1DI. 
Right hand ordinates closed circles - percentage 
of celia having entered the cell plate stage. 
Open circles percentage of cello having 
entered the binuoleate phase (or passed through 
it). 
Thus, the arrow to the abscissa in the top graph shows the time 
when 5Wj of the culture had divided and similarly the arrow in the 
botto9 graph shows the mid-point of nuclear division (0.81). 
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calculated is as follows. Slides were made at intervals from a 
synchronous culture and stained with Giemsa as deacribod In the 
Iateria3.a and Nothods section. The appearance of the stained 
cells may be seen in Plato 3.;nuclear structure is not revealed 
in the cells but the nucleus is unequivocally deonstrated in all 
cells in a good preparation. The slides are used to calculate 
the nuclear division index (MI) tthich is simply the percentage 
of cells which are in the binucloato phase. Three of the c].acz 
of cell scored so binuclectto mW be seen in Plate 3  they are cells 
which have a. clearly divided nucleus but had not initiated, cell 
plate fornation. Occasional cells were seen which had nuclei 
which had assumed an hour-glass shape and those were presumed to 
be cells which were in the process of nuclear division. These 
cells were not scored as binucloate. 
Now in order to use the normal criterion for calculating 
the position of an event in the cell cycle which is the point in 
time at which half the cells have undergone the relevant event, 
It was necessary to make an estimate of the point at which half 
the cells had undergone nuclear division. The results used in 
this estimation may be seen in Figure 19. The data on which this 
estiate is based are the IkDI the CPX and the cell counts obtained 
by the use of a Coulter counter and expressed as a percentage of 
the original cell count. 
The first step in the calculation is to calculate what 
will be referred to as the corrected cell plate index (CCI'!) which 
is defined as the proportion of cells with cell plates expressed as 
a percentage of the original number of cells in the culture. For 
example, if the division of 100 cells in a synchronous culture is 
considered at a point in time at which 20 of the cells have cell 
44. 
Plates and 30 of the coils have undergone cell division the CPI will 
be 	20 	r 100 = 15.% but the CCPI is just the proportion of 100 
100+30 
cells with cell plates i.e. 205S. The CCPI is thus corrected for the 
dilution effect that fission has upon the C?X. The method used to 
calculate the CM from the CPI and cell count data is ehoun in 
Appendix 3. 
Having derived the CCPI it is a sisple matter to combine 
this value with the percentage of coils uhich have undergone division 
and to estimate the proportion of cells which have entered or passed 
through the cell plate phase. The top graph in Figure 19. Shows the 
CPI, the CCPI percentage increase in cell number and the proportion 
of cells '.hich have entered the coil plate phase, all plotted on, the 
same tine axis. The difference between the last ttio curves at the 
5C level is thus an estimate of the duration of the cell plate 
period as can be seen this interval is approximately 15 minutes 
ubich compares very favourably with !4itchison's value of 0.095 of a 
cycle (itchison '7Q) for the cell plate duration estimated by lou 
power microscopy (0.095 of a cycle is 14 minutes). 
The bottom graph in Figure 19. shous act1y the sams, pro-
cess. repeated using the proportion of coils uhich has passed through 
the cell plate stage and the NDI to calculate a corrected !JI and 
to thus combine the data to derive a graph of the proportion of cells 
uhich have entered or passed through the binucleate stage plotted 
against time, 
It is notable that it would not have been necessary to obtain 
the final curve by this tue stage process if the original scoring of 
bixiucleate cells had simply included coils with cell plates in the 
binucleate class. ilowever, this vould not have allowed the ccilcu 
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PGRE 210 	The 22ec' of a pulse of We juet aft th 
first transitlom point on nuclear (21,71sion, in 
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Top control bottom treated culture -9 solid lines CPZ; 
broken limes !DZ. The pulse ties at 0,63 
This epeiet illustrates that the HC pulse does not 
intefee tiith the Process of nuclear division as binac1eate cells 
continued to appear during and after the pz1se. The pulse position 
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laton of tne cell plate duration t,hich provides a useful check 
on the accuracy of tie tiethd. 
The result of this rather ponderous arithmetic is to 
arrive at an estimate for the cell cycle position of the entry 
into the binucleato phase (that is the cosplotion of nuclear 
division) of 0.81 of CI cycle. This is only 0.06 removed from the 
previous tho estimates and thus it is not considered that nuclear 
division is affected by the procedure used to produce the syn-
chronous culture. 
The effect of NC upon nuclear division in synchronous 
cultures me investigated by simple comparison of the NDI in 
treated and untreated cultures and the results nay be seen in 
Figures 20. and 21. Graph A in Figure 20. shoa that s pulse in 
the sajor period ,hich causes considerable delay in cell division 
olso prevents the cells undergoing a further division of their 
nucleus. Graph B illustrates much the seine point for a pulse of 
in tho minor period of sensitivity; once again nuclear division 
as ven as cell division is delayed. The data eho'm in Figure 21. 
shows that, as may be expected iith the transition point at 0.57 9  
the last stages of nuclear division are entirely resistant to 
blockage by a pulse of NC placed at 0.63 of a cycle. 
The conclusion dram fros these oxperisento is that after 
exposure in either the major or minor period of sensitivity cells 
are arrested in a stage of their nuclear division cycle which is 
prior to nuclear diviaicn. I shall return to these results later 
In this chapter. 
The second basic question which was asked about the action 
of MC tias, is the effect of the drug limited to an inhibition of 
division or is there en effect on cell groith as viell ? Three 
46.. 
criteria were selected to measure growth, the increase in cell 
size, the synthesis of protein and the synthesis of DNA. 
Cell size in Lpobe may be conveniently measured by the 
measurement of cell length as the length of cell is proportional 
to its volume to a good approxisation. At the time of this work 
the effect of continuous exposure to C was being studied by 
Professor 1.A,Swenn by tine lapse microscopy who kindly mado some 
of his photographs available to se. These photographs revealed 
that, no way be expected from the considerable elongation of the 
cells which may be seen in Plate 2. 9 there is little effect on the 
increase in size of the cells. Obviously an extremely sensitive 
test would have to be used to detect any small effect on growth 
that there sight be caused by exposure to NIC, 
The method of comparison chosen was to compare the rate 
of increase in cell length in treated and control cultures. 
1easurements were made upon time lapse photographs of control cells 
and of cells growing in the presence of 500 J1g/sl of M. In these 
experiments the agar pad on which the cells were growing also con-
tained NC and fairly high magnifications were used to permit an 
accurate measurement of cell length (x 25 objective and x 392 
Optovar setting). Rate of increase was measured over a period of 
100 minutes in the control cells and 200 minutes in the treated 
cells. These rates of increase were then considered to be nornally 
distributed and were compared using Bailey's modification of 
student's t' test (since the variances were unequal, see Bailey). 
The result of comparing two samples of 25 cells in this 
way was that the rates of increase of cell size were found to be 
significantly different at the O.W level, the treated cells having 
a mean growth rate which was approximately 20% higher than that 
of the controls Z 
Consideration of the manner of growth in size of the 
cells provides the anatier to this someuhat paradoxical result. 
Volume growth in S.ponbe follows an increasing rate curve for the 
first three quarters of a cycle and then comes the constant volume 
phase during which the coil plate is layed down (itchison 1704. 
2easurementc on the control cells wore thus restricted to the 
first ttio thirds of the cycle to avoid the constant volume period 
as far as possible* Hotevor, the fact that growth rate follows a 
curve of increasing rate means that a cell is growing faster at 
the end of its cycle than it is at the beginning; hence, it appears 
that inhibited cells do not follow the same gro,th pattern as 
they do not have a constant volume period and continue to grow 
either at the maximum rate found at the end of the cycle or 
possibly they continue for cone time to grow at an increasing rate, 
hence the higher average growth rate. Etamination of the pattern 
of size increase of individual treated cells confirmed that the 
constant volume period does not occur and suggested that the 
growth rate might becore linear. No attempt usa made to try to 
resolve this question of the pattern of growth of inhibited cells, 
but it might repay further investigation. The simple conclusion 
tias drawn that there is no measurable effect of t1C upon growth 
as measured by increase in cell size. 
The neat measurements which wore made upon the inhibited 
cells were upon the synthesis of protein and MM since the result 
above does not preclude a cibiation in which cell volume increases 
tyithout a corresponding increase in cell constituents, although 
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PXURE 24. - DA synthesis in a synchronous culturo of 
975h. 
Top graph - CPL 
Bottom graph:- Cell numbers (open circles) and JJ1g DNA/saplo 
(closed circles). 
The arrows to the abscissa represent themid-points of 
the rises in cell number and bulk DNA. 
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FIGURE 2 	The o2kect of an 4C pulse in the iinor period 
upon protein and RNA synthesise  
Bottom graph:- CPI in control (open circles) and treated culture 
(closed circles). The KC pulse position was 
0,27 and the pulse concentration was 660 Jg/il. 
Top graph : 	Left ordinate O,D.260. closed squares - control, 
open squares treated culture. 
Right ordinate Protein per sanyle 
closed circles control s open circles'- 
treated culture. 
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PI(WRE22. - The effect of an C pulse in the major period 
upon protein and RNA synthesis. 
Bottom graph:.. CPI in control (open circles) and treated culture 
(closed circles); K.0 pulse position t-se.s 0.71 0  
and the pulse concentration tsas 660 M/sl. 
Top graph :- Left ordinate 0.D.260 (equivalent to RNA per 
sasplo). 
closed squares control. 
open squares - treated culture. 
Right ordinate - bulk protein per sample ex.. 
pressed as the equivalent concentration of 
Bovine serim albumin (Lotiry9V 	y) 
closed circles - control, 
open circles - treated culture. 
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and RW tiers zade by the method used by 9.Stebbing('69 and '71) 
uhich employs the Scbnidt-. Thannhmaer fractionation procedure 
and uhich allows both estimates to be made upon the same sanples. 
The results of assaying total protein and RNA synthesis for a 
period of 2-3 hours after the NC pulse may be seen in Figures 22. 
and 23.  The pulses are in the major and minor periods of sensi-
tivity respectively. Both of these experiments were repeated 
with essentially identical results. 
As my be soon the results support the conclusion that a 
pulse of VIC has no detectable effect upon growth and are in good 
agreement with the data of W.Uiameon and. Sep pep k'62a) uho found 
no effect of a continuous treatment of kOo Jig/cl of 4C on the 
synthesis of protein and MIA in S. cerevisias. 
Raving thus shoun that the nuclear division cycle is 
sensitive to NC induced delay and that cell growth is not impli-
cated in this inhibition quite clearly the one cellular activity 
tihich was of paramount interest ties DI. synthesis. This process 
had been made the subject of en extensive investigation by Bostock 
( 168) and ('20). He had found DNA synthesis to be periodic, to 
occur at the very end of the eel], cycle at 0.86 and that the S 
period had a rather short duration sometihere in the region of 10 
minutes. Rotievor., further measurements on synchronous cultures 
with the neti stock of 132  coils and upon other strains by Nitchison, 
Creanor and myself have shoun that in thee coils the position of 
the S period is at 1.0 of a cycle (see -1itehiaon end Creanor '?lb). 
Figure 24. sham one such result, PN(t synthesis measured in a 
culture of 975h,  the result is identical with those obtained for 
strain 132. 
The effect of placing a pulse of DM in the minor period 
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FIGURE 26. 	The effect of 91 pulse of -C at the boii 
of the uajav piod upon DNA sytheis in 
a Synchazanomo  
Top graph :. DNA synthesis. 
Bottom graph 	CPX open circles control culture, 
closed circles treated culture. 
The HC pulse position t-yas at 0,77 and the concentration  
was 660 Lg/iiil, 
The arrow to the abeoieea in the top graph indicates 
the mid-point of the rise in DNA per sample. 
N.B. At time 2 hours 48 minutes after inoculation it was 
estimated by inspection that 2 of the cello had failod to 






Of sensitivity upon DNA synthesis may be seen in Figure 25. 
clearly the S period has been delayed-(with division)b' about 90 
minutes,occurring at around the time that the cells divide. 
Figure 26e gives the effect of a pulse in the major period in 
this case there appears to be only a slight delay in the S period. 
These tto results are from a series of seven experiments on DNA 
synthesis in synchronous cultures treated with C, three invol-
ving minor period treatments and four involving major period 
treatmente. In all cases the results were consistent with those 
eli 	the basic finding being that minor period treatment delays 
DA synthesis uhulat major period treatment produces only a very 
short delay and that this is of doubtful significance. 
Mother or not there is a delay produced by treatment in 
the major period is, in fact, a very difficult question to anstier 
for the following reasons. Firstly, the delay in the position of 
the S period in Figure 26* is just 30 minutes, about 0.2 of a 
cycle, but this is only 0.l of a cycle later than the most extreme 
position of the S period found by Nitchison cid Cror('7b). 
The natural experiment to detect a delay performed by splitting a 
culture and treating only one half was unfortunately impossible as 
the size of culture needed to follow DNA synthesis and position 
the S period ties 'the dmum obtainable at the time. Thus the 
only my to decide if the observed delays are significant is by 
much arduous repetition of the experiment. Additionally, if the 
delay is significant it may trail be explained by procedure used to 
treat the cells tiith the drug since these cultures were concen-
trated approximately 100 fold during the pulse due to the large 
volumes involved. Bostcci ('68) investigated the effect of .keeping 
,mcq lE 27 	kQ Q'Qt ? Cm VC a1 a 	G ocl 00 tho 
poi DiA zjmtheais  
synchronous' 1ti. 
Top graph : DNA synthesis. 
Botten Grayhg— CPI opan circlescontrol ev1tw, closed  
circles treated cv11t2ix. 
The VIC pulse position was 0.85 and the pulse concentration 











FIGURE 28. - 	The ONOct of am NAC pulse late in the majo.7  
period upon cell divisiou in a aymchromous 
lto 
Open circles 	CPI control. 
Closed ciclée and dotted Lime— CPX treated cults. 
Closed circles and eoWl line 	cell mbeis in the teatedI 
cultwe, 











the cells at high cell concentrations during cell collection and 
found that there raas indeed a drop in the amount of DNA per cell, 
hence this slight delay may well be an artifact. 
Another obvious feature of the result shon in Figure 26. 
is that bulk culture DNA does not double but. increases by about 
70. This is quite sinpiy. accounted for by the fact that the 
synchrony of the very large cultures (approximately 1.5 z iO cells) 
needed for DNA essays is not as good as in the noel smaller 
cultures and at the time of the pulse about a quarter of the cells 
wore still in their minor period and thus suffered a first division 
and a delay in DNA synthesis. 
Figures 27.  and 28. represent an attempt to answer a 
further question about DNA synthesis in cells treated in their 
major period, namely, do the cells become arrested in G2 or do 
they go on and synthesize any 'extra' DNA in the course of their 
long delayed cycle by undergoing a further S period 7 Figure 27 
shows the result of measuring DNA synthesis for sozie 31 hours in 
the treated cells after the initial S periods The DNA thous 
approximately a further half doubling over this period but 
the cell plate data shows there is some residual division in the 
culture which is attributable to cells of the class mentioned above 
which were treated in their minor period and thus offer only a 
short delay. The cperinent shotm in Figure 28. is an attempt to 
decide uhether this lou but sustained level of division can in 
fact account for the observed increment in DNA. An may be seen the 
residual division does in fact lead to a quite substantial increase 
in cell number and the result on treatment in the minor period pre-
dicts that these cells will be synthesizing DNA.. Thus these two 
isolated results suggest that no "extra' DNA Is in fact synthesized 
51.  
but that the cells become arrested in G2 in a similar fashion to 
those cells treated in the minor period of sensitivity. Since it was  
found to be impossible to obtain a homogeneous population of cells in 
the major period without resort to a second inhibitor, this approach 
was not pursued any further. 
The conclusion drawn from these results is thus that -1C 
cannot be regarded as an inhibitor of DNA synthesis in these experi. 
ments but as an agent with the power to temporarily arrest the pro-
gression of the cells through what 1itchion 	has termed the 
DNA division cycle in the 02phace of that cycle. 
These results may now be fruitfully compared with those ob-
tained by cLilhiemson and Scoio ('62a) on the effects of continuous 
treatments of IC upon cells of S. osrevisiso made to divide syn-
chronously by the method of illiomson and Sce (62b) The rele-
vant events in the first cycle of such cultures are thus; firstly 
there is a round of DNA synthesis some 80 minutes after inoculation 
of the cells and this is followed within a few minutes by the cells 
becoming resistant to the inhibition of the first division by the con-
tinuous application of 4O0 J2g/ml NC. During the 30 minutes after DNA 
synthesis the nucleus migrates to the neck of the daughter bud and 
after a further 30 minutes the nucleus can be seen to be clearly 
divided by staining. Uilliamon ('66) was able to produce evidence 
from electron  micrographs of the dividing nucleus that th e actual 
time of Chromosome separation in the nucleus is between DNA synthesis 
and the migration of the nucleus to the neck of the bud; thus the 
transition point for NC inhibition and chromosome separation are 
closely associated in time in these cells. iiUisason (!i6) shows 
that in S.carevisiae chromosome separation occurs about 30 to ko 
minutes before the nucleus is scored as divided by Gieruaa 
ED 1*A 
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in S.p'onbe the first transition point precedes nuclear division 
scored by this criterion by exactly the sane period.. The evidence 
thus suggests that nuclear division is a MC sensitive proeeas and 
that the first transition point is attributable to completion of 
some stage of nuclear division, possibly chromosome separation. 
Tho argument above leads naturally to the question., is 
the chromosome itself sensitive to MC damage? There are con-
palling reasons for accepting that this night ho the case. 
1!frstly MC and UV irradiation are both known to cause damage to 
the structure of DNA. Secondly, nuclear division has been shown 
to be sensitive and the first transition point is well correlated 
with the time at which chromosome separation may be inferred to 
occur. Thirdly, the second transition point is also associated 
with another event of the chromosomal cycle namely DNA synthesis. 
The two events are particularly well associated in the case of the 
MC transition point, the estimates being separated by only 0.03 
of a cycle; in the case of UI! irradiation the correlation is not 
as good but it must be remembered that no estimate of the position 
of the S period was made at the time of Gill's work and that growth 
in Gill's experiments was on solid medium. 
The working hypothesis which has emerged is thus that 
sensitivity fluctuates with the chromosomal cycle and that a pulse 
of KC is far more effective in the G  phase than in the G2•, sensi-
tivity thus changes- dramatically when the 0 chromosomes separate 
prior to nuclear division and when the G 1 phase is ended by the 
completion of replication. One proviso must be made, however, and 
that is that this hypothesis may be thought to imply that MC 
damage is greater to the G, chromosome; this is unjustified. It 
Is the effectiveness of MC in producing division delay which 
53. 
fluctuates and this fluctuation appears to be correlated with 
the chromosomal cycle. effectiveness is a function of both damage 
and its repair and both may vary qualitatively and quantitatively 
through the cycle to produce the observed result. 
Returning to the data of Williamson and Scopes ('62a) 
my results on DNA synthesis agree well with their finding that 
DNA synthesis occurs in the presence of continuously applied C 
since in both their experiments NC treatment MW initiated just 
before DNA ayntheais tbilet the cells tiere in the G1 phase. 
The findings of this section may be summarised as 
follows 
The effect of a pulse of NC was to delay nuclear division 
and it is this delay which accounts for the effect of NC upon cel]. 
division. A pulse produces a delay in the forthcoming nuclear 
division at all times in the cell cycle excepting a short period 
from the first PP at 0.57 to the separation of the daughter nuclei 
at 0.75; treatment during this interval causes a delay in the 
subsequent nuclear division. 
No effect of NC upon growth as measured by increase in cell 
size or the synthesis of protein of RNA were detectable. 
A pulse of NC tme not found to have a considerable inhibitory 
effect upon DNA synthesis although it is possible that NC may have 
a very slight delaying effect upon the S period if applied in the 
major period. However, a pulse of NC till delay the S period if 
applied in the minor period but this is thought to be due to the 
cells suffering a IG2arrest and failing to reach the S period at 
the normal time. 
The results above when considered with the pattern of sensi-
tivity to delay through the cell cycle and the position of the 
5 . 
transition point found by Uilliageon . and & 
 =a in Sodaravislae 
have led to the hypothesis that the major and rniner periods of 
sensitivity correspond to tto phases of the chromosomal replication 
eycle tbe major period of sensitivity being that part of the 
cycle during which the chronosome is unreplicated and the minor 
period of sensitivity being that part of the cycle from the end 
of the S period to the time of chromosome separation. 
)1• 
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Uhilat the work described in the preceding chapters was 
being performed Nitchigon and CM  anor ('71a) were investigating 
the effects of tto of the inhibitors mentioned in the intro-
duction, namely deoxyadonosine (AdR) and hydrozyurea (HTJ). Their 
findings proved to be of great use to this study for they pro-
vided a  means of testing the hypothesis put foruard in the last 
chapter. The method uas just that proposed in the introduction, 
to distort the nuclear cycle and to examine the effect of this 
distortion upon the to sarkere of the 14C sensitivity cycle, the 
transition points. 
I have already esployad the Gl-S-02 classification of 
the nuclear cycle introduced by Rot7ard and Pelc. However, there 
is a problem when using this system with yeast for although the 
S period may be easily located the other marker which defines the 
cycle, sitosie, is absent in yeast as an easily scorable event. 
It is inherent in the hypothesis put forward in the last chapter 
that 'mitosis' should occur between the first transition point 
and visible nuclear fiasion,nd before proceeding to consider 
evidence uhich concorns the second transition point and is thus 
unaffected by this difficulty, I should like to deal further with 
the evidence for this assumption. 
!illiariiaon's ('66) iork upon the nuclear events in syn-
chronously dividing cofla has already been described and provides 
a basis for the hypothesis, but since that tiork was performed 
further evidence has ecerged to support the idea that yeast nuclear 
division resembles normal mitosis. The subject has been recently 
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reviot,ed by atile et al and they report that several authors have 
found using electron microscopy an intranuelear spindle consisting 
of a bundle of sicrotubules attached at both ends to a modified 
area of the nuclear membrane uhich has been called the centriolar 
plaque. They point out that this spindle has probably been obser-
ved previously by light microscopists iho termed it the lateral 
granule or intramaclear fibre. This intranuelear spindle appears 
in the nucleus of many Ascomycetes including S.poabe (Robinow and 
Bakerspiel) and microtubulos have been observed in the nucleus of 
S.ponibe by Barker and Scmitter. 	he division of the nucleus in 
yeasts is thus preceded by events which strongly resemble mitosis 
in the cells of higher eucaryotos although it is not yet clear 
whether the intranuclear spindle has a role in effecting chromo-
some separation. It consequently seems quite reasonable, to expect 
that the act of chromosome separation proceeds visible nuclear 
fission by a significant period of tine. 
No less than three inhibitors of interest became avail-
able to distort the cycle and all of them appeared to effect DNA 
synthesis; they are MB, RU and an inhibitor which was studied by 
Bostook ('68 and. '7Qb) 2- phenyl ethanol (Ps) • PE was used by 
Restock at a concentration of 0.2% in the medium as a continuous 
treatment and this results in a long cycle of about 21+0 minutes 
with the S period occurring at about mid-cycle. However, it was 
found to be exceptionally difficult to obtain good synchronous 
cultures of cells growing in 0.45 PE. The work of Stebbing ( 072) 
on PE treated cultures provides a probable explanation of this 
difficulty, he found that there uas little synthesis of protein 
and hence growth during the G part of the PE affected cycle. 
his means that when making a synchronous culture the small cells 
57. 
selected by the gradient technique will have a Lzuch wider distri-
bution of cell ages than noxiiisl and the synchroxzy will fall 
accordingly. 
Concentration was thus focussed upon the action of MR 
and MU. t-iitchison and Creanor found the action of these two ecs-
pounds was VC!7 similar., ¶i'hen added to a synchronous culture at 
the appropriate concentrations it is found that the first division 
occurs norciafly but that the subsequent division fails to occur. 
There is little effect on the grcrrth of the cells by either of 
these inhibitors at the concentrations used to affect division 
and thus the result is cell elongation as is seen with MC treat-
vent. If the treataent is continued there is some recovery of 
the ability to divide. 
At higher concentrations some effect on growth is seen, 
especially with MU; this manifesto, itself by a broadening and 
hei,htening of the cell plate peak as the cells take longer to 
traverse the cell plate nhmse. However if protein, RNA and DNA 
synthesis are weam=ed It is clear that the major effect of the 
two drugs is on DA synthesis which shows a dose dependent reduct-
ion in rate and may be completely inhibited by 1.1 1O 	MU. 
The underlying basis of the effect is in both canes 
cost probably the inhibition of the enzyme ribonuclooside 
diphosphate reduetase0 This enzyme- has been made the subject of 
Intensive study by TBrin aid Reichard and has been found to be 
sensitive to reversible repression by deoxyadenosino triphosphate 
(df.P) which appears to bind the enzyme protein Prior to this 
finding it had been sugg'sted by OrergardHanson and Nienow that 
Mn? accutulatas In AolR trected cells. The sac enyrio has been 
shown to be sensitive to flU by Krkoff Brown and %ich2rd, in this 
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case the inhibition is irreversible as one of the protein sub-
units of the enzy is inactivated It suggested that it is 
bydlathie fcaed frca the breakdown of RU uhich causes this 
effect as enactly the seas result can be obtained with this sub-
stance. This conclusion ias also reached by Young who studied 
analogues of RU and' the reversibility of RU inhibition uith 
decyribornteleotides Direct evidence of tho action of RU  UW 
obtained by Nouhard who was able to measure and ehos the depletion 
of the pool of deoyribonueleotidos in RU treated E. dcli. 
Another finding of possible relevance to the growth 
effect in S.'oznbe tas made by Roserdwanz who studied carbsoxy-
loyurea, an onidation product of RU and found that it had a 
strong effect on protein and RNA synthesis In 2.coli. It was in 
light of this particular side effect of RU that most attention 
as concentrated upon the effect of AdR. 
itchison and creenor ('7th)  found that if MR is added 
to a ancbronouo Culture about 20 riinutes altar inoculation at a 
concentration of 2.0 c 1OI1 and is iithdran 2- hours later 
a highly elongated second cycle results lasting about 210 minutespe, 
I2oreovcr DRIA synthesis does not occur at the normal tiae but is 
delayed by about 150  siuuteo Hence the second cycle consists 
ain1y of a long 01 
 phase which is absent in the normal cycle, 
This provided a good situation to test the hypothesis put fortard 
In the last chapter since if the hypothesis is correct the period 
of major sensitivity should in the MR treated cefls, extend 
well into the second cycle and the second transition point should 
be delayed by the esize amount as DNA synthesis. 
Figure 29. shown the result of one such experiment in 
which three C pulses tmre placed In the AdR modified cycle; as 
F7GURIZ30. - 	At epeiet to test whether the addition  
of MR to a synchronous culture modifAes the 
sensitivity of the cells to WC induced delay 
during the ffret 03T0100 
Cuo A ' COntrO10 
Curve B 	MR treated culture pulsed with 500 iLg/l  M 
for 15 minutes at 00280 
Curve C 	MR treated control. 
Curve D - MR treated culture pulsed as above at 055. 
Curve E - MR treated culture pulsed at 0.39, 
.B. 	MR was added at a concentration of 2 x l0 	to cultures 
B, C l D and E at time 20 minutes. The £2C used to pulse 
cultures B, 1) and E was dissolved in medium plus AdR. 
The delays in cultures B and E were 61 minutes and 76 
minutes respectively, and the culture D ahois that the 
cells pass through their first transition, point quite 
Romany in the p oeence of MR. 
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can be seen the cells display high sensitivity throughout most of 
the second cycle and it is only in the latest pulse that there is 
any sign of cells suffering only a short delay. MvUrthermore # 
observation of the cells tbich contributed to the 100 dividing 
fraction at around 8 hours showed that most of these cells were 
undergoing their third division and that the majority of collc 
were delayed before the second division. 
This result is only significant., hciever, if MR can be 
shown to have no fundamental sodif'ing effect upon the sensitivity 
of the coils to = induced delay. To test for such an affect MR 
tas added to a synchronous culture after 20 oinutee and three 
pulses t-ere applied in the continuous presence of MR.. The result 
can be seen in Figure 30. uniform delays of durations typical of 
the pulse positions tere obtained and the cells undergo their first 
transition point in the normal way. Hence MR does not appear to 
affect VIC sensitivity directly. 
3hi1st the results ahotn in Figure 29..  are in agreement 
tith the idea of G1 sensitivity this was not the ideal experiment 
for testing the hypothesis since the G2 phase is so reduced in 
this situation that it is impossible to shoti that it retains its 
characteristic sensitivity. It use thus decided to try and con-
struct a cycle with a G1 phase,a mid-cycle S period and an obser-
vable 02  phase simply by manipulating the length of the MB pulse. 
Figure 31, shows the result of shortening the MR pulse 
on the delay produced in the second division of a synchronous 
culture. The result suggests that a pulse of about 40 minutes 
duration starting at the usual 20 minutes after inoculation uould 
not delay the second division at all, tihilat the slope of the graph 
suggests that increasing the pulse length in excess of 40 minutes 
v7n 32. 	DNA synthesis in a synchranolao cLtso 
pulsed with 2 t 	 MR for 53 minutes 
froa 20  minutes to 1 hour 13 minutes- 
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URE 3 	The effect of a p1ee of NC upon DNA I3ythi8 
eyich©oao c1to pmviouszy  
with A(2R* 
MR pulse 	23 minutes to 1 hour 42 wimtes. The cooe 
t'at.ot was 2 x 1O1. 
HC pulse 	15 oitee 500 AL!/1 pia1ee at 1 hour 45 iit 
(O.80)e 
The iid..pont of the rise of DIVA synthesis coepode to a cycle 







FIGURE 3k. - 	The effect of fOn' pulses of NO upot a 
soious cults previously treated 
tsith a pulse of AdR. 
Top graph 	- Control AclR treated frcD 20 minutes to 
1 hozw 15 minutes (open circles). 
CMVG E! C Pulse (15  minutoo  500 JJLg/al) 
at 0.94 (closed circles). 
idd10 graph - Cves -2C pa1ss at 0.03. 
EcttoGraph 	Curve c8 	C pulse at 0.18 (oyen circles). 
Cur'e d 8 HC pulse at 0.31 (closed circles). 
The delay bias 64 minutee. 
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60. 
causes a one to one increase in the delay of the second division. 
The most likely explanation of this is that the S period can be 
moved in the second cycle without any effect on the second division 
but that as the pulse length is increased a point is reached where 
an effect is seen on the second division since there must be a mini-
mum time from the end of the S phase to the end of the cell cycle 
to allow nuclear division and other end of cycle events to occur. 
Assaying DNA synthesis in a synchronous culture treated 
with a short MR pulse of 50 minutes duration confirms this idea. 
The result is shown in Figure 32. The mid-point of DNA synthesis 
is moved to 0.42 and the cycle is probably just slightly elongated. 
One further control was now performed to guard against the remote 
possibility that treatment with MR might make DNA synthesis 
sensitive to inhibition by MC, and this was to assay DNA synthesis 
in an MR pulsed culture. Figure 33. shows the result; clearly 
the S period is unaffected which confirms the results of Chapter 
3. upon the effect of MC on DNA synthesis. 
One final check was made on the delays induced in cells 
which had been treated with MR and that was to. ensure that the 
delays suffered in the AdR lengthened G period were in fact com-
parable to those found for untreated cells pulsed in the major 
period. Figure 35° shows data, obtained by photomicroscopy, from 
two pulses upon a culture treated with a 55 minute pulse of MR 
in the extended G1 phase the delays caused are both in excess of 
200 minutes and are very similar to those reported in Chapter 1. 
Having obtained these results it was then possible to 
test the idea that the major and minor periods corresponded to the 
Gl and 02  phases respectively. Figure 34. shows the result of an 
experiment in which four pulses of NC were placed in the second 
Q .  
cycle of synchronous culture treated with a 55 sinute pulse of MR. 
The two earliest pulses show the cells to be highly sensitive 
but the ttio later pulses show that a rising proportion of the cells 
'o only suffering a short delay typical of those elicited in the 
minor period. The latest of the four pulses at 0,31  of a cycle 
produces a coasurable delay tbich is in excellent agroeent with 
the delay produced in en untreated culture (see 	ure , 8) in the 
oinor period and a esiall eacape peak' of coils which have passed 
their first transition point may also be seon. Zince this experi-
ment L-as obviously irnportcint it was repeated the second experiment 
contained a pulse at 0.54 of a cycle which showed an even larger 
"escape peek' confirming that the first transition point occurs 
noral1y in these cultures. The other three pu1ies in thin second 
experiment were at 0.96 9 017 and 0.34 and once more the results 
clearly indicated that the effect of the MR pulse was to move the 
second transition point to a mid-cycle position. Once again the 
pulse at 0.34 produced a ceasurabie delay of F.8 minutes x4hich is 
very similar to the control values. 
That the delays produced by these pulses in the shortened 
G period are typical of the cell cycle position and not those 
delays t,hich normally follow iv diately after the second transition 
point is interesting and suggests that the rising pattern of delay 
In the minor period may be due to the fact that a constant time is 
needed to repair the damage done by a pulse. 
Whilst these results land good support to the hypothesis 
put forward in Chapter 3one finding of Mitcb1sonnd Croanor 
(personal conunication) upon the effect of AdR raised certain 
doubts as to the cause of the extension of the minor period. This 
finding was that the delay of DNA synthesis in synchronous cultures 
FXURE 36, - 	The effect of a pulse of 	 po 
dIvAsion in i symckwonous culture and the 
02:00ct 0:0 tto Ka LOUISOO Gm a Oulturo so 
tt4. 
Top graph 	Opeli7i efrolco oot'oLe 
closed squares, dotted line culture treated 
fre2i 1 hour to 2 hours 10 Dinutes with 
11 2 
Bottograph - Open circler. 1C pulse (500A0101 15 minutes) 
at 0.76 upon the HU treated culture. 
Closed cic1es, dotted line - C pulse at 0405 
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treated with ildR use possibly not complete for there was a notico-
able slow rise in bulk culture DNA during the period of inhibition. 
This effect could have been caused by either & srnall proportion of 
poorly synchronized cells in the culturo v this is always a risk in 
the lorge synchronous cultures used for i)NA estimations., or all 
the cells in the culture initiating DNA synthe8is and undergoing 
synthesic at a hily reduced rate. The &nger tias thus that the 
MR effected cycle did not have a protracted G 1 phase but a much 
extended 8 period, 
In an attenpt to resolve this question it was decided 
to investigate the relationship betieen DNA synthesis and sensi-
tivity to -1C induced delay. This question was also relevant 
since Gill suggested that his period of high sensitivity to tJV 
induced delay might correspond to the 8 periods This prediction 
did not prove correct for logarithmcaUy growing cells but his 
results with cells synchronized by reinoculat ion support this view. 
The first experiments were performed with HUI, Mitchison  
and Creanor found that this inhibitor used at a concentration of 
1.1 x 10M completely inhibited )NA synthesis when added to a 
synchronous culture one hour after inoculation (personal communi-
cation). Figure 36. shows the result of a short pulse HU on a 
synchronous culture and the effect of two 14C pulses upon the 1W 
treated culture. One result  of flU treatment is immediately 
noticeable o the broadening effect upon the cell ilste peak. This 
is due to an inhibition of growth by flJ causing the cells to spend 
longer in the cell plate phase. There is however, no efect with 
this length of pulse treatment on the timing of the second division, 
which indicates that this effect is not unduly severe. The two 
C pulses both give CPI profiles which are typical of cells in the 
__ 	The o2o©t 02 a pulse of WC at arouzzR the 
S period upon e ornoaiz calla troted with 
to :Ito e'goct upon 8200.cwntreate1 
8TChZOnOu3 cells. 
Open circles, solid line Control CPX. 
Closed circles, dotted line 	treated culture CP. 
HU pulse ias fros 1 hour 2 minutes to 2 hours 17 rninutes, 
In both eases the NC pulse position uas 0.88 and the 
second cyclo lasted 15 rninutes. 
Both those cultures vere observed by tiie lapse photcoicroscopy. 
Control - thin line and open trienlos represent AzOWOOMO in 
nuribers duo to the second synchronous division 
(i.e. the delayed division). The oponquareo 
represent the total rise in all numbers in the 
obsevod field. The closed trienlss end thick 
line 	resent the Gme. CO the above for the HU 
trotcd culture, 
o oleo uoro 250 ninutoc enI 234 ninutos for oontr©l end 

















major period, shoting that as with MR the second transition 
point has been delayed. 
Raving established that a pulse of RU gave results which 
are comparable with those obtained uith MR the experiment shown 
in Figure 37a, tiaa performed. The aim of the experiment tias to 
compare the delay caused by a NC pulse made at the time when the. 
maximum number of cells sould be in the S period uith the delay 
caused by a pulse at the same time upon cells which had had their 
DNA synthesis Inhibited by treatment with RU. The delays pro-
duced tere measured by time lapse photomicroscopy and clearly 
both pulses give .highly similar delays, the figures being 234 
minutes for the treated culture and 250 minutes for the control 
culture. 
Only a tentative conclusion is possible from this result 
which is that the inhibition of DNA synthesis does not unduly alter 
the sensitivity of the cells. Apart from the difficulty of inter-
preting photosicroacope data mentioned in Chapter 1. another treak-
ness of this experiment is that as the duration of the S period in 
S.pombe is unknotin there is also uncertainty as to the proportion 
of cells t&ich aro actually in the S period during the fifteen 
minute pulse; if the S period is very short this proportion say be 
very small. This uncertainty could have been reduced if the degree 
of synchrony of the culture had been greater; there is no means of 
doing this with the conventional density gradient method of pro-
ducing synchronous cultures but S.pcmbe can be induced to undergo 
a particularly synchronous round of DNA synthesis by exploiting 
the reinoculation system developed by Bostock. 
Bostock sbotsed that if a four day old stationary phase 
culture grown in the lot' phosphate medium E27 I is reinoculated 
into fresh medium there is an exceptionally synchronous burst 
FIGURE 	 The effect of four 40 pulses upon a culture 
Minoculated frog stationary phaee. 
Tho firsta1eo of 1C uma1io1 bofoe 	ici of 
the culture. The control Gmwth curve Is indicated by the open 
circles and heavy line. 
Thus the times of the pulses and resultant delays in the 
tines for a 50 Increase in all numbers were 
p1sed from  tainus 15 Mnutee (15 dnute 500 	- open 
circles) delay 28 Minutomo 
Pulsed at 20 minutea (closed circles) delay 54 uimutose 
pulsed at 52 9inates (open eqtaaxoe) delay - 58minutes* 
Cd) p1sod at 1 how kG B inates (closed squares) delay - 54 9in2ttee. 
The left hand ordinate refoos to the open triangles tihich 
show the Increase in DA in the control culture during the Zist 
three hours. (The'zero time point ums derived from the value 
of 1-92 10 1 of DOA ja0p otcj po 0e22 9 otn in i2 10 
cO Va7luc 
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of DNA synthesis and that after a lag averaging four to five hours 
the cells divido tiith a low degree of synchrony. 
Figure 38. ehota such a culture and the result of making 
four pulse treatments tiith IX on it, the first pulso being adminis-
tered before the cells tiara inoculated. Also shown is the change 
in bulk culture DIM with time for the control culture. The 
vertical bare to the curee of cell numbers indicate the points 
at which tao individual cultures thot ci half doubling and are 
used to calculate the delays. As can be seen the delays are 
relatively odeet relative to those induced in synchronous 
logarithmic phase cultures and although the second pulse (labelled 
b.) was made at the time at which DNA synthesis reached its eaxi-
zue rate no high sensitivity is evident and the delay differs 
little from that caused by subsequent pulses. To a certain extent 
the seine criticism applies to this result as to the time lapse 
photography data in that the delays are calculated by scoring the 
division of only half the cellc;henco the calculated delays may 
be a considerable underestimate of the aeon delay.. }Ioiiever, the 
rise of cell number in the treated cultures parallels the increase 
in the control up to the first doubling of cell number and this 
does not suggest a hidden sensitive fraction in the pulsed cultures. 
This result contrasts markedly tith the findings of 
Gill who ahotyed that if cells were irradiated with low doses of 
DV light et different times after reinoculation there usa a marked 
peak of sensitivity to delay associated with the first 30 minutes 
of culture grouth, the period of maximum DNA synthesis. The 
result is similar hotxever, in that the absolute sensitivity of 
the cells was less than that seen in noal logarithmic phase cells, 
the maximum delay being in the order of 100 minutes whilst the 
65. 
logarith4cafly growing cells suffered maimw delcys of 250 
minutes then irradiated in their major period with the ene dose. 
Once aZaia this result has failed to show any effect of 
DA synthesis upon the sensitivity of the cells, but interpre-
tation of this result would, like the study of the dote delay 
relationship, Greatly benefit from additional information on the 
uptake of the drug since it is quite possible that there are 
changes in permeability during the physiological transition from 
the resting state to logarithmic growth uhich change the effective 
dose received. 
The major findings o tiis charter may be sutarieed 
thus. 
A4R c'ay be used to inhibit the synthesis of DNA and thus to 
change the relative lengths of the 0 1 and c2 ph3.es of the cycle 
without the introduction of any significant division delay.  
'IC pulses on such a distorted cycle show that the niajor period 
of sensitivity is extended in exactly the same way as the 
phase of the cycle and the results are in full agreement with the 
idea that the changes in sensitivity to delay are correlated with 
the events of the chromosome replication cycle. 
Using HU treated cultures and cultures in which DNA synthesis 
is naturally synchronized it has not been possible to show that 
cells undergoing DNA synthesis possess any special sensitivity to 
4C induced delay. 
of 
Uhilst tho last chapter dealt with factors which effect 
the overall pattern of sensitivity through the cycle this chapter 
Is concerned only with the question of the rising pattern of delay 
within the minor period. This was of special interest because 
this pattern of delay is by no means unique to S.rp3rabo; it has 
been found to be caused in Tetrahysena by a large variety of 
agents and has been the eubjoct of a great desl of work. 
The study of division in Petrahymena was pioneered by 
eu then anIR ¶amar and the early work and basic hypothesis thich 
stemmed from it is described by Zeuthen More recently the whole 
body of work which grew out of those early experiments has been 
reviewed by Zeuthen and Rasmussen. The basic finding was that a 
temperature shock, either hot or cold, or a pulse treatment with 
inhibitors of protein synthesis or treatment for a short duration 
with various other agents could induce a division delay by a 
phenomenon which Zeuthen named 	 This name was given 
to the process because the induced delays rose with cell age in a 
way which suggested that treated cells had to repeat their pre-
parationo for cell division; the cells were set back to the 
beginning of their cycle. 
It was to account for the 'set back' phenomenon that 
Zeuthon propounded the 'division protein hypothesis' which, put 
very simply suggests that the increasing delay is caused by the 
accumulation through the cycle of a labile protein which has to 
reach a critical level for division to occur, treatment with any 
one of a number of agents causes the inactivation of this protein 
67. 
and it is the time required for its resynthesis .hich e2plains 
the delsy. 
One of the most striking features of the 'set 
phenomenon is the wide variety of treatments which cause it; 
apart from the two main treatments mentioned above aside, 
fluoracetate, high hydrostatió pressure, wercaptoethanol and 
anaerobiosie can all cause Oset backs t© soiie otont. The question 
thus arises, is it possible that NC could act in a similar manner? 
Bulk protein synthesis appears to be unaffected by C, but it is 
not impossible that -2C could interfere with the metabolism of a 
specific protein by an indirect mechanism such as tho alkylation 
of a long-lived messenger RNA for example. Additionally the ex-
periments necessary to answer the above question would also provide 
evidence as to the wider applicability of the division protein 
hypothesis which is an interesting question in its own right. 
Finally, the preliminary eiperiments were also necessary to study 
the effects of inhibition of protein synthesis on the repair of 
4C damage prior to the delayed division. 
The two treatments which were studied were the two which 
have received by far the most attention from the Tetrahymena 
workers, heat shocks and a pulse treatment of a protein synthesis 
inhibitor. 
Fortunately, when starting the work on the effect of a 
temperature shock some information was available from an earlier 
study of the effects of fluctuating temperature by Harnden who had 
attempted to synchronize S.pombe by this means. Hcrnden had tried 
various regimes and had enjoyed some success but had never managed 
to achieve a useful degree of synchrony by this method. However, 
he had identified the highe3t sub-lethal temperature at which 
S.pombe may be cultured which was 41.5°C. 
Z"MM 39- - 	ThO (2:1710AGIZ 602.ciy Omoo42 by vaolumo 
35 E.tQ hit ihok 	z@ 
The Open and closed circles indicate to different schoo 
Gie1ts (850 Fiue 40 for typical e peiet) 
Open ciclo 	check position (calculated fr09 i1.po2it 
of shock) 0.55. 
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FXGURE kO.Two experiments showing the effects seen 
Ltai tas expos to 
a heat shock of 40.50C fo 25 Dinutoo at 
varying points in thO cyclee 
Top graph 	Open circles control. 
Closed circles and dotted line culture shocked 
at 0.22.. This culture shows the peak sharpen-
ing effect of a heat shock in the beginning of 
the cycle. 
Bottom graph - Open circles - controL 
Closed circles and dotted line culture shocked 
at 0.93.. The failure of the CPX to drop in the 
shocked culture was due to the effect of the 
heat shock on fission some lO% of the cells 
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The cycle sensitivity to heat shock use investigated 
by heat shocks of 25 or 35 minutes duration with the warming up 
period, tihich use approximately 5 minutest included 'in this period. 
Figure 39* shows the result of the first experiment which use 
performed to select . a suitable temperature for the investigation 
of the thole cycle. 35 minute heat shocks wore applied to a 
synchronous culture with the mid-point of the pulse (heat shocks 
positions are defined by the time at mid-pulse) just after mid.-
cycle. The dolaya produced were uniform and, as may be seen, 
increase sharply with increasing temperature. The data in fact 
would have been bettor plotted on a semi-logarithmic plot as it 
gives a straight line' when treated in this way. 
This one result alone is at variance with the Tetrahymena 
situation for the temperature induced delay which produces set 
back is not highly temperature dependent; I shall return to this 
point. One effect noticeable in these cultures is that significant 
lethality, as judged by the appearance of highly retractile cells, 
occurred at temperatures in excess of 140.50C. It use interesting 
that these dead cells did not appear after the pulse but only 
after the first division. In view of this lethality a shock 
temperature of 140.50C use selected and to assist the spacing of 
the shocks a standard shock length of 25 minutes use adopted. 
Tio of the effects observed when the shock use applied 
at various positions through the cell cycle can be seen in Figure 
40. whilst the collected results of three such experiments each 
measuring delay at four separate cycle positions may be seen in 
Figure 141. The early shock in Figure 140. shows the typical effect 
seen when the cells are shocked in the first half of the cycle, a 
considerable sharpening of the cell plate peak which suggests that 
69. 
the cells have bee oo woro synchronous. The later shock at the end 
of the cycle shows another effect, a failure of the cell plate 
index to fell toierdi3 the baseline after division of the control 
due to the fact that a sizable proportion of the cells fail to 
undergo fission but resain fined in the cell plate phase. This 
effect usa especially pronounced in cultures treated betusen 0.6 
to 0.9 and the resultant distortion of the cell plate peeks made 
the delays produced very difficult to estinate. ¶is effect of 
beat treatment use also noted by Iterndon. the cells so afflicted 
are able to undergo subsequent divisions but give rise to only 
three 'cells' on division, the innermost daughters renaming 
paired. 
This effect upon the cell plate index suet be borne in 
mind when considering the collected results. The position of the 
transition point is only tentative and would probably be a little 
earlier if entry into the cell plate phase was considered the end 
of the cycle. Hoover, this uncertainty only really affects the 
estimates at 0.75 and 0.82 and leaves the overall pattern of sen-
sitivity reasonably clear; once sore it is an increasing pattern 
through the cycle uith a gDatle slope and a sexisus delay of about 
50 to 60 sinutos, and again there is a transition point at the end 
of the cycle1, 
The rising pattern of delay and the sharpening effect of 
an early pulse on the cell plate peak of a synchronous culture 
are , two results which are in excellent agreement with one another 
since this pattern of delay will predictably have the effect of 
differentially delaying the older cells and will tend to align the 
time of division, in cello of different ages. The effect is probably 
too weak to allow an appreciable synchronization of a synchronous 
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culture with a single shock, but it way be that reinforcement 
of synchrony can be achieved if the correct spacing of the shocks 
can be found. If this is so synchronous cultures of Sopoibe way 
perhaps be produced by this ijiethod just as they are in Tetrehycena; 
one complication would be the accuialation of cells blocked in the 
cell plate phase but these Celia may disappear by dilution or my-
be another strain could be found which lacks this response. 
One very interesting possibility to be raised by the 
discovery of this effect is that it szy be possible to caintain 
the synchrony of a synchronous culture with one beat shock per 
cycle. If this is indeed possible it could lead the tay to the 
production of giant synchronous cultures especially if resort 
can be made to continuous culture techniques. Vjhether the culture 
could be made to lock on to a cycle of shocks is, hotever, doubtful. 
ultiple shocks in Tetrahyena lead to adaptation and to division 
at the shock temperature (Zeuthen) but in that case the shock 
serves to ccpletely delay division not merely to align it. The 
real question is whether the sensitivity to heat shock cycle is 
entrained to the cell division cycle, if it is all may be well, 
if not the synchrony will be steadily lost. The preliminary éx-
perinents to teat which is the case are relatively easy and cor-
tainy the prospect of large quantities of synchronous cells is a 
very tempting goal. 
Tieted in terms of the division protein hypothesis the 
two results above are sharply conflicting. One of the corner 
stones of the division protoin hypothesis is that it resembles 
an all or nothing effect (Zeuthen) varying the temperature of 
the shock has little effect upon the delay produced since the 
shock only serves to discharge the pool of division protein the 
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delay is fixed being the time for resynthesis. The rate increasing 
curve ithIch relates delay to shock temperature in S.pombe is thus 
the exact opposite of the relationship predicted by the division 
protein hypothesis. However,, the pattern of sensitivity is roughly 
in line with the theory as is the eflct on the degree of synchrony. 
I shall return again to this point later. 
The next question to be investigated was the effect of a 
short period of protein synthesis inhibition. The choice of in-
hibitor to use was fortunately quite simple as the antibiotic 
cycloheximide (CHX) had been shown by the work of both Stebbin 
( 069) and of Nitchison and Croazior ( 1 6=9) to be a rapidly acting 
and effective inhibitor of protein synthesis in S.pombe. The 
properties of CHX as an inhibitor have been reviewed by Sisler and 
Siegel and the following points emerge as important. CHX acts 
in some but not all fungi (some being CHX resistant.) as a rapidly 
acting inhibitor of protein synthesis and is active both 'in viva' 
and 'in vitro'. Its action is revers10 and protein synthesis 
resumes after CHX has been washed out of the culture. The exact 
mode of action of the drug is unknown, but it is thought to act by 
blocking the transfer of amino-acid eRNA's into polypeptides. 
It does not inhibit the synthesis of RNA but 1A metabolism is 
affected and this has been studied in S.pombe by Taber and Vincent. 
DNA synthesis is inhibited by CHX but this effect only manifests 
itself 'in vivo' and may well be a secondary consequence of protein 
synthesis inhibition. 
The concentration of CHX chosen at the time that these 
experiments were performed was 100 Jig/mI CIIX as this concentration 
had been shown by Nitchison and Creanor (personal communication) 
to have had the effect of reducing Cl1  leucine incorporation to 
FIGURE 2. 	The f'e 02 vaT icus lematho o2 treatment 
tdth 100 g/1 eyc1ohexiide upon diviioi 
in an asynchronous cu1tiaro. 
Graph A 	contgo1. 
Graph B : 	Cult 	cotino1y tmated with 100 .Ut/1 
cc1ohcaie fra time 0 Dimutoo. 
Graph C 	 yc1ohethidQ uithdram after 20 mimates. 
Graph D 	 to 	 99 	 99 30 minuteso 
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prcdce a fair peck in the cell plate inden o hence this length of 
pulse iias adopted in the eubsequent mcpariments iith synchronous 
cultures. 
Figtire 43. ahotis the effect of a 0HZ pulse of 100 )1g/zil 
for 20 minutes upon a synchronous culture; as in the case of the 
heat ehocks,the lmlw• oeition is colciated frc theold-point 
of the pulse in vie'i of the fact that the inhibitor takes eboit 
10 mimteo to eiort its full effect. Three features of the data 
are iediately evident.. Mrstly that a ja.so 3aet after xzid-'cycle 
ces a delay of about cm hour in the first division, secondly 
that once again the obarpening effect upon the synchrony of the 
first division has cooed and finally that there is clear OVI-
denco 
 
of a trensition point boteen the tuo pulses shoun at 0.59 
oo2 069 t.h 	io not obocurel by ony effect upon coil fission. 
the odlleete1 &ith frco oin eo,zate 
epsriente of the tys shon in the previous Ire. Iiche cell 
cycie appears to be divided into three distinct reion frca the 
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FIGURE 44. - 	The relationship between induced division delay 
and the position in the óell cycle of a 100 Ug/1 
20 minute CHX pulse. 
Closed squares - first division delay. 
Open squares - very short first division delays induced after 
the transition to second division delay (TP) 
which .were thought to be due to a lengthening 
of the cell plate phase. 




FIGURE k 	- 	The effect of two 100 J&gjml pulses of CHX 
upon division in a synchronous culture. 
Graph A :— 	Open circles control. 
Closed circles and dotted line - culture pulsed 
at 0.59. (There was a peak sharpening effect 
similar to that seen with a heat shock). 
Graph B : 	CEX pulse at 0.69. There was a slight first 
division delay-(probably duo to a slight 
lengthening of the time spent in the cell plate 
phase) ànda 'sinall peak due to cells which had 
not passed their transition point at the time 
of the pulse. The second division tias con- 
sidorably delayed for all cells. 
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the Totrahymena, iorkera to describe delay which is in excess of 
the length of the pulsetreatment; it is aesued that cells cannot 
be expected to progress totiarde division during the actual pulse 
and thus excess delay is a better measure of the true delay. 
During the next phase of the cycle there is a rising pattern of 
delay uith cell age and doubtless it is this which explains the 
synchronizing effect of a 20 smuts pulse of CEX on a synchronous 
culture. At appronimtely 0.64 of a cycle the cells undergo a 
transition and become resistant to long excess delays. After 
this point in the cycle the cells appear to suffer very short 
delays in the region of 10-15 sinutea this is probably not a real 
delay but is due to an elongation of the cell plate phase which 
broadens the cell plate peak and sakes the mid-position of the 
peak slightly later. There does, however, appear to be an effect 
on the second division tihen the cells are treated after the 
transition point., but more data is needed before anything definite 
can be said of this, especially as an effect during this part of 
the cycle may be due to an interference with DIM synthesis. It 
has been shown by Cuasins and Ruach for example that in Physerus 
protein synthesis is essential for a complete round of DNA. syn-
thesis to occur. 
One more observation was made upon CHX delayed cells and 
that use to ceesuro the size of the delayed àells at division. In 
imena general protein synthesis is not affected to any great 
extent by the neat treatments which produce 'set back' and the 
cells synchronized by multiple heat shocks are consequently quite 
significantly enlarged. The size at division use ceasured on tuo 
types of culture. A synchronous culture treated with a 20 Smuts 
pulse ties observed and a result very sii'jilar to that seen in 
7k0 
'igure 42. was obtained the sample for length measurements was 
taken from the coil plate peak and a sample was taken from the 
control at the sane time. The other comparison usa made between 
synchronous cello pulsed at 0.59 (as ehoun in figure 43.) and the 
control cells. In both cases the mean lengths of the treated 
cello in the cell plate phaee was higher than the control by 
in the asynchronous eporimont and by 90 in the synchronous 
experiment. Both of these differences are significant at the 0 03 
level when tested by 	modification of student's 't' test. 
This observation suggests that the cells are not delayed because 
of a general effect upon growth which prevents the cells from 
attaining a critical sine for division but that the effect which 
causes delay is upon a specific system involved directly or in-
directly in the control of division. 
The results above are reasonably consistent with the 
division protein hypothesis if one proviso is accoptet and, that is 
that the synthesis of the protein is restricted to only that part 
of the cycle from 0.35 to 0.65 daring which the delay rises with 
cell age. These results with others thus raise the question of the 
wider applicability of the division protein hypothesis. This 
question has recently received attention from NitcUson (71) 
who has produced several different 'models to account f.the effects 
of heat shocks and pulses of division inhibitors upon various 
systems. I shall return to this topic in the forthcoming dim-. 
cuasion. 
Returning to the question of whether NC might act in the 
same way as heat and CHX by an interference with protein metabolism 
comparison of the results with all three inhibitors allows two 
conclusions. irstly t that there is a broad similarity in the 
r-). 
findings tiith all three agents since all cause £1 variable age 
dependent delay during the first part of the cell cycle, and 
secondly that V.0 differs frco heat and CIIX in that it does not 
cause a sharpening of synchrony, 
The failure of KC to sharpen the cell plate peak is 
probably duo to the gradient of the delay against cell age curve 
being steeper than is found with heat or CHX. Consideration of 
the 'sot bact' model ehos that at any given cell age the delay 
resulting from a single treatment is equal to the time from zero 
sensitivity to the transition point minus the interval between 
the cell age and the transition point. There is only one variable 
tI2IiCh is the interval betesen the cell age and the transition 
point, and this is clearly related in a linear fashion to cell 
age. Thus delay is also a linear function of cell age. The model 
also predicts that slope of the graph of delay against cell ago 
will be 45° in its rising portion. Ii' s for example, cells are 
set back by say 100 minutes in a cycle of length 150 minutes t,ith 
a transition point at 120 minutes the cells iiill start to be delay 
sensitive when aged 20 minutes and delay t-iill increase in a linear 
manner with cell age until cells aged 120 minutes will suffer a 
100 minute delay; hence from age 20 minutes there is a one to one 
increase in increment in age and increment in delay. Cells aged 
from 20 to 120 minutes all divido at the same time, and thus if an 
asynchronous culture of these hypothetical cells is treated some 
measure of synchrony 411 result. Houever, this synchrony 411 
only occur if the age dependent delay rises in a one to one 
nner with cell ago, the nearer the approach to this relation- 
ship the better t,ill be the synchronizing effect of a single pulse. 
Reference to Figures 8, 41 and 44 for 4C, heat shock and 
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CHX data respectively shows that the gradient of the C curve is 
eater than 45° , for heat shocks the gradient is lees than 450 and 
for the ascending portion of the CUX curve the gradient is approxi-
mately 450. However, the heat shock data is not particularly good 
at the two otremes of the cell cycle and does bear a strong resem-
blance to the CIIX data in mid-cycle where most of the results were 
achieved. Over the period from 0.2 to 0.6 the excess delay does 
show a roughly one to one increase with cell age and it was pulses 
In this part of the cycle that showed the sharpening effect. The 
fact that the slope of the delay graph for KC is greater than 450 
explains why no increased synchrony is seen with KC pulses on syn-
chronous cultures and it also argues against the constant repair 
time theory to explain this pattern of delay since this theory 
also predicts a k ° slope (see I'iitchison ('71). However, it may be 
that minor cycle dependent factors influence the delays and modify 
the sensitivity pattern and it is notable that the delay-cell age 
relationship in Tetrahymena for temperature shocks is not linear 
but is a shallow upward curve (see Zeutherz). 
Having obtained some idea of the effect of heat shocks 
and CHX treatment on untreated cells it was possible to test whether 
there was any similarity in the effects caused by those agents and 
C. Iigures 4. and 46. show the results of the experiments 
which were simply performed by treating a 4C delayed culture with 
pulses of CHX and heat shocks. 
CHX appears to have no effect at all upon the division 
of cells inhibited by 4C although the results above show that there 
is no time at all in the normal cycle when division cannot be 
delayed by CHX treatment.. Thus to guard against the unlikely 
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possibility that MC oight confer some type of resistance against 
CHX the ezporsent uaa repeated iith exactly the same result and 
a comparison tias made of the cell lengths at division betueen the 
MC treated culture and the cultures treated with both agents. The 
lengths of the CHX treated cells were 12-14 louer than the MC 
treated control and the differences tere all significant at the 
0.05 level, Tested against themselves, hotever, none of the three 
CHX treated cultures diffexed significantly at the lO.0 level. 
Evidently CHZ iam having its customary effect upon cell grotrth. 
This result is not explainable in terms of the division 
protein hypothesis at all, in fact it suggests that MC does not 
affect the synthesis of division protein but that during the MC 
inhibited period enough division protein is made to not only 
provide for the coming division but also to counteract any effect 
of CM. This idea of excess division protein is also consistent 
with the shortened second cycles found in Chapter 2. Perhaps the 
most stralghtforuard conclusion to be made from this result is that 
the repair of MC damage is not dependent upon continuous protein 
synthesis. 
lJhilst CHX does not affect the inhibited cells Figure 46. 
shous that a heat &ock does have an effect, although there is very 
little excess delay (6,7 and 9 minutes for the three heat shocks 
in order of lateness) • Iowever the last pulse shots the effect 
of sharpening the cell plate peak and thus there is evidence that 
there is variable delay just before the inhibited division. In 
view of the lack of effect of CHX the simplest conclusion which 
may be dratin from this result is that the elevated temperature has 
an inhibitory effect upon the repair of MC damage. 
These tto results together suggest two further experiments 
FIGURE kGZ..L 	The effect of a second pulse of HC upon 
the division of a snc1ironois culture 
previously delayed with 
Open efralea and solid. ].ine - control. 
Closed squares and dotted line 15 minute 660 J/l oc 
pulse at 0.22. 
Open triangles and dashed line effect of a second 
identical 14C pulse, 60 minutes after the first, upon the 
treated culture* 







which night produce interesting results. The first is to deter-
nine hoi much further protein synthesis is required for cells 
delayed by IlC treatment to initiate nuclear division and cytokine-. 
sic after the normal cell size for cell division has been reached. 
This could be done by the addition of CIIX to the delayed cells at 
various tines after the treatment with MC and following nuclear 
division and cell plate initiation. The second question is if 
division is United in MC treated cells only by the repair of MC 
damage then the temperature optimum for this process may well be 
different from the normal growth temperature of 320C. Thus simply 
shifting treated cells to a range of temperatures after the MC 
pulse could possibly result in a shortening of the delay. 
The last result in this chapter is shown in Figure 1+7,; 
the experiment was performed to test whether cells treated once 
t'ith MC and presumably in the process of repairing MC damage 
acquired any resistance to the effects of a second pulse. As can 
be seen a second pulse is quite effective in producing further 
delay and there is no reason to suppose that a second pulse is 
any less effective. This experiment again suggests a sequel which 
would yield interesting information which would be to plot the 
sensitivity of the NC inhibited cycle to further 14C induced delay. 
Unfortunately, time did not permit this experiment to be performed. 
The major results of this chapter may be summarised thus. 
I. Both heat shocks and short pulses of the protein synthesis 
inhibitor cyclohexinide mill delay the division of synchronous 
cells. The cell cycle sensitivities are broadly similar to both 
agents delay rising with age during first part of the cycle with 
a transition point at around 0.6. 
2. Heat shocks of 1+0.50C have an effect on cell fission and some 
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cells so treated become blocked in the cell plate phase. 
3, The patterns of sensitivity loosely resemble that found in 
Totrahycena for both agents and this raises the question of the 
general applicability of the 'divieion protein hypothesis -0  
developed to explain the results of these inhibitory treatments 
on Tetrahyraena. 
Experiments in which both KC and either heat shock CHX ware 
used did not indicate that either'treatment shared the sace code 
of action as r-c. 




The effect of NC treatment upon enzyme svnthesie. 
The results described in this chapter illustrate the use 
of NC in the manner envisaged in the introduction, as a tool to 
distort the cell cycle. NC has been used in two ways to investi 
gate enzyme synthesis and in both cases has yielded reasonably 
clear cut and interesting results. 
The first use of NC was not by myself but by Robinson 
(personal communication) in a study of the factors affecting the 
synthesis of the enzyme alcohol dehydrogenase. In normal syn-
chronous cultures of S.pombe growing in 34N II alcohol dehydro-
genase shows a rise in activity, normally interpreted as being due 
to a synthesis of enzyme, which follows the pattern that Mitchison 
069a) has called 'stepping°. Thus it appears as if the enzyme 
is synthesized in a periodic manner with synthesis in this case 
being around mid-cycle. 
The fact that enzyme activity rose at mid-cycle made the use 
of a pulse to distort the cycle inconvenient and thus a continuous 
treatment of NC was used at a concentration of 100 UgJml. The 
drug was added to the culture just after inoculation from the 
gradient. This had the effect of producing a highly delayed first 
division which occurred some 5-6 hours after inoculation with a 
poor degree of synchrony; naturally it also led to a great elon-
gation of the cells. Ny results suggested that the cells would be 
arrested in G2 by this treatment and thus DNA synthesis would also 
be highly delayed. This was confirmed by DNA assay. 
Assaying for the rise of alcohol dehydrogenase in cul- 
tures treated as above showed that this treatment had no detectable 
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effect upon the rise in activity for the first two synchronous 
cycles, the first tue 'steps' in activity occurring as in the 
control. This rosult is quite consistent with those found by 
other trorkers as use mentioned in the introduction. I shall re-
turn to this point in the discussion. 
The other tiay in which C has been utilised was to test 
the gene doubling theory put foriard by Nitchigon and Creanor 
( .0 9). This theory arises from the finding that some enzymes 
uKich are synthesized in a linear fashion throughout the cell 
cycle show two types of periodic changes in their rates of syn-
thesis. The first change is found uhen the basal level of enzyme 
is measured through the cell, cycle the rice in activity is found 
to be linear but with periodic doublings in the rate of synthesis. 
The second type of periodic change is found when synthesis of the 
enzyme is doreprossed at intervals throughout the cell cycle and 
the resulting rate of synthesis plotted against the time in the 
cell cycle at which the rate of derepreased enzyme synthesis was 
measured. This shows that the ability of the cells to sake enzyme 
when challenged (the co-called enzyme potential) increases in a 
otep-wise manner. The gone doubling theory emerges because in 
bacteria both the rate changes and th steps in potential 
have been interpreted as gene dosage effects. 
However, in S.pambe both these changes happen about 0.2 
of a cycle after DNA synthesis Cuban allowance is made for the 
delay in the assembly of the enzyme protein from its sub-units,) 
(see Nitchison and Creanor ('69) and thus Nitchison and Creanor 
have postulated that they are duo to gone dosage effects but that 
there is a delay between chemical replication (DNA synthesis) 
and the production of a functional gene which is able to express 
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itself (functional replication). In the prokaryotes the dosage 
ezp1snation of etopuiise changes in potential is supported by 
eperimenta in which increases of potential have been shown to be 
dependent upon DIM replication (Donachie and Nastera g Pato and 
Glaser) it is Just this experiment which can be performed with 
IlCo Potential changes rather than rate changes were measured in 
these experiments since it is more difficult to estimate the 
position of a rate change than a potential change. 
tJhilat DKh synthesis cannot be inhibited with IX it can 
be easily displaced in time by pulsing the cells in their minor 
period and producing arrest in the (12  phase. The question was 
thus, would such a treatment also displace the stop in enzyme 
potential ? 
The enzyme which was assayed was sucz'tse details of the 
method used to perform this assay may be found in the Naterials 
and Methods section. 1ie23y, the design of the experiments to 
measure sucrese potential was as follows; aliquots were taken from 
a synchronous culture at intervals of 15-30  minutes and wore do-
repressed by twentyfold dilution into medium without glucose. 
rou these sub-cultures samples were taken at intervals of 25,5 09 
and 75 minutes after inoculation and the sucraso activity of these 
samples was assayed, and from this data which gives 'a linear plot, 
the rate of rise of sucrose activity can be calculated for each 
sub-culture. The sucrose potential curve can then be drawn by 
plotting the rates of change in activity in the sub-culturó 50 
minutes after inoculation against elapsed experimental time. This 
convention has been adopted by rAtchison and Creanor ('69) because 
the cells continue to grow in the derepressed culture,and it ±s 
further discussed by theme. 
A proli mary oporioent was performed on an asynchronous 
culture in order to ensure that NC treatment did not interfere tiith 
the estiaation of enzyro activity. A 15 ainuto 500 Jig/al pulse 
uas used and the results showed that sucrase potential continued to 
rise for about an hour after the pulse and then levelled off. As 
this is the expected pattern of DRA synthesis in a pulsed asyn-
chronous culture this initial result tins encouraging and a series 
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The results may be soon in Figures 48. and 49. The first 
Figure sham the effect of a pulse of NC applied in the minor 
period this would have the effect of delaying DNA synthesis and 
it appears to have had just that effect upon the step in sucrase 
potential which occurs about 40 minutes after the division of the 
treated cells thus retaining roughly its normal relationship with 
ce].l division. A word of explanation is necessary here about the 
shape of the potential curve the rise tihicb is seen from 1-2 
hours in this curve is quite caon1y seen and is possibly due to 
the fact that cells which have just been removed from the glucose 
gradients * which are used for these experiments, have c:1sorbed 
exogenous glucose and thus do not dereprose normally. 
Figure 9* ehozia the effect of a NC pulse in the major 
period of sensitivity; in this experiment DNA synthesis should 
occur at around the normal time and as can be seen the step in 
potential also occurs normally. It is also noticadblo that no 
further step in potential seems to occur. 
Both of these experiments were repeated tiith very similar 
results relative to the control cultures the tto experiments 
shown gave cell cycle positions for the rise in potential of 0.61 
and 0.37 respectively and the ttjo duplicate experiments gave 
positions of 0.59 and 0.31 for minor and major pulses respectively. 
Mitchison and Croanor (!ZLbi  have recently published an estimate 
of the position of the step in cucrase potential in the stock of 
strain 132 used for those czperimenta and they found that the 
cean of ten estimates time 034 of a cycle with the latest estimate 
of the ton being at 0.0. The chances of obtaining such results 
by chance variation of the position of the step thus 3002 highly 
remote. 
This data thus represents the first experimental support 
for the hypothesis that the changes in potential for enzyme syn-
thesis are a direct reflection of gene dosage to be obtained with 
a eukaryote. The experiments also illustrate another advantage 
of MC which is not shared by the inhibitors of DNA synthesis 
described in Chapter 3 and that is that by manipulating the 
position of the pulse DNA synthesis may be either delayed in time 
or may occur at the same time as the control. This allotia the 
experimenter to investigate the linkage bettieen DNA synthesis and 
other events and be sure that if they show the same behaviour as 
DNA that the inhibition is not due to the action of the drug it-
self tihich is always a danger with inhibitor experiments. 
One final point which is suggested by the data shown in 
Figure 19• is that the conclusion reached in Chapter 3 that extra 
DNA is not synthesized after the first S period in cells treated 
in the major period is supported by the finding that in neither of 
the cultures pulsed in the major period did the sucrase potential 
shou'a second step. 
The conclusions drawn from this chapter may be suiariaed thus. 
j5. 
1. That a pu10 of NC in the minor period tiili delay the stop 
In potential for the enzyme ancrase. 
as That a pulco in the oajor period uill not delay the atop in 
sucraso potential. 
3. That the tuo roaults above uphold the interpretation of 
1itchison and Creonor that the. step in aucraso potential is duo 
to a gone dosao effect. These two romalts also serve to iUus 
trato the efficacy of NC pulses as an experimental tool. 
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Introduction. 
The results presented in the previous pages have, up to 
this point, only been related to the findings obtained by a few 
other torkera, and an attempt has been made to refer only to very 
relevant findings and to work which has had a direct influence 
on the design of the experiments or on the conclusions drawn from 
them. I shall now try to relate my results to those of a variety 
of other workers and to speculate upon their significance. I must 
at this point apologise to the reader for producing this long and 
rather ponderous discussion section. Since so little is known of 
the control of division such of what is to follow is of necessity 
speculative, and I have adopted this format in order to try and 
keep speculation clearly separate from, the observations. 
In the pages which follow I propose to consider four 
major areas. Firstly, I shall discuss what is at present known of 
the action of MC and compare the findings of other workers with 
this drug to those reported in the preceding chapters. Secondly, 
I wish to extend the discussion to include the effects caused by 
UI! irradiation in view of the known similarity of effect of 4C 
and UV. Thirdly, I wish to consider what sight be the fundamental 
physiological basis of the division delay induced by M. Finally, 
I shall consider 'the value of 1AC and other of the drugs used as 
tools in the study of the cell cycle of S.pcsbe. 
The chemical and biological properties of NIC have been 
reviewed twice recently by t:!aring in 1966 and by Szybalskj and 
lyor in 1967. The latter of the two reviews contains more details 
of the chemistry of the uitoiaycins and closely related forfirosycins 
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but essentially they both report the ssr.o tork and reach mach the 
same conclusions. 
The sajor effects of the witoaycina and porfiroaycine 
are thought to result froi their capacity to act as polyfunctional 
alkylating agents after being chenically activated by reduction 
uithin the cell. 'In vitro' they are both inert unless activated 
by chemical reducing agents. This alkylating activity allows MC 
to react with DNA to form thoreoctable covalently bonded cross-
links betticen the two ccploontary strands of the DNA helix 
(Iyer and Szybslski 964). Ho,ever, binding experiments performed 
by Szybalski and Iyer ( 264) suggest that only about one in five to 
ten of the MC solecules bound to DNA participates in a cross-link 
and that most of the rnolecules react tiith one strand only. It has 
also been shotn by Lipsett and Vleissbach that all the bases in 
DNA are not alkylated equally but that porfiroiycin reacts pre-
ferentially tiith guenine although there is some reaction with all 
the bases. 
The binding of MC is not restricted purely to DNA; 
t1eis13bach and Lisio report binding of MC to RNA, ribosomes, pro-
teins and glycogen, but the greatest reaction is with the nucleic 
acids. 
Pricer and tYeissbach have made 'in vitro' studies of the 
results of MC alkylation on the ability of DNA to serve as a 
template for polyaerase activity. They shoved that DNA extracted 
from treated cells of E.co].i ehotis reduced template ability to-
wards DNA polymerase but an unaltered ability towards RNA poly-
morase. However, they also showed that Y)NA alkylated 9in vitro' 
suffers impairment in both respects. The former result is 
supported by the finding ofSmith-Kielland that fast labelled 
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'oRNA' in E.coli treated with NC is apparently normal as judged 
by its ability to hybridise with DNA. 
Roving from the molecular affects to the effects of the 
drug at the cellular level reveals a variety of results depending 
en the type of cell and dosage involved. Basically there appear 
to be two typos of response, an inhibition of division which, 
coupled with continuing growth leads to giant cell or filament 
formation, or an inhibition of division coupled with a breakdown 
of DNA and in some cases RNA (Iersten at a?. Suzuki and Kil gore) 
leading to can death. DNA synthesis is found to be affected in 
varying degrees. Additionally, in some bacteria, the response 
is further complicated by the induction of lysogenic phage. 
The effect on bacteria is quite well documented, Karsten 
et al report the degradation of aRNA as a result of sub-lethal 
treatments with UC but the most common report is the depolymeri 
sation of DNA. This latter effect has now been largely explained 
by the work of &Me and Howard-Flanders, Terewaki and Greenbe 
and Nahler0 Taken together the work of these authors shows that the 
depolymerisation of DNA as a response to NC treatment is highly 
strain dependent and may be correlated with the ability of the 
strain in question to repair lesions produced by NC and other 
agents in its DNA.. DNA hroakdown is thus thought to be a secondary 
response to NC treatment resulting from the enzymic repair of 
alkylated sites in the DNA. Additionally, both Torawaki and 
Gre enbg and Nabler were able to show that a repair process was 
in operation by demonstrating the disappearance of NC induced 
cross-links from the DNA of treated bacteria with time during 
post-treatment incubation. In both cases the authors erploited 
the fact that NC Induced cross-links render the DNA fast renaturing. 
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One piece of work which has appeared since the pub].ica.. 
tion of the two reviews does such to put the results of previous 
authors in prepective; this is the work of Suzuki and Mgoro  
on the effects of NC upon E.oli B. Their' results showed that 
most of the effects reported previously could be induced in B.Coli B 
QiDply by nanipulating the dose of NC used. t&nst at low con-
centrations of drug (0.1 13g&a) the effects on cacrouolecular syn-
thesis were alight and the najor effect was the inhibition of cell 
division and subsequent filseut formation; at higher doses the 
characteristic sharp inhibition of DNA synthesis was seen and also 
an inhibition of -ga1actosidase synthesis and RNA synthesis. In 
addition there was a depolymerisation of both DNA and RNA. All 
these effects., with the exception of the DNA synthesis inhibition 
which was ioriediate, appeared with a lag of about 30 minutes after 
the start of NC treatment. Measuring the change in viability with 
time after the start of incubation showed that tihilst the effects 
of 0.1 JIg/mi wore. reversible treatment with 5.0 JIg/si was lethal. 
The authors conclude that NC has two actions,being cytostatic at 
low doses and cytotoxie at higher doses. tThilat they stress the 
action of NC on BNA synthesis as a possible basis for the effect 
at high doses they offer no suggestion for the mode of action at 
cytostatic levels* 
tith ammmallan cells the effects are broadly similar. 
Shatkin et al using mouse L929 fibroblast cells and S91 souse 
melanoma cells report giant cell formation accompanied by nuclear 
fragmentation and partial depolmerisation of the nuclear DNA. 
They conclude from this that the action of NC on higher cells 
may resemble its action on the bacteria, but reference to their 
data shot's that nuclear fragmentation is only seen after 50-70 
hours exposure to doses considerably higher than that needed to 
inhibit division perienently and thus this effect may only repro-
sent the eventual deiiise of the cells. Using lower doses they 
shot' that it is possible to only partially inhibit division and 
that cells will undergo their cycle in the presence of MC with a 
much extended generation tics. This is just the result obtained 
by myself using asynchronous cultures and by Robinson (personal 
counication) using synchronous cultures of S.pocbe. 
Studinski and Cohen examined the effects of a continu-
ous dose of 0.1 JigJml upon Heist cells and found that both cell 
division and DNA synthesis were inhibited completely whilst RNA 
and protein synthesis continued almost unchanged for aoie 48 hours. 
They were also able to show that elevated levels of two separate 
deoxyribonueleases found in the inhibited cells tare due to 'de 
novo' synthesis, thus showing that the protein synthesis machinery 
of the cell remains intact. 
2ost workers using VIC have concentrated on the effects 
of continuous treatments and the results outlined above show that 
the universal observation from this type of experiment is an 
inhibition of division accompanied by various effects upon synthe-
sis. No clear explanation has emerged to account for, this inhi-
bition although all authors have considered the effect of the drug 
upon 'DNA metaboliem. Before considering this effect myself, 
however, I wish to examine in a more detailed fashion the results 
of three studies uhich havo special relevance to this trork since 
they entail the treatment of synchronous cells with short pulse 
treatments of drug. 
Nowell used human leucocytes isolated from whole blood 
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and stinulated to divide with pbytohaamagtjlutinin, a system which 
produces a tiorkable censure of synchrony. His preliminary studies 
showed that 1 JIg/nil for 24 hours completely suppressed mitosis 
and that a pulse of 2..k hours produced earked inhibition ercept in 
G2 He thus used pulses of 1 hour of 1 pgMl at four different 
tines during the cell cycle and in addition the G2 sample t-sas 
treated continuously for the last four hours of culture.Treat-
ments iere made in the G 2 G1 , early S, old S and G2 phases of the 
cycle and all cultures trere terminated after 72 hours t,ith the 
addition of coichicine for the last four hours of growth. He 
collected his results by censuring the mitotic indices after 72 
hours and comparing them iith that of the control.. 
Nouell found that the cells tiere resistant to delay in 
G0 but became sensitive during G1, sensitivity fell during the S 
period and there uas only a small effect upon G2 cells. He also 
scored chromosome aberrations and found that in this case both 0 0 
and G, were cmimal1y sensitive with sensitivity once rore dropping 
to a lcti level in G2. 197ost of the aberrations found were simple 
chromatid and chromosome breaks but there 'sere also a considerable 
number of chromatid rearrangements. 
The study of Stein and Rothstein ( 168a) may be compared 
iith that of 1oteU in that they also used a system in thich the 
mitotic cycle is started from the G0 ' resting condition, namely 
Isolation and culture of tissue from the eye of the adult bullfrog. 
This system is also only eci-aynchronous 0 a wave of division 
passing over the etplante and reaching a caiinum at 87 hours after 
isolation. The results obtained by Stein and Rothstein are difficult 
to interpret since they used different doses at varying tines in 
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the cell cycle. Hoxj6var s , they do shoe that a continuous exposure 
to 0.01 pjml or IC will copletely abolish the normal division 
wave in their system. They also shoe that an 8 hour pulse of 
0.3 Wol of KC during their so-called G2 period uilh reduce RNA 
synthesis by 31r,;,, protein synthesis by 5W and DNA synthesis by 
6 	Those inhibitions are inferred from the uptake of the 
relevant labelled precursors and frcm these measurements they infer 
that V.0 mey act by reducing essential. G RNA and protein synthesis. 
A word of explanation is necessary regarding Stein and 
1othstein'c definition of G2.They define this period as follot-
ing that time (typically 64 hours after explant) at tjhich the 
addition of 5-fluorodecyviridine (FUdR) does not. inhibit the nor-
mal uave of mitosis (i.e. the transition point for FUdR). Their 
uptake data shot,o, hoiiever, that from 6470 hours after explant 
the:: tritiatod thymidine uptake by which they measure DNA syn-
thesis, is eppronimately WS of the maximum level reached. 
Hartmann and Heldelk2E&or shoued that the action of FUdR Is 
attributable to an inhibition of the synthesis of thymidine 
monophosphate,a precursor of DNA. It thus seems reasonable to 
assuce that the transition which Stein and Rothstein designate as 
the entry into Gp in fact marks the completion of synthesis of 
thymidine monophosphate. They did not perform the decisive ex-
periment of directly measuring DNA synthesis after the addition 
Of FUCIL 
Additionally, a later report of Stein and Rothstein's 
(8b)suggosts a possible basis for their earlier results. They 
show that R14A and protein synthesis (once more inferred from 
uptake data alone) are not continuous in the first cycle of their 
cells but shots ttro peaks of 'synthesis' during this cycle. Thus 
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if the effect of NC is to prevent the cells traversing their cycle 
the cells may not reach the synthetic period at the same time as 
the controls and this would account for the large difference from 
the control. In the same article they also report that short ex-
posures to UV light at 64 hours alter explant have the same 
effects on division and synthesis as a pulse of RiC. 
The final study tihich utilised short pulse treatments 
of NC is that by Djórdjovic and Kin and is the most interesting. 
They used Hela cells. made synchronous by the selection of mitotic 
cells from a monolayer by controlled agitation. Their prelimin-
ary results contrast strikingly with those of Studineki and Cohen 
in that they found that 0.1)IS/ml NC had little effect on DNA 
synthesis for the first k hours of treatment but they too found 
that RNA and protein synthesis were little affected as well. 
Their synchronous experiments were performed with 2 hour pulses 
of 0.1 ft/ml NC and the parameter measured was cell survival as 
judged by colony forming ability. 
Once more the cells were found to be most sensitive 
during the 01 phase with sensitivity decreasing during the S 
period and survival being motimal at around the 	boundary. 
The G2 phase is short in these cells and around mitosis survival 
falls to the GIl level. An attempt was made to compare the sen-
sitivity of G2 and S period cells by preparing enriched popu-
lations of'these two cell types by selective techniques this 
showed that the S phase cells were most resistant. 
After having established this cycle of fluctuating sen-
sitivity Djorjevic and Kim investigated the effects of post-
tratment incubation of the cells with acetoxycycloheximide, a 
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protein synthesis inhibitor related to CHX,' they found that this 
treatment increased survival tiith a constant dose modifying factor. 
whey. interpret this finding as effect upon the repair of MC damage 
other than interatrend cross-links in the DIM which they felt would 
be irreparable. They attribute the fluctuation of sensitivity to a 
corresponding fluctuation of permeability or of the number of can-
citive sites in the cell or possibly of the ability of the treated 
cells to undergo post-treatment repair. 
Since none of the three studies outlined above were de-
signed to investigate division delay specifically Only a limited 
comparison with my results is possible. Ttio points emerge as im-
portant, firstly that in two of the studies, these of Notiell and 
jprjevic and Kim, there is a clear fluctuation through the cell 
cycle of sensitivity to the effects of MC treatment and this effect 
may be occurring in Stein and Rothatein's system although the re-
suits are unclear. Secondly, that in the two cases which clearly 
abou this fluctuation the most sensitive part of the cycle is 
found to be a, a result which is in good agreement with my findings. 
Uhilet I am not inclined to place too much reliance upon 
the results of Stein and Rothstein ( 968a) their conclusions raise 
the simple question, does MC have any significant effect on syn-
thesis? Several investigations have been made which are relevant 
to this question and they fall into two groups j studies upon enzyme 
synthesis in MC treated coils and studies of the ability of MC 
treated cells to support virus replication. 
Experiments of the latter class shott much the same re-
sults if performed on mammalian cells or bacteria.. Ben Porat et al 
have shown that in rabbit kidney cells treated with a level of MC 
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which reduced their rate of DNA synthesis to some 2'3 of the 
control value will produce psuede rabies virus if infected but 
that the virus particles produced were not infective. Raaaand 
4i1lor showed such the same result with HeLa cells and Vaccinja 
virus using porfiromycin but they add that if such higher doses 
of porfiromycin are used virus replication may also be inhibited. 
In E.coli Sekigzchj and Tek 	showed that in the presence of 
10 Jg/ml phages ¶i 2, i, and 	can carryout a lytic cycle but 
once more the resulting progeny virus is not infective. 
Ezce synthesis has been studied in nammalian cells 
by Kit et al and they were able to show that in souse fibroblasts 
there was normal synthesis at doses as high as 50 Lg/ml but as 
the enzyme was virally induced tbynidins kinase this work is per-
haps 'core comparable to the virus studies. Several workere have 
studied the effect on enzymes in the bacteria and the most popu-
lar system has been 'the induction of )3 galactosidese in E.doli 
which has been investigated by Shiba et al.- Cheer and Tchen, and 
Suzuki and Kilgore. The results are in broad agreement and show 
that at doaes which have a marked effect upon division and DNA 
'synthesis gelactosidsee may still be induced at rates which are 
comparable with the control. However, as noted above Suzuki and 
. Mj&qre showed that at high doses which quickly lead to cell 
death this capacity say disappear after a short time. Similarly 
Colas and Gross showed that in StaphlococcvLs áureua treated with 
1.3 J1/ml MC peiicilhinase inducibility only falls below the con-
trol level when the 6ynthesia of RNA and protein begin to be 
affected some 45 minutes after the addition of M. Since in this 
system the half-life of the peniciflinase mRNA. is calculated to be 
in the region of one s  minute or less they conclude that the prin- 
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cipal effect of NC cannot be upon protein or RNA synthesis. 
The studies of virus replication and enzyme synthesis 
thus both give results which lead to the came general conclusion 
as that reached in Chapters 3 and 6, that 14C does not appear to 
damage the synthetic machinery of the coil. Normal synthesis 
occurs after treatment even in cells which are treated with high 
doses which lead inevitably to cell death. The lack of infectivity 
found in viruses produced in the presence of NC is perhaps sur-
prising,' the authors sentionod above attribute this effect to 
interatrend cross-links in the DNA of the progeny virus but if 
these molecules contain cross-links, hoii tiers they replicated? This 
problem brings us naturally to the question of DNA synthesis in-
hibition, 
The demonstration that NC produces links betaen the 
caiplementary strands of DNA led naturally to the conclusion that 
such damage mast present at least a steric hindrance to the repli-
cation of DNA and tiiU probably produce a complete block. There 
is good evidence that in the bacteria DNA cross-links are the most 
important form of damage since lethality is directly proportional 
to the degree of cross-linking and calculations of the number of 
cress-links needed to kill a cell show that only one per genomo is 
required (yleki and y67), Indeed Szybaldki and Iyr 
state in their revieti of the effects of MC that 'the sitoiaycins are 
considered as standard, rapidly acting and selective inhibitors 
of DNA synthesis' but perhaps it might have been more accurate to 
add a proviso to this that this is only true in the bacteria. 
The results cited above illustrate that in the higher 
cells a complete range of response is seen from the total inhibi-
tion of DNA synthesis to the complete absence of effect found by 
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1!iUierneon and Scopes and myself.. It is also pertinent that i 
results indicate that NC is able to prevent the cells from tra-
versing the cell cycle in the normal way and any agent which will 
cause this effect will of necessity reduce the rate of DNA syn-
thesis in an asynchronous culture because cells will be prevented 
from entering the S period. This may,. for exanple., explain the 
directly contradictory findings of Studinski and Cohen and 
11evic and Cim who both used 0.1 flWml NC upon HeLa cells. 
The ep1enation of these results may well lie in the 
fact that DNA replication in higher cells Is managed in a funda-
mentally different way from the bacteria. The effect of cross ,- 
linking on DNA synthesis is presumably proportional to the proba-
bility of a polymerase molecule meeting a cross-link and this 
will be related directly to the size of the roplicon. Thus with 
replication organised in the bacterial manner with only one or two 
replicating forks per genome, the polymerase molecule will stop at 
the first cross-link met and replication of the whole gonomo will 
rapidly cease. However, with replication proceeding in the 
mammalian fashion., as discovered by 	and ihibermen and RiGE 
with each molecule of DNA consisting of a large number of repli-
cating units obviously much more DNA can be synthesized before 
all the polymerase enzymes meet cross-links. A rough calculation 
confirms this theory; Huberman and BiMs, give the length of the 
typical replicating unit as 30 microns and since the replication 
of this unit is bidirectional from the centre, the length of DNA 
covered by one polymerase molecule is about 15 microns. Using 
their value of 2.6 x 106  daltona per micron we see that this 
length represents some 4,0 m 10 7 daltona of DNA. The figures of 
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§Ubalski and lyer (!?1 shoii that for Laubtiis treated to 
survival there is an average of one cross-link per 10  daltcne of 
DNA;thus at the son, e level of cross-linking iany saalian repli-
cons tsould not contain a cross-link at all. 
This arguent also supposes that all the DNA in the 
ielian genoe is equally susceptible to VC cross-linking, but 
there has been a cost elegant deeonstration by Szybalski ('61 ) 
that this is not the case. Anbalski started from his observation 
that it use hot possible, even when ' using NC concentrations in the 
region of 100 WrA v to cross-link all the DNA molecules of over 
3.07 daltons solecular t-oight from rabbit kidney cells but that 
only 30J40 ~ of the aeleculos were affected uhereas in bacteria 
there use complete cross-linking. This finding suggested that 
part of the genose of these cells is protected against cross-
linking by the chr000somal structure,' SMbalski put this idea to 
test by comparing the degree of cross-linking of DNA in the rabbit 
kidney cell nucleus uith that of naked psuedo-rabies virus DNA 
located trithin the ease nucleus The results showed that when 
differences in base composition had been discounted that the viral 
DNA was far more susceptible to cross-linking than the chromosomal 
host DNA and y4d concludes that a large proportion of the 
nuclear DNA is protected presumably by close association uith the 
chrcososel proteins. 
Clearly this protection of part of the genose and the 
possibility that zany replicating units may not contain a cross-
link suggests that in higher cells DNA synthesis would be expected 
to continue after NC denage as is indeed observed in a number of 
cases The successful replication of the uhole genose would 
depend on the ability of the cells to remove cross-links. Removal 
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has been shown for two bacteria, E.coii and B.subtilia by Teraucki 
and Greenberg and Nahler o Both of these studies used the same 
approach to shoti the removal of 4C cross-links, the change in the 
renaturation properties of the treated DNA with post-treatment 
incubation and in the case of !4ahler, who worked with B.subtilis, 
advantage was taken of the fact that NC is able to render trans-
forming DNA heat resistant. Both studies also compared the 
effects of VIC upon normal coils with those on UV radiation sensi-
tive mutants. The results showed that the fast renaturing 
property of VIC cross-linked DNA was lost with time after treat-
ment in strains able to repair UV radiation damage; this pro-
perty was absent or much reduced in radiation sensitive strains. 
Hotiever, Teratiaki and Greenberg suggested their finding that 
some radiation resistant strains were still sensitive in spite 
of the fact that they could remove cross-links may indicate that 
there is more than one mode of action for !iC. 
In the higher cells there is also evidence that the damage 
caused by alkylating agents can be repaired. Crathorn and 
Roberts showed using S labelled sulphur mustard that HeLa cells 
are able to remove bound label with time after treatment and that 
this repair was associated with DMA synthesis. 
Taken together tho results reported above suggest that the 
cross-linking theory can successfully account for most of the 
effects of VIC treatment and that since cells were probably able to 
repair cross-links it is feasible that they can survive lou doses 
of NO which only introduce a limited number of cross-links. The 
tuo results which require explanation are those of t!illiamson and 
Scopes ( 062a) and myself that WC does not effect DNA synthesis in 
yeast. 
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Certainly the most important question to be snstered re-
garding this synthesis is, does VIC treatment introduce ore-links 
into yeast DNA? Since it is nou possible to isolate high molecular 
weight DA from S.obe (Bostock 	this problem is directly 
anstrerable by the application of CeaSOk  density gradient centri-
fugation as applied to =wiUan cells by Sgybaldd ( 964). 
If it can be ebeun that VC treatment does cross-link yeast 
DNA then the most likely ouplanations of this effect are either that 
most of the DMA is resistant, as ehotm by ybalski for riimalian 
DNA D or that the mm, ber of cross-links introduced is email and only 
a small fraction of the DNA is affected.. It is pertinent to this 
latter point that the usy in which yeast DNA is replicated is not 
knoun but that if the figures for the speed of replication and 
replicating unit size given by Huborman and Ri 	are applied to 
S.poabe the length of the S period is estimated to be about 10 
minutes and this is just the figure arrived at by Bostock. Thus a 
small number of cross-links uotald affect only a very small proportion 
of the DNA. A third possibility is that cross-linking is extensive 
but that repair is very efficient and that the division delay in 
the case of a pulse is caused by the necessity to remove every last 
trace of damage or by another mechanism 
All of the suggestions above would result in the bulk of 
the DNA being replicated at the normal time and only a small pro-
portion of the genome remaining unreplicatedD Certainly' the 
diphenylemine assay used by myself and 	liamson and Scopes ( 062a) 
uould not be able to detect a small under-doubling of the bulk 
culture DNA. In.deed it is a very difficult problem to detect 
a small unreplicated fraction of DNA in yeast without the advantages 
of the radioactive and density labelling techniques uhich are 
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noroally used for the fine study of replication in mammalian 
and bacterial systems. 
Thus, to suamerise the conclusions up to now, several 
points have emerged. Firstly, the general effects of NC on other 
systems are comparable with the results obtained with S.pombe in 
that cell division is found to be sensitive and that protein and 
RNA synthesis do not appear to be the primary targets of 4C damage. 
Secondly, the cross-linking theory accounts for most of the effects 
of NIC upon cell viability and on D7A synthesis but that further in-
vestigation is needed in the case of the yeasts. Thirdly, no clear 
explanation has emerged for the effect of 14C upon the division of 
S.pombe treated in the G2 phase or for the rising pattern of delay 
seen during the minor period. I have suggested that this pattern 
might be due to the cells needing a constant time to repair 14C 
damage although as pointed out in Chapter 5. the data is not exact-
ly consistent with this idea. NC cross-linking of DNA has been 
shotin to be a repairable form of damage, but it is not clear how 
this could effect division during G2 when conventional DNA syn-
thesis inhibitors have no effect. I shall return to this last 
question again. 	 - 
Finally, in the two studies in which constant doses of 
NC have been applied to cells at different times in their cycles 
the results have been consistent with those found for S.pombe in 
that the G1 period has been found to be most sensitive. 
It is this last point which I wish to pursue in the 
pages to follow by considering the effects of ultra violet 
irradiation; this is useful and relevant for the following reasons. 
Firstly, the effects of NC and UV are the same in several areas, 
notably in their ability to induce lysogenic phage and colicins 
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(Otsujj et all their ability to induce the filamentation response 
In sensitive bacteria (]aand Grula) and since some mutations 
causing sensitivity to VV also caise sensitivity to C (!° end 
.Hoiard-Flanders, Terathi and Greenberg, and hloT. Secondly, 
the pattern of sensitivity to UV induced delay found by Gill 
is very similar to that found in this study for WC induced delay. 
Thirdly, both TN and IC are potent inducers of mitotic recom-
bination in both the zFant i\nguc, Ustilago tthiycIis and S crovieiae 
!idw,.!). The final point is that IN irradiation is a1tays 
applied as a finite dose tihich is much more comparable with. a 
lo of NC and more attention has been given to the study of 
division delay produced by IN. 
However, at this point I must stress that I am not postu-
lating a complete synergism 'oettroen the tu'o agents differences 
in action are plentiful. To give just two examples the potencies 
of 4C and UV in inducing the petite mutation in yeast are widely 
disparate (t1iliiamson 17) and the most UV resistant organism 
knom, Micrococ cue radiodurans, is relatively MC sensitive (oy). 
Because of the very large amount of work which. has been 
Performed with IN and since nobody has yet faced the daunting task 
of reviewing this body of vork I shall restrict myself to the 
consideration of a fot fairly modern studies perforaed specifically 
to investigate UI! effects in relationship to the cell cycle. 
The systeii of choice for the investigation of radiation 
induced mitotic delay has long been the newly Lertiliced echinoderm 
egg and especially those of the sea urchin, Stron.gylocentrotua 
purpuratus or  the sand dollar, Echinarachnius parta. This material 
has the advantage of being highly synchronous and its activity is 
limited to division with very little growth which makes it a good 
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model cyctexn, its major disadvantage for the study of 1111 induced 
delay being that the cytoplasm is strongly absorbent and thus 
shields the xiuclonz. 
The sensitivity of this system to WI induced delay has 
been investigated by several trorkers but the most recent and far 
reaching study has been by Thted who has also recently reviewed 
this field (Thzstacl 	). In the first cycle there are four dis- 
tinct phases, an initial high sensitivity associated with ferti-
lisation which does not reoccur, a plateau of sensitivity to delay 
during which first division delay is constant, a period when sen-
sitivity falls rapidly to zero and an insensitive phase in which 
no first division delay is elicited but this last phase consti-
tutes the plateau phase for the second division. DNA synthesis 
In this cycle occurs just before prophase about ko minutes after 
fertilisation and it is at this time that the falling phase of 
sensitivity is seen. The second round of DNA synthesis occurs 
imnediately after the first nuclear division and the next mitosia 
follows shortly after that there is thus very little 13i or G2 
in the subsequent cycles. 
Perhaps the most interesting facet of the echinederm 
system is that there are two pieces of evidence ihich directly 
link UI? induced delay in this system with damage to the DNA. 
These are firstly that till induced division delay may be reduced by 
treatment with photoreactivating light and secondly that 5-
brcsodeozyuridine (BUdR) will sensitize cells to the eTects of 
W. Both of those effects were shown by Cook in his study of delay 
in the eggs of the Sand Dollar. Cook found that he could not pro-
duce B.UdR sensitization of the first post-fertilisation division 
and that UI? treatment failed to extend the UI? sensitive part of the 
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Cycle, a result Uhich ties in luith that of Zeitz et al who shoved 
that delay induced in the urchin egg by the UI! treatment of the 
aperii does not delay the first S period. Cook concluded that delay 
could only be produced by irradiation of unroplicated DNA. Mme 
here again we have on caeple of the sensitivity of the unrepli-. 
cated chromosome, a result which agrees well tiith the findings 
with (3.pobe. 
Thzstad 	hcc-vcr, has put foierd the idea that the 
rnajor cause of delay is darnage to the centrioles and to centriolar 
DNA, He considers that the sensitive event happens during the 
transition phase (2ustad '60)  and this is the time of centriolar 
duplication although it is also the time of DNA synthesis. He 
also supports his theory by pointing out that multipolar mitoses 
are a common result of UV treatment end this indicates centriolar 
damage although he ec1cno1e4gee that there is an alternative en-
planation that uultipolar mitoses are the result of an extra 
duplication of the centrioles due simply to the extra time pro-
vided -by the division delay. One rather surprising piece of evi-
dence, hovever argues against a chromosonal basis for delay and 
that is that tilT irradiation prior to fertilisation of an egg made 
onucleate by microsurgary till produce division delay and this 
delay is piotoreactivatable. Some 8O-.95 of the DNA in the egg is 
cytoplasmic so this D1!A may also play a part in division delay 
(!ti4W. Additionally, against this last result suet be set 
the fact that irradiation of the spero which has virtually no 
cytoplasmic DNA is more effective in producing post-fertilisation 
division delay than irradiation of the egg by a factor of ten. 
Clearly this system is complex. 
The other naturally occurring synchronous system, the 
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slime ooz1ds, also suffer 9'rom the disadvantage that cytoplasmic 
absorption ra1tes it difficult to irradiate all the plassodial nuclei 
equally,. Hoviever, UV induced delay has been studied in Phyaamrus 
polycephalus by Devi et e1 their results indicate that miatitm 
sitivity to delay occurs during mitosis and during the S phase 
thich directly foUois mitosis. Daring the G2 phase which conati-
tutee the majority of the cycle sensitivity declined gradually. 
Uhen irradiated in mitosis the delay is in the subsequent division. 
Once core these results point to the unreplicated cbroiosotie shots-
ing Ez=imum aensitivjtp to delay. another finding of this study 
tthich agrees well with the results obtained with S.pombe is that 
the cycle tñiich follous the delayed cycle is quite significantly 
reduced in length. 
Studies of the effects of 1W on natmslian cells have 
tended to concentrate on the lethal effects which are easier to 
neaaure rather than division delay s but several papers contain a 
little data on delay. No complete studies of delay through the 
cycle have been made using synchronous cultures, but recently one 
comprehensive study has been published by Thompson and EW2hrey in 
which both lethality end delay were investigated by the use of time 
lapse photography in rmuch the suns way as Gill for S. poibe. They 
used souse L cells and found once again that the G 1 phase was the 
most sensitive to delay with sensitivity falling during the S phase 
to reach a minim= at around the S-0 2 boundary at this point the 
cells passed through a transition to zero cen8itVity to first 
division delay but just as with S0p3nbe these cells suffer a severe 
second division delay. 
Broadly similar results were obtained by Dmon and Rauth 
using irradiated asynchronous cultures of souse L cells and analysing 
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the cell cycle by the labelling method of Uhitsore. They were able 
to show that the transition point to first division delay was in 
fact dose dependent and that the cells could be arrested in 112 
if higher doses are need. Once more they found that the most 
sensitive part of the cycle to division delay was G3. with the  
absolutely scat sensitive point being at the G1-S boundary. Delay 
fell during the S periorl and atthedose they used to measure delay 
the transition point was around the S-4 2 boundary. They also 
showed that the progression of the cells from G 1. to S was unaffec-
ted by fllJ  and that the delay occurred in traversing the S period 
with a consequent reduction in the rate of ]XA synthesis. 
Both Thoan and Hur--h-rey and Demon and Rauth found, as 
did Gill for S,pombo q that sensitivity to UV induced division delay 
and lethality were well correlated and thus it is relevant that the 
same general pattern of changes through the cycle for lethality 
has lbeen recorded by several other groups of workers with the one 
proviso that the most sensitive point in the cycle in those studies 
Is generally from early to tnid'.S phase and not actually in 
Those groups are Sinclair. and orton , Han and Sinclair,, Djor 4jeViC 
and Tolasob and ioota and Hun. There is also broad agree 
sent that TN does not delay the cells at the G1 S boundary and 
that the delay occurs by protraction of the S period. 
One of the studies above, that of Ran and Sinclair 
shows that whilst maxiSut3 sensitivity is reached in id-'S phase in 
the Chinese Ham-pater cell that they used, this high sensitivity 
does not appear to be dependent upon DA synthesis. They found 
that the addition of MU or excess thymidine to the cells inhibited 
the onset of DNA synthesis in their synchronous cultures but did 
not effect the decline in sensitivity to its midS level rfurthor. 
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more the cells remained sensitive until the inhibitor was removed. 
This result parallels very closely my result with MR treatment 
of S.ombe inasmuch as it shows that DNA synthesis is responsible 
for reducing the sensitivity to damage and does not itself confer 
sensitivity. Han and Sinclair also found that CHX could inhibit 
both the onset of sensitivity in late G 1 early S and the onset of 
resistance in latethey conclude that the fluctuations in 
sensitivity are governed by an unknown cycle which is dependent 
upon protein synthesis but which is only loosely linked to DNA 
synthesis. 
There is little data available for DV induced division 
delay in the fungi except for the complementary studies of Stzsnn 
and Gill on S.pombe, but come data is available on the effects 
upon survival from three studies of the changes of induction by 
UV of mitotic recombination through the cell cycle. 	id 
j) presents data which shows that in the smut fungus Ustilago 
maydis, there is a highly resistant and a highly sensitive part of 
the cell cycle and interprets his results as indicating that the 
cells are highly sensitive during the S phase. He considers the 
possibility that the sensitivity may be correlated with the amount 
of DNA per nucleus and mentions that his data fits this idea,as 
the onset of sensitivity coincides with completion of mitosis, 
but concludes that it is the S phase which confers sensitivity 
since this is indicated in a parallel series of experiments on 
S cerevisiae, the results of which have not been published. 
However, this report that the survival of yeast growing in syn-
chronous cultures shows S phase sensitivity does not agree with 
the small amount of other data available on this system which is 
found in a report by posito,uho also used the yeast synchronous 
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system to investigate UV induced mitotic reconbination* 
posito found that survival at 103 minutes after inocu-
lation which is toards the end of the first period of DNA synthesis 
in his cultures was higher than that at 150 minutes at which time 
there is no DNA synthesis at all. Other differences between these 
too studies are also interesting; both authors found fluctuations 
in the numbers of reconbinants induced at different times in the 
cell cycle and both were able to show that high frequencies of in-
duced recombination were correlated with lou survival values. 
However, whilst Holliday correlated his uizimum induction time with 
DNA synthesis, in yeast Esposito found that the induction of re-
combinanta in his cultures reached a ma7dbum just before the S 
phase and declined rapidly as the S phase progressed. moreover, 
Esposito found the same pattern of induction for both X rays and 
UV and tias able to thou using JdR that delaying the S period also 
delays the fall in induction of recombinants by X rays found during 
the S period. Once more the idea that the unreplicated chromosome 
is sensitive, in this case to recombination inducing damage, seems 
to fit the data well. 
It would be interesting to repeat the experiments dis-
cussed above with C which, as has been previously mentioned, is a 
potent inducer of mitotic recombination. ffo11iday results suggest 
that the oiperimenta could then be performed with both Ustilago 
and S.cterevisiae with no significant lethality which should assist 
the comparison of these two systems. Additionally, if AdR acts in 
those two synchronous systems in the same way as it does on S.pombe, 
it should be relatively easy to decide the importance of the S 
period for both induced mitotic recombination and the survival of 
UV irradiation. 
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The third study is that of Parry and Cox who also used 
S0cerevieiae to study UV induced initotic recombination, but instead 
of producing their synchronous cultures by the alternate, feeding 
and starving method of Uillissson end Scopes they used tbe gradient 
method of itchiaon and Vincent. Their survival data dose not 
shou the dramatic changes seen in Ustilago and the synchrony of 
their cultures appears to be somewhat less than was achieved by 
the other to authors but the data, uhich shots fluctuations in 
survival of 20-3O through the cell cycle,, tends to support the 
conclusion of lio1liday that the S phase is maximally sensitive. 
The final study of the effects of UV upon synchronous 
cells that I wish to conéider in this section is an especially 
interesting  one for it compares the effects of heat shocks and UV 
upon Tetrehymena and is thus comparable in aim with Chapter 5 of 
this thesis. This is the work of Nachtttey and Giese who found 
'that lots doses of UV applied to heat synchronized cells produced 
a constant delay up to a sharp transition point some 30 minutes 
after EH. (EH is the time of the end of 'the last heat shock in the 
áynchronizing regime). At higher doses, however, there is evidence 
that delay may be caused later in the cycle and 'thus the transi-
tion point is probably dose dependent. The dose-delay relation-
ship for these cells is complex and resembles that found for NC 
induced delay in S. pombe; the initial response is high and this is 
foUoed by a shallower linear increase as the dose is increased. 
Nachttiey and Giese also investigated the effect of photoreactiva-
ting light upon delay and found that the delay at higher doses 
could be reduced by photoreactivation but they were uncertain as 
to the effect on the, initial high response at low doses. Having 
thus found that the pattern of UV induced delay did not resemble 
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that induced by heat shock, they performed an experiment in which 
a culture was first UV irradiated and then exposed to heat shocks 
at Intervals thereafter. The result showed that the effects pro-
duced by heat and DV were roughly additive in that DV appears to 
delay the transition point for heat shock, and it is interesting 
that they also report that DV delays the onset of stomatogenesis. 
It is impossible to interpret these results in terms of 
the nuclear cycle since these experiments were performed with a 
strain of Tetrahyuena which lacks a micronucleus 
Firther!uore these synchronized cells do not appear to require to 
perform DNA synthesis to divide since they become 'overmciture' 
t,Lth respect to DNA synthesis during the synchronisation procedure 
and inhibiting DNA synthesis by 80-90% with FudR. will not effect 
tho first division (ZouthGn). Nachtvey.andGiese explain the 
involvement of DNA suggested by the finding that delay is reduced 
by photoreactivation by extending Ruetad centriolar damage 
hypothesis to include damage to the kinetosomes which are also 
thought to contain DNA. Certainly macronuclear involvement in 
this delay is hard to envisage since the activities of the macro-
nucleus do not appear to be fully synchronized in these cells in 
the first cycle after El? (Zeuten) and the sharp transition point 
and retention of synchrony by the delayed cells strongly implies 
that a synchronized process underlies this sensitivity... Perhaps 
the simplest and safest conclusions are that DV arrests the pro-
gression of the cycle for a constant time if the cells are exposed 
before 30 minutes after ElI,and that DV is unlikely to act by the 
same mechanism as heat shock, although the two typos of damage may 
Interact* One more difficulty tihich affects the interpretation 
of these results is that there is evidence from a much earlier 
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study by ivereon and Giese that the first cycle after 11 may be 
abnormally resistant to LW induced delay. They found that in the 
subsequent synchronized cycles when the DNA per cell approached 
the normal value that much higher delays were elicited per unit 
dose and concluded that delay was inversely proportional to the 
amount of DNA per cell. 
There are two major conclusions which can be drawn from 
the work described above. 1rstly, the fact that in the two sys-
tems where it has been attempted photoroactivation has been shown 
to reduce delay clearly implicates damage to DNA as being in- 
volved in the cause of delay. This conclusion is strengthened by 
Cook's demonstration that BUdR sensitizes cells to delay. It is 
interesting that whilst photoreactivation reduces delay it does 
not abolish it and .thua thymine dimere do not appear to be the 
sole cause of delay. Possibly the effect of photoreactivation can 
he explained by the fact that there may be competition between 
thymine dimers and other forms of damage for the attention of 
another repair system (discussed for yeast by Kilbey and Smith.) 
Secondly, comparing the cell cycle sensitivities of several 
different types of cell to UV induced delay shows that many of the 
results tend to support the hypothesis that the most sensitive 
part of the cycle is found when the chromosomes are unreplicated. 
This last finding is in good agrement with the results found for 
S.pombe with NC and with the results obtained with pulses of MC 
on mammalian cells suggests that one form, and perhaps the major 
form, of damage which causes delay is to the chromosomes. 
This brings us inevitably to the basic question, what 
causes division delay? During the section that follows I intend 
to examine some ideas on this subject and to try and sketch out 
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some further ideas for an operimental attack on the problem. 
What we are seeking is a form of damage which will arrest a cell's 
progress towards division but which the cell can then make good 
o allow it to proceed to division. 
The coon factor which links the agents which cause 
(IiVi8.ofl delay without an effect upon growth is that the great 
iajority of them either damage DNA in a number of ways, some of 
which are relatively well understood, or inhibit its replication. 
fluthormoro, we have the evidence of involvement of DNA in UV 
mediated delay quoted above.. What then are the known functions 
of DNA which can be shown to be or thought to be pertinent to 
the control of division? There are three processes which might 
qualify, transcription, replication and the ability of the DNA to 
be packaged for segregation into the daughter cells. 
The first of these three, transcription,, is unlikely to 
be important -'since, as was shown- for MC,- considerable delay can 
occur in the absence of any noticeable effect on protein synthesis 
and this would be expected to follow an effect on transcription. 
However., protein synthesis inhibition has boon implicated as a 
factor in division delay caused by ionising radiation both by 
Rstad and Burchifl working with the Sea Urchin egg and by Doida 
and Cicada. working with cultured mouse cells. The role of protein 
damage and protein synthesis inhibition has also been dealt with 
by Nitchison ( 1 71) who concludes that there is not yet enough 
evidence to decide whether or not proteins play an important role. 
The second function, replication, deserves much closer attention 
for it has been amply shown in many systems that the gross inhibi-
tion of DNA synthesis leads to an inhibition of division and there 
is clearly some form of control mechanism which ensures that the 
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cell does not initiate division until replication has been perform-
ed. The results obtained with MR which are presented in this 
thesis provide a typical example of this phenomenon. Another point 
is that if replication is the sensitive process then this provides 
a good explanation of the general sensitivity of the G, condition. 
I have already dealt with this point for the results 
achieved with S.poabe and concluded that if replication is sensi-
tive then the lesion or lesions must be restricted to a smell 
fraction of the total DNA. However, other delayed systems show a 
variety of responses to delaying treatments. in general,memalian 
cells appear to respond to most delaying treatments with a pro-
longation of the S phase. 
Damon and Rauth found that the division delay induced bTJV in 
their mouse L cells could all be accounted for by an increase in 
the length of the S period. Using the same cells, Walker , and 
Thatcher showed that low doses of sulphur mustard had little 
effect on progression through 62,  mitosis or G, but that the cells 
suffered delay by an elongation, of the S period. A particularly 
interesting observation made in this work was that although the 
mustard treated cells have completed their normal premitotic amount 
of synthesis after 24 hours,the S period, as judged by incorpora-
tion of labelled thymidine, goes on for a further 26 hours. The 
authors suggest that this incorporation may represent repair of 
damaged DNA and if this is so it agrees quite well with the idea 
of only a email fraction of the DNA preventing the completion of 
replication. 
Another report which suggests that a discreet minor 
fraction of DNA may be especially sensitive to the action of sulphur 
mustard cones from fleam et al 	This group studied the 
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replication of mouse satellite D1'A in cultured oouse cells using 
labelled sulphur iiiuetard and the BUdR density labelling technique 
to identify netily synthesized D. They found that although, as 
far as they could tell using high lethal doses, all the DA use 
equally cilkylated, that at lower doses sustard treatment specifi-
cally effected the replication of satellite DIIk. It is notable 
that by equal alkylction l'lsari et al refer to the alkylation of 
DNA, of different buoyant densities. Since sulphur mustard is a 
bifwictional alkylating agent which like VIC is capable of pro-
ducing interatrand cross-links (Lawler and Brookes) it would be 
interesting to know whether,, as Szybaleki 064) showed for VIC 
alkylated ivaxsalion DNA, there is a fraction which is resistant 
to sulphur austax'd cross-linking. The result of Flamm et al 
suggests that if there is such a fraction it is made up of all 
buoyant density classes. 
Other eukaryotic cells, however, do not show an exten-
ded S phase and against the results with wamnmlian cells must be 
set the results of Zeitz et al for the sea urchin that UI! induced 
delay does not delay the cells in the S phase, my results in 
S,ponbe that the 1AC delayed cells are blocked in G2 and the result 
of 1"!achttyey and Giese that cells which do not require to synthesize 
DNA at all may be delayed with UV. The results with X-ray induced 
delay of zaanalian cells are also noteworthy for in this case 
Sinclair concludes, in his review of -X-ray effects, that there are 
two cosponents of delay, a prolongation of the S phase and a 
block. These results, with the exception of the Tetrahyaena 
situation, can be attributed to an effect on the replication of a 
small fraction of DNA constituting the block. This theory cannot, 
however, account for one obvious feature of the S.pombe results 
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with both I4C and DV, the fact that a delay may be elicited by 
treatment in 
Delays produced by treatment in G2 are found in several 
other cell types too;. Doxnán and Routh found that mouse L cone 
could be delayed in 02  usinghigh doses of UV and G
2 delays are 
shown in the nuclear division of Ph.ycarum by Devi et ol. If 
these delays are to be onplained by an action on DNA replication 
then clearly the DNA affected must either be outside tho nucleus 
or must be an aberrant nuclear fraction. There is in fact evidence 
that extra-nuclear DNA is involved in division delay from two 
systems. The first piece of evidence is that delay may be pro-
duced by UV irradiation of Sea Urchin eggs made enucloate by 
microsurgery and subsequently fertilised to initiate the division 
cycle (Rustad 171) and the second is a report by g2Mr that delay 
may be produced by irradiating only the cytoplasm of a1attened 
amoeba with a DV microbeam. In both cases DNA is implicated as 
the sensitive molecule since the delay may be shortened by photo-
reactivation but similarly in both cases the nature of the DNA 
target is uncertain. 
One possible target suggested by both the above authors 
is mitochondrial DNA (mDM(t) and certainly this is the most 
ubiquitous of all cytoplasmic minor species. Nitochonthial DNA 
shares with bacterial DNA the properties of being naked and circu-
lar and certainly the effects of MC treatment or DV irradiation 
of bacteria are a rapid cessation of DNA synthesis and a delay in 
its reinitiation (discussed above for NC and see Haas and Doudney 
and Smith and o'Learj for the effects of DV). The feasibility of 
imDNA replication inhibition being important in division delay thus 
depends on two questions: whether this inhibition would in fact 
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be expected to have a delaying effect upon division end whether 
mDNA is still' unreplicated in the 02  period so that this effect 
can account for delays induced in 02. 
Ii11imason (2 has postulated that the control of mDNA 
replication is under nuclear control as part of a model to account 
for the petite mutation in yeast and it is not unreasonable that 
such a control mechanism should also feedm.back on the division 
controls, since to maintain the cellular tnDNA at a constant level 
it is necessary to ensure that mitochondrial replication has 
occurred before division. 
The position of mDNA replication during the cell cycle 
has now been investigated in several cell types although most 
attention has been directed towards yeast and the slime moulds. 
Cottrell and Avers using cultures of S. Ôerevisiae synchronized by 
the feeding and starving method of Williamson and Scopes ('62a) 
found that there was a minor component which replicated outside 
the normal S period when DNA synthesis wan estimated by direct 
colonrimetric estimation. Since the time of this minor 'step' in 
DNA coincided with the stepwise increase of two enzymes located 
in the mitochondria they postulated that this step may represent 
mDNA synthesis. The conclusion that mDNA synthesis is periodic 
was also reached by Smith eta). using synchronous cultures of 
Saccharomyces lactia and the mercury ion and caesium sulphate 
equilibrium density gradient technique of Nandi et alto estimate 
the proportion of mDNA in total cell DNA at different times in the 
cycle. The latest study by tilliamson and Monstacchi reaches the 
opposite conclusion. The authors combined direct measurement of 
the mDNA by caesium chloride density gradient centrifugation with 
labelling studies to show that synthesis of mDNA in cultures of 
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S. ôerevisiae mode synchronous by the feeding and starving method 
is continuous. 
Certainly this last result is in better agreement with 
the results from all other systems studied which all suggest that 
synthesis occurs throughout the cycle. Thus, using human liver 
cells Koch and Stolcatad showed that mDNA is made continuously with 
the maximum rate of incorporation of label during the G2 phase, 
and continuous synthesis has also been shown in Tetrahymena by 
both Parsons and Thstad and Charret and Andre. 
The most consistent results come from four studies of 
DI!A replication in the slime mould Physarwu polycephalum by Evans, 
Gttea et el. Holt and Gurnel and Braun and Evans. All of these 
authors agree that raDNA synthesis in this, system is continuous and 
additionally the last three groups of the. list above show that there 
is a minor nuclear component which shows incorporation during the 
2 phase which 	up the majority of the cole. Braun and Evans 
identified this component as being a heavy satellite DNA which 
comprised about one per cent of. the total cellular DNA. 
It thus appears that EDNA does constitute a potential 
target for delay inducing treatments and that the inhibition of its 
replication may be a possible mechanism whereby cells are delayed. 
One great attraction of the hypothesis that the division 
delay caused by alkylating agents and UV irradiation is due to an 
interference with replication is that in some systems this theory 
may now be testable, although there is no one cell type which 
lends itself readily to this type of experiment. Clearly since 
all the cell types studied so far show significant fluctuations in 
sensitivity through the cell. cyclewhat is required for such an 
investigation isa convenient synchronous system. The traditionally 
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favoured naturally synchronous systeas, urchin eggs and the slime 
moulds,both suffer frog the drat7back that it is difficult to con-
trol the dose of irradiation received by the nucleus since both 
have strongly absorbent cytoplasm the use of an alkylating drag 
like NC might ovorcone this difficulty. There is one study of the 
effects of pulse treatrnents of nitrogen ivatard upon Physarus by 
r-IcCorniclz and Nardono and the results are rather surprising. DNA 
synthesis was blocked by pulses in either the S period or G2 but 
the first division tias not delayed. The two subsequent cycles are 
delayed but two mitoses appear to occur in the absence of any DNA 
synthesis. However, there is acne doubt as to whether these 
'mitoses' are real or just represent a synchronous cycle of chromo-
some condensation since giant nuclei appear and no telophase nuclei 
were observed. In addition growth is affected and the plasmodia 
do not recover their normal growth rate until three months after 
treatment 
The major factor uhich will decide the usefulness of a 
system is whether the most sensitive techniques may be applied to 
it to study its DNA replication. Physarum is good in this respect 
as its genose has been well studied and it will readily incorporate 
both labelled thymidine and BUdR density label: the sea urchin egg 
will incorporate both of these labels but suffers from the din-
advantage that a large proportion of the egg DNA is cytoplasmic 
and of unknown function (discussed Rustad, 2 71)... 
The yeasts do not lend themselves particularly readily 
to the detailed study of DNA replication due to the fact that 
thymidne is not incorporated specifically into DNA in yeasts and 
thus both simple labelling experiments and BUdR density experi-
ments are not possible with yeast. There is one report by Jsnnsen 
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et al that thynidine monophosphate is a' spec i2ic DNA label in 
yeasts but apparently useful levels of labelling cannot be obtained 
by this lasana (D.Co, personal communication). The yeast genome, 
however, is fairly well characterièed and one recent report is of 
special interest. This is that the small closed circular DNA of 
nuclear buoyant density discovered by HoUenber eta]. is possibly 
a cytoplasmic species (Clarke-Walker)... This DNA thus represents 
yet another potential target for the action of DV and alkylating 
agents. 
The memealian cell genoae has been the subject of several 
detailed studies of late and there is general agreement that during 
the S period there is a transition from the replication of high 
G-C DNA which is synthesized first, to lower GsiC DNA which is 
replicated later (Tobia et a]., flarua et al and Ebstock and Prescott). 
However, the disadvantage of mammalian cells for the study of 
division delay is that although homogeneous populations of cells 
may be obtained in various phases of the cell cycle by inductive 
or selective tochniqueo g the retention of synchrony by such cul-
tures is poor. One technique which has been used with mammalian 
cells by several workers mentioned above is the use of labelled 
alkylating agents which allows precise localisation and quantifi-
cation of the bound drug. NC may be useful in this type of experi-
meiit since a fairly simple method has been developed by t1eissbach 
and Lisd for the synthesis of labelled porfirosycin using NC as 
a starting material. 
The third type of effect which sight explain the delay.-
ing action of DNA damaging treatments is that the chromosomel 
cycle which ensurem the safe segregation 'of the replicated DNA to 
the daughter cells at division may not be able to function properly. 
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Chromosomal damage as the cause for dividor.i delay is by no means 
a new idea. Carlson found that X-rays could revert prophase nuclei 
to the interphase condition in the neuroblasts of the grasshopper 
Chortophaga and a similar observation was made by Devi . etal using 
high doses of DV on Physaruni. Additional1y there is the visible 
effect of both DNA damaging agents and DNA synthesis inhibitors 
namely the production of chromosome breaks and chromosome aberra-
tions (reviewed Sheldon tIcIff. and for alkylating agents, Loveless). 
Whilst the present state of knowledge of chromosome 
structure does not permit very much of an experimental approach to 
this problem there is one type of UV induced damage which certain-
ly might be expected to have a profound effect upon chromosome 
structure; this is DNA to protein cross-linking. This damage was 
first postulated by Smith on the basis of the observation that UV 
rendered the DNA significantly less extractable than in normal 
cells and he subsequently performed 4in vitro' experiments which 
confirmed that the cross-linking was to protein (reviewed Smith 
and Eanawalt). 
Recently two groups have drawn attention to the impor-
tance of this type of damage in mammalian cells Habazin and Hen 
argue that thymine ditners may not be important in determining the 
survival of mammalian cells since 'survival does not appear to be 
dependent on their excision from DNA. They showed that a dose of 
DV which yields O.l of the DNA as dimers will render % of the 
DNA unaxtractable and presumably cross-linked to protein. Smets 
and Cornelis implicate DNA-protein in the sensitisation to UV 
brought about by the incorporation of BUdR into the DNA of human 
kidney cells they found that most of the photo-damage in the sub-
stituted DNA was readily repairable but that there was a very 
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significant increase in the DNA cross-linked to protein. This 
effect was so great that at a dose of 1000 ergs per m the ex-
tractable DA had dropped to only 2% of that found in irradiated 
controls without BUdR. Both of the above groups looked for any 
reduction of this effect on the DNA with post treatment incubation 
but found no' evidence that this typo of damage is repaired. They 
both also mention that at the high doses needed to clearly chow 
this phenomenon survival is very low and the situation may be 
different at more physiological doses. 
The relevance of DNA-protein cross-linking to this study 
is that there is one isolated report which shows that this type of 
damage may be caused by alkylating agents as well as by UV irra-
diation. This is the work of Steele who studied the increased 
toxicity to hrliob's ascitos cells of bifunctioüal over mono-
functional alkylating agents. He showed that a range of bifunc-
tional mustards were able to link DNA to protein but that, as 
would be expected, sonofunctional agents lacked this ability. He 
also showed that at doses allowing lO survival that some 10-15% 
of the DNA is cross-linked to protein and isolated the DNA-protein 
complex. He concludes that nitrogen mustard cross-links protein 
through the purines.of the DNA and the carboxyl groups of aspertic 
and glutamnic acids and that the bound protein is not a histone but 
an acidic protein. 
As MC acts as a polyfunctiónal alkylating agent and only 
one out of five tâ ten of drug molecules bound to DNA is thought 
to participate in a cross-link,there seems no reason why 'NC should 
not also cause considerable DNA protein cross-linking. The in-
vestigation of this effect seems doubly worthwhile since not only 
may the results yield some clue as to the cause of division delay 
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but this might also be a method for determining which proteins 
are in the most intimate contact t,ith DNA. whether this form of 
DNA damage is repairable or not remains to be seen but if the cell 
can succeed in removing an interetrand cross-link there seems no 
a priori reason to doubt that repair of this damage is feasible. 
Before leaving the subject of daiage to the chromosome 
it is perhaps as tell to mention that it is quite possible that 
many kinds of damage to the DNA may affect the interaction between 
DNA and proteins and thus disrupt the chromosomal cycle, but until 
there are further advances in our knoiiledge of the interphase 
chromosome and chromosome structure generally,, it is impossible to 
frame a testable hypothesis in these terms. 
The last idea which I wish to discuss is that division 
delay may not be caused by damage to cell components which direct-
1.y prevents those components undergoing their normal cycle leading 
to cell division,but that delay is an indirect effeót tuhich repre-
sents an adaptive response on the part of the cell to the presence 
of damage in its genetic material. The one immediate objection to 
this idea is that there are agents tuhich are knotin to damage DNA 
which do not appear to have much effect upon divisionJor example 
17cCormick and Nardone found that monofunctional nitrogen mustard 
had no effect on division of DNA, RB!A and protein synthesis and 
in a preliminary study for this thesis I found that ethyl methane-
suiphonate had little effect on the division of S.pombe. 
Nevertheless the ability to repair lesions in the DNA 
appears to be a fundamental property of cells and is found at all 
levels of organisation from mammalian cells to mycop1aama(D.t.Smith' 
and P.C. Hanaualt.) That the process of repair also appears to be 
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very closely related to the process of recombination is also an 
observation which has been made both for the bacteria (discussed 
K.C.Ssith and P.Cjezwwsalt)and in fungi (see Holiday 1164 and 
Esposito). Thus division delay may represent a physiological 
response by the cells, by hich normal progression through the cell 
cycle is halted possibly by the same mechanism which operates to 
control the progress of the normal meiotic cycle. This view is, 
in essence, an adaptation of the hypothesis discussed by Holliday' 
( 964) that UI! irradiation creates an intracellular environment 
resembling that found in the meiotic cell. If this view is correct 
then fluctuations of sensitivity through the cell cycle to both 
induced delay and lethal damage may reflect underlying change in 
the ability of the cells to perform repair and this view has been 
expressed by several authors. Thus Sinclair suggests that there 
may be a connection between survival and division delay since the 
results with X irradiated mammalian cells tended to indicate an 
inverse relationship between them. He argues that this may indi-
cate a greater degree of repair is possible in the cells which 
suffer the longest delays. However, as mentioned above, this 
relationship does not seem to hold for UI! induced division delay 
and lethality. Iona also concludes that his results with X-ray 
doss fractionation cporiments on HeLa cells indicate that repair 
capabilities fluctuate during the cell cycle if the assumption is 
made that the amount of damage per unit dose remains constant 
through the cell cycle. 
One corollary of this theory is that it predicts that 
there may be a class of sensitive mutants which have lost this 
ability to arrest the cell cycle to gain time for repair to be 
completed properly. This is just the response found when the UV 
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sensitive mutant of S.pombe use challenged with KC (Chapter 1) 
and this suggests that a simple test of this idea in yeast would 
be to survey the considerable number of radiation sensitive mutants 
now available for DV induced division delay. Certainly this uould 
be an interesting and simple tak with the S.pombe. sensitive 
tsnt uvsl-1,as Gill's work would serve as a basis for comparison 
with the wild type sand the use of synchronous cultures combined 
with time lapse photography would considerably facilitate the 
analysis of cell cycle. It would also be very interesting to know 
whether yeast which is known to have a photoreactivating system 
and an efficient dark repair system (Patrick et al) suffers a 
reduced delay after IN treatment followed by photoreactivation. 
In summary of my conclusions from this section of the 
discussion the following points emerge as important. Firstly, the 
inhibition of DNA synthesis cannot be overlooked as a possible 
cause for division delay as there appears to be some DNA replica-
tion throughout the cell cycle in most cell types. However, 
techniques now exist which may be able, to detect small effects on 
replication,notably the combined use of labelling and the BUdR 
density labelling which have been widely applied in the study of 
repeir. Perhaps the boat material for the study of such an effect 
would be Physarum, using DV as the delaying agent. 
Secondly, delay may be caused by damage to the chromosome 
which prevents it from undergoing its normal cycle. One form of 
damage which may be important in this respect is DNA-protein cross-
linking caused by alkylating agents and this seems to merit further 
investigation. 
Finally, delay may be a physiological response on the 
part of the cell to gain time for repair,! if this is so then a 
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study of radiation sensitive mutants may reveal mutants with 
different patterns of division delay response from the wild type. 
In the final section of this discussion I wish to eramine 
the narrower question of that advantages the phenomenon of DIC, 
induced delay offers for the study of the cell cycle of S.pombe. 
I have already dealt in the last chapter with what I 
consider to be the greatest use for V.Cwhich is to determine 
tubether or not any particular periodic event in the cycle is linked 
to the )NA synthesis cycle; in this capacity NC will complement 
MB. Clearly exactly the same type of superiment can also be used 
to investigate linkage with the cytokinetic cycle again with the 
advantage that the eperimenta can be designed to control for the 
effects of the inhibitor. Linkage with nuclear divia!on can also 
be studied using NC but in this case it is not possible to control 
for the effects of the inhibitor, and as MB toill permit such a 
control it is the agent of choice in this respect. The initial 
results obtained by Robinson and myself using 14C to study enzyme 
synthesis are very encouraging. Certainly Robinson's results are 
quite unequivocal and support his result obtained with HU that 
stops in enzyme activity occur in the absence of DNA synthesis and 
division. This finding has a clear corollary for the sequential 
transcription theory. This is that the process which controls the 
ordered transcription of the chromosome must clearly be capable of 
reinitiating the cycle in the absence of DNA synthesis and nuclear 
division. This result thus agrees with the findings of both 
Eckstein et si. and Culotti and Hartwell which were described in 
the introduction. Hot-:ever, Culotti and Harttiell'a results suggest 
that reinitiation of the cycle may depend on the point in the cycle 
at which the cell is arrested. It would thus be interesting to 
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repeat Robinsons expericenta with continuous treatments of NC but 
to delay the addition of the drug until after the first transition 
point; this tiill lead to the cells being treated in the major 
period and cW results suggest that the first round of DIM synthe-
sis tiifl occur. It is possible that if the cell cycle is arrest-
ed ct a different position frcm that achieved when treatment is 
started in the minor period then a different result my be seen 
when the activity of alcohol dehydz'ogenaso is assayed. 
Another interesting enporluent which may be performed 
with VIC concerns the location of the rate change points found by 
Titàhiaon and Creanoj!). 'Yhen the basal level of sucrase and 
several other enzymes is measured in synchronous cultures of 
S,pobe a pattern of synthesis is seen which is best explained by 
treating it as series of linear curves which have periodic in-
creases in rate, but the level of synchrony of the cultures is not 
good enough to enable this. conclusion to be reached without re-
course to a complicated computer aided analysis of the data. This 
means that the rate change points are very tedious to locate since 
the collection of a great deal of data is requirede Witchison 
and Creanor ('61) postulate that the rate changes are due to 
dosage changes in the relevant genes which are not expressed at 
the time of DNA replication but with a slight delay for 'functional 
gene replication'. Thus rate changes might be expected to respond 
In the sacs tiay as the change in sucrase potential to a pulse of 
hC. Ioever, it would also be useful to copletely block division 
and DNA synthesis using a continuous treatment of C. If the 
system responds as expected the pattern of basal synthesis of 
enzyme in a continuously treated culture should be a simple 
linear increase* 	Furtheraoro the location of the rate 
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change point should be easy to calculate simply by comparison of 
the treated culture result with the control result. 
In fact one such an experiment was performed by Creanor 
and myself but the continuous dose of 14C administered in this ex-
periment (50 pg/mi) was found to be too low to completely abolish 
division and thus DNA synthesis. The basal sucrase level was 
found to follow a shallot, upward curve with time in this experi-
mont.. Probably a result would have been obtained if a concen-
tration of 100 Jig/mI had been used. 
The two transition points found for the effects of MC 
provide two useful cycle markers although it would be highly 
desirable to have some information regarding the changes in position 
of those transition points when pulses of lower doses are used. 
The fact that to a very near approximation the major and minor 
periods of sensitivity are the same as the G, and G2  phases of the 
cycle for standard pulse employed throughout this thesis suggests 
that IT might also be useful, if in some future study it is wished 
to determine which phase of the cycle cells are in at any given 
time. Naturally this type of experiment must be interpreted with 
caution but it might be useful where a DNA assay is out of the 
question due to lack of materialand it has the advantage that 
determining the sensitivity of the coils to MIC induced delay is 
much quicker than a DNA assay. 
As a system for the study of the biochemistry of division 
delay the problem as mentioned above, is that it is not possible 
to apply the most sensitive techniques to the study of DNA repli-
cation in yeasts. The situation is not aided by the fact that it 
is difficult to isolate DNA from S.pcmbe although a method has 
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been developed by Bostock (9) and the combined isolation and 
density gradient analysis method described by klilliamaon, 
4oustacchi and Fennell could also be successfully applied. The 
usefulness of the system thus depends upon the development of very 
sensitive techniques for the study of DNA replication; one tech-
nique which might be adapted to this end is polyacrylamido alec-
tróphoresia of nucleic acid (see Loenin& • This technique, which 
is currently used to study RNA metabolism in S.pombe, might well 
be useful since it can effect a complete separation between DNA 
and RNA and thus it allows the use of a non-specific nucleic acid 
label to study DNA. Another approach to this problem would be to 
use much larger synchronous cultures produced by the inductive 
method using MR or HU as described by Nitchison and Creo,a), 
although such experiments would be rather costly. 
One nucleic acid experiment which is feasible and which 
would provide a very useful complement to this study is, as 
mentioned above, to determine whether or not NC does cross-link 
S.pombeDNA. The method for showing this effect is quite straight-
forward and depends on the fact that NC cross-linked DNA renaturee 
instantly after denaturation (see Sybaiski and lyor ('7) and 
thus does not show a change in buoyant density after denaturation 
and rapid cooling. 
The results presented in Chapter 5 of experiments with 
CHX and heat shocks,uhilst they do little to clarify the effects 
of I2C ,do raise some interesting questions regarding the control 
of division in S.Pombe. These questions have already been dis-
cussed quite thoroughly by Nitchison () and are being actively 
investigated by Nitchison and Polenechek; thus I shall only consider 
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these results briefly and have only one ancillary point to add of 
ty oin. 
Iitchison has produced several nodels to account for the 
patterns of delay observed with delay inducing treatments and 
these may be classified into two typeI iool filling models in 
which the cell is required to complete the synthesis of a certain 
amount of division protein before division, and sequential models 
in which the inhibition depends upon interference with a sequence 
of synthetic events. In the pool filling models 4itchison has 
relied on a feature of the Tetrahymena theory to explain the 
occurrence of excess delays, namely the breakdown of the pool of 
unatabilised division protein. There is, however, another mechanism 
thereby excess delays may be caused if the ability of the cell to 
resume protein synthesis after the period of inhibition varies 
through the cell cycle. 
Consider the case of a cell which synthesizes its divi-
sion protein over most or just part of its cycle. Should synthesis 
be inhibited in this coll and the pool of pre-existing division 
protein does not breakdown, the resulting delay to that cell will 
only be constant through the cycle if, when synthesis is resumed, 
the time taken to regain the control rate of synthesis is constant 
throughout the cycle and thus cells of all ages will take the 
same time to make the required quantity of division protein. Some 
cells, as Plitchison ( 171) points out, appear to suffer a constant 
delay when treated with protein synthesis inhibitors and thus 
presumably do resume synthesis after inhibition in a uniform 
manner (see Walters .and Petersen). 
If, however, there is any effect of the age of a cell 
130. 
upon its ability to resume the synthesis of division protein after 
inhibition, ago variable delay would result and it sight be ex-
pected that if this effect is operating the pattern of synthesis 
of the division protein through the cycle may have a profound 
effect upon the resulting delays. 
If the pattern of synthesis is linear with time it is 
probable that this effect would only cause snail variations in 
delay induced at different cell ages,but if the pattern is expo-
nential it is possible for this effect to cause quite large vari-
ations in induced delay. As an example, consider the situation 
of a cell which makes its division protein exponentially and which 
after inhibition can only reinitiate synthesis at the same rate as 
it would normally at the beginning of the cell cycle. It becomes 
clear that a pulse of inhibitor early in the cycle will cause a 
much shorter delay than a later pulse since the time to re-establish 
the control rate of synthesis will be correspondingly shorter. 
Since the synthesis of bulk protein during the cell 
cycle of S.ponbe follows an exponential pattern (itchison and 
Izfilbur) it seems likely that the further investigation of the 
effects of CUX pulses on synchronous cultures will yield some in-
fornation on the way that reinitiation of protein synthesis is 
related to the cycle position at the time of the pulse. This, 
however, only provides a partial test of the theory and my observa-
tion that CHX delayed cells are larger at division than control 
cells suggests that in S.orabe division protein does not respond 
in the same way as total protein. The conclusion that bulk pro-
tein patterns do not reflect those patterns expected from other 
evidence in S.poriibe is also reached by Jain as a result of a 
131. 
detailed analysis of soluble protein synthesis through the cell 
cycle. 
It thus appears that there are various interesting e-
perioents t±ich can be performed with -1C and with the other in-
hibitors used in this work in several areas of investigation. I 
tou1d like to conclude this discussion by referring the reader to 
r acotzledgezents which can be found overpaga and by expressing 
the hope that some of the work presented in the preceding pages 
will prove useful to those who study S.pornbe in the future. 
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APP]DU 1. 
he copoeiticn of Edinburgh Nininal Nedium 2. 
G1ieoQo 10 
3Dniu Chloride 5 
SodiuL Acetate 1 
Potcasium Chiorido 3. g 
2anesiuc Chloride 0.5 g 
Sodium dibydrogen posphato 3CC 
SGdium Sulphate 10j 
Ce1cii Chloride lOng 
Incaitol Ift 
icotinic acid 10 
Calcium Pantothonate 1rg 
Biotin lOUg 






(FeC13.6I 20.) 200U9 
•o1ybdic acid 
(no04JI20.) 16OUg  
Potesaiuii Iodide iCOUg 
Copper Sulphate 
(CuSO4.520.) kOiJg 
Citric acid lea 
The above constituento are dissolved and made up to 1 litre and 
the resulting solution sterilised by autoclaving for 15 minutes 
at 10 lbs. per square inch. 
1dinburgh Miniuml Nediun I is identical to the above tith the 
exception that the Sodium dihydrogen phosphate concentration is 
only l0ig per litre. 
The method of estimating the rise in coil number in a synchronous 
culture by numerical integration of the cell plate indices. 
The method used uas devised by N. Stebbin, and it nust 
be stressed at the outset that it is not a rigorous - calculation 
but a rough estimation of the rise in coil number. floevor, the 
results aehiovod by this method coparo favourably uith those 
obtained by direct coil counting. (J..itchioon, personal 
comiiunication.) 
The rationale behind the method is simply to derive the 
cell count at any given time by increasing the original coil count 
(if it is known) by a factor proportional to the area under the 
curve of the cell plate index plotted against elapsed time. The 
cell plate indoz curve cannot be rigorously -,. treated in this t-iay 
because of the dilution effect of fission on the CPI as a measure 
of the rate of division in the culture (discussed Chapter 3). 
The first step of the calculation is to estimate the 
CPX at intervala of 10..15 minutes throughout the cell plate peak 
the increase in cell number is then calculated by the formula 
=N x 
t 	•0 	 lC 
Jhoro 	is the original coil count, N is the coil count at time 
to and E6 is a summation of the cell plate indices according to 
the following formula 
CP = 	+ 	* CPt1 
thero CP t and CP ,1 are call plate indices ostiasted from the 
graph of CPI against time at a predetermined interval* is 
thus a summation of the cell plate indices in which all but CPt 
OCCA' tiice. 
Stobbina 0 o oiia1 method was to make tho interval 
t.1 to t equal to tho coil plate tine, i.e. 15 ziino. However, 
in  the oo enparigent in which this tothoc vas used, the inter-
val t-1 to t uae ?owzd ompirically which gave a calculated 
JCZ rice in coil nber due to the first CPP. This C&]O 
interval ue then used to calculate the rise in cell niaiziber 
in tho treated cultures. 
APPNDIX 3. 
Derivation of tho method orp1oy'ed for the calculation of the 
'corrected cell plate index'. 
If, in a synchronous culture undergoing its first divis-
ion, the cell count is observed to increase by a certain pcontao 
x it foUots that the percentage of divided cells in the oriincl 
population is similarly x. The proportion of noily divided cells 
in a population of synchronous cells of ubieh x have divided is 
thus 
	
proportion notily divided 	2x 
cells 	 100+x 
which expressed as a percentage beccnes 
percentage newly divided = 2Cc 
cells 	 lC04 
Noi the cell plate index is the percentage of the trhale 
population of cells which display coil plates but the corrected 
cell plate index is (as explained, in Chapter 3) the percentage of 
the original population of cells displaying cell plates. Thus in 
calculating the corrected cell plate index from the coil plate 
index a correction rst be made for the newly divided cells counted 
during the estimation* 
If 100 cells are counted and y cells have cell plates 
the CPI is clearly 
dPI 	Y  100 
.100 
but of those 100 colic a certain proportion trill have passed through 
the cell plate stage and trill be netrly divided cells and this pro-
portion represent only half their number in term of the original 
population. The number of cello of the orig4ncl population repre-
sented by those 100 cells is thus 
2Ctht 
number of original coils = ico -ii 
2 










The CCPI may thus be easily calculated from the CI'! provided that 
the percentage increase in the cell number at the time of esti-
mation of the CPI is kuetn. 
£3PPXX 1• 
Sources of drus uee60 
eyadeoeine, HydroxVurea and c.yc1oheziido bore SU obtained  
from Sia. 
itotiycin C ucia obtainod from Kyoua XWdco Coro Co.Ltd., 
Ohteiachi Ralldina,. Chtoachi, Ciyo&-ku, TOkYO, Jpzm. The &%G-
is euppliod in 2 cS a!pou1eo uhich also contain 48 mg of codim 
chloride. The roov1 of this &]t ic escentiol and it tj be 
achieved by diezolving the iitoycin in absolute ethanol and re-
covering the drug by vacuurn drying, the lessee due to this pro-
cedure tiers estimated spec trophotoeetricsUy to be only W. If 
larger quentities of the drug ero required it ray be obtained salt 
free from the above source by application to the Pharmaceutical 
Foreign Trade Dept. 
